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Abstract

This dissertation offers an analysis of the neighbourhood placement of

commercial plasma clinics within the United States before, during, and after the

recognition of HfV contaminating fractionated coagulation products. The

dissertation tests an assertion by Chitwood, and parallel statements offered by the

US government, that US source plasma clinics were located in "high-risk" areas.

This unevaluated assertion has implications fo¡ US and intemational blood policy,

and our understanding ofthc history of HIV contamination of plasma fractions.

The thesis is organized as a set of six independent chapters - only the last

ofwhich tests this assertion. Chapter 1 reviews the impofance of 'þlace" within

social epidemiology; Chapter 2 offers an organizational structurc and rcvicw of

extant social epidemiology literahrre related to place. The third chapter offers a

novel bivariate neighbourhood classification based on social disorganization

theory - SECTOR, based on a factor analysis of 14 census-tract measures for all

1980 and 1990 census tlacts. The predictivc propelties of three neiglrbourhood

classification schemes to identifr foci ofdrug use, sales, and availability are

provided in Chapter #4. Consistent with social disorganization theory, an analysis

of the 1993 National Household Survey or Drug Abuse showed neighbourhood

conlext to be associated with cxtrcmc ratcs of dmg selling, "very casy" acccss to

several illicit drugs. No association behveen social environment and personal

drug use was observed.

Chapter #5 advanccs a novel tl.ìeorctical modcl of blood safcty which



identifics eight distinct domains which determine blood safety - including the

notion of "place", "Placc" thus links the social epidemiology material of Chapters

#1-4 with the study of plasma clinics found in Chapter #6.

Chapter 6 presents an analysis olUS plasma clinic locations over the

period 1980-1995 with respect to their neighbourhood social cnvironment, using

the SECTOR designation as well as two extant measures - extreme poverty and

underclass area designatìons. Source plasma clinics are found to be 5-8 times

more likely to be located in high-risk areas - characterized by active drug malkcts

and drug availability - than would be expected by chance; source plasma clinics

continued to be located in these high-risk areas through 1995. Policy implications

are discussed.
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Introduction
This disse¡tation applies techniques and insights from social epidemiology

to cha¡acterize some aspects of the collection ofhuman plasma for therapeutic

purposes in the United States over the period 1980-1995. The intention ofour

work is to inform the historical understanding ofthe outbreaks of human

immunodcficiency virus (HIV), and hcpatitis C virus (HCV) amongst recipients of

fractionated plasma products. Our particular focus is on the social geography of

US source plasma clinics - from which plasma was acquired that was used to

make therapeutic products that would be provided to persons with hemophilia in

the United States and elsewhere.

Thc dissertation is focussed on testing the hlpothesis, initially proposed by

others, that these clinics were located in areas of"high risk". We have broken this

assertion down into two lemporal periods and explicitly examine two related

hypotheses: l) that US source plasma clinics were located in high risk areas

during thc early and mid 1980s, and 2) that these clinics remain in thesc high risk

areas into the middle ofthe 1990s. By "high risk" areas, we are chiefly interested

in areas within the Unitcd States which are characterized by high rates ofillicit

drug actrvity. This focus reflects the cstablished transn.rissibility ofboth HIV and

HCV through both ínjection and non-injection rclated drug practices, and the high

prcvalence of both HCV and HIV amongst ccrtain t)?es of rllicit drug users.r,2

Both dircct and indirect links betwccn various fomrs of drug use and

infectious discase transmission are well established, and the chiefproblem to be



overcome in this dissertation was that there is no list of"high risk areas" within

the United States - nor a national reference source where local rates ofillicit drug

activity, drug sales, or the prevalence of transfusion-transmissible infections, were

recorded. Therefore, extant data resources did not permit the efficient testing of

the hypothesis that plasma clinics were represented - or over-represented - in

these "higli risk" areas.

It is he¡e, in developing and validating a national measure of"high risk"

areas, that social epidemiology comes to play a key role in the dissertation. The

hypotheses that we tgst here are ultimately social and ecological in nature and the

tools needed to test the hypotheses arise from social epidemiology, and more

specifically the techniques of classifiiing social environmcnts. We devise and

implement a social environment variable designed to find such areas, and together

with two extant measures, test the predictive validity ofthese thlee measures to

find "high risk" arcas using a nationally representative survey ofdrug use. Only

havilg accomplished this, do we then rctum to our initial questions regarding the

placcrncnt of source plasma clin ics.

The chapters ofthis dissertation are organized as follows: Chapter #l sets

out the argument that place is an ìmpoÍant notion in epidemiology and highlights

social disorganization theory as a prornising approach to thinking about place

particularly the "high risk" areas we are intercsted in. Chapter #2 reviews how

social environmcnts have been measurcd jn recent US public hcalth papcrs and

contlasts these methods with the theories of social environments presented in

XVIII



Chapter #1. Finding a gulfbetwecn the theories ofsocial environments, and tbe

actual classification ofthesc environments in the publìc health literature, the third

chapter proposes and implements a novel classihcation ofUS census tracts -

which we call SECTOR - which is based on social drsorganization theory.

Chapter #4 offers an analysis of a nationally representative survey of drug misuse

in the United States which employs SECTOR and two cxtart measures of

neighbourhood "place".

Chapter #5 represents an important departurc from the social epìdemiologic

focus provided in Chapters 1-4, and offers a conceptual modcl ofthe determinants

ofblood safety. lntended as a comprehensive model of"blood system safcty", it

identifies eight domains which independently act as determinants ofblood system

safety; one ofthose domains is "place" and it is here, in the conccpt ofplace as a

determinant ofblood system safety that the two apparently disparate tbreads ofthe

dissertation rcpresented by chapters I through 4, and chaptcr 5 come together,

allowing us to test in Chapter #6 thc h)?otheses regarding the preferentral

distribution of source plasma clinics in high risk arcas.

We recognize that the organization ofthis dissertation covers a range of

conccptual and methodological issues, and that the "thread" ofthe dissefation

may be difficult to follow across the chapters. Thcrefore, each chapter includes a

brief "Foreword" which attempts to establish the expectation for the foflhcoming

chapter, and to place what is to comc within the larger shrcture of the

dissertation. Figures and tables are found at the end of each chapter.
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Chapter #t: A. Place for "Place" in Public Health

Foreword

The purpose of this chapter is to articulate why measures of context, and

more specifically characterizations of neighbourhoods, are valid and impofiant

concepts for epidemiology. After a general review, the chapter focuses attention

on the concept of social disorganization as a valuable, but largely unused, lens

through whìch to assess the influence of neighbourhoods on health.

Introduction

Epidemiology is that shared branch ofthe medical and social sciences

which is concemed with the population-based pattems of human health and

illness, and the underlying causes ofthose patterns. Social epidemiology is

specifically concerned with the organization of human health and illness with

respect to social conditions - where social conditions range from the shucture of

nation states to the character of neighbourhoods and the qualitics of inter-personal

relationships. The underlying, but still elusive, goal of this enterprise is to

dete¡mine if and how social conditions modifu human health.

While social epidemrology might fìnd historical roots in Vilchow(1) and

other l9'r' century writers, it has had a long period ofrelativc quiescence during

rnuch of the twenticth cenhly; however, social epidemiology is enjoying a

resurgence of intcrest, supported by a dcveloping body ofquantrtativc cvidence



which suggests that the organization ofhealth and disease cannot be explained

adequately by reference only to the distribution of individual-level factors.(2) A

report by Haan and colleagues from the Alameda study is often taken as ihe first

indication of a revival of interest in this area(3). In that paper, using nine years

mortality data from the Alameda Counly study, Haan and colleagues obsewed a

relative risk of 1.7 for morlality amongst those with residence in a poverty area - a

risk that could not be explained away by multivariate modeling which

incorporated characteristics ofthe individual including "baseline health status,

race, income, emplo)Ìnent status, access to medical care, health insurance

coverage, smoking, alcohol consumptron, physical activity, body mass index,

sleep patterns, social isolation, marital status, depression, and personal

uncertainty." These results, and subsequent studies, inform the recent intcrcst in

social environments and health, and prompt thc inclusion of social environments

within the dominant "hcalth determinants" model informing Canadian health

policy.(4, 5)

This disse¡tation builds on this line of investigation and argumentation-

focusing ol the relationship of health and illness to small residential socral

environments - neighbourhoods - one ofthe most frequently investigated types of

social cnvironments explored in social epidemiology research(6). However, this

disscrtation does not take up the question of social causation directly - the

substanlive questions under study in thìs dissertation do not require cssessrnents

of causation, nor does the cross-sectional nature of thc neighbourhood-encoded



databases used in this dissertation support causal inferences; our interest is in

characterizing and categonzing social environments, and testing our abiliry to

organize specifìc t)?cs ofhealth data with respect to social environments. Perhaps

the classification strategy and metIics proposed in the disserlation will support

future causal studìes.

This chapter is organized rnto three subsequent sections. The next section

is irtended to argue for the salience ofthe concept ofsocial environments - or

more tersely'þlace" - within epidemiologic study and to focus attention on

residential social environments as one cxample ofthe general idea of social

environments. Our second goal is to review options for classif,iing neighbourhood

social environments; our final goal is to highlight social disorganization theory as

one vìable lens through which to consider contemporary population health

questions.

Composition and Context

Many commentators have identified and critiqucd the individualistic focus

of much of contemporary epidemi ology(2,7). Concurent with these criticisms is

a growing body of literature calling for a renewed considcration of social factors

in the determination of population health. (3, 8, 9) The obsewation that social

environments may modif' the distribution and determinants of health in

populations has focused attention on understanding and quantrfiiing the nature of

social environmcnts, estimating thcil putative health inpacts, and sorting out

complex and conlounded potential causal pathways.(9-16)



This analytic tradition ìs rooted in a distinction between the role of

"composition" and context in detemrining individual level outcomes. lndividual

compositional variables might include age, sex, and blood pressure, whilst social

context might range from estimates ofneighbourhood social capital or national

estimates of income inequality. Controlling for composition - typically age and

sex- are standard tools in thc epidemiologic armamentarium, but elucidating the

contribution ofsocial context - be that the nature ofsocial and economic

structures, the allocation of social value and resources within a society, or related

social characteristics - to health has been less thoroughly considered in the

epidemiologic literature.

This underlying distinction between context ald composition has a long

history in sociologic thought - most authors find its origins.in Durkheirn(17).

However, thc classic modern exploration ofputative contextual effects comes

from research in education by Alexande¡ et al. Writing for an audience of

educational researchers, Alexander et al propose that "Contcxtual effects are

rcgarded as contributing to an ecological or organizational context, and not simply

as the cumulation or summarization ofindividual SES levels."(18)(p. 225)

Diprcte and Forristal rcflect this general approach, and have argued that the

assertion of a potential for causal effccts from social context represents "a

defining clarm of the sociological discipline" ((19)p. 331). Several definitions of

"contextual effects" havc bcen offered, but Blalock's definition enjoys sonrc

dcgrce of acceptancc and endurance; Blalock dehnes contexh-ral effects to



represent "an allowance for macro processes that are presumed to have an impact

on the individual actor over and above the effects ofany individuallevel variables

that may be operating." (20)(p. 35a).

An example ofsuch a "contcxtual effect" has been identified by Carter, in

a helpful paper on teaching contextual effects in sociology courses(21). Using

data from the US National Longitudinal Study ofthe High School Class of 1972,

he notes the apparent contextual effect associated with whether the student

attended public or catholic secondary schools. Carler shows that when the survey

results are aggregated, social class and cognitive achievement are highly

comelated - lower social class origins are linked to lower cognitive assessments.

lndeed the cognitive classification presented by Carter shows distributions that are

almost exactly reversed across the 'class origin' measure. (Table L1) This table

shows that 72.9%o of those with poor social class origins in this survey had low

assesscd cognitive ability, while 79.9% ofthose with middle class origins had

high assessed cognitive ability.

Howevcr, and here is wherc the contextual argument emerges, the data are

also reportcd stratified by the school context. (Table 1.2) A clear change in the

cognitive ability scores is evident when the contextual variable (public or catholic

school) is included. While in public schools, the majority (75%) of poor studenrs

are reported to continue to have marked lowcl cognitive abilitìes, a similar

majority ofmiddle class students are rcported to have high cognitive abilitics.

However, this distnbution is ûot scen in catholic schools. In this contcxt. sonre



75% of students from poor origins, and some 88% of students from middle class

origins are rated as having high cognitive abilities.

The exact reasons why "context" counts so much in this analysis is beyond

the scope of this precis, as are altemative interpretations ofthese data; however, in

this example, wc find a case for searching for contextual effects. Clearly, ifa

contextual reading of these data is justified, goìng to a Catholic school appears to

confer a remarkable advantage on poor students, and less significant, but still

positive, advantages on those children from middle class ongins. Such an

analysis appeals to represent both a point of commendation for Catholic schools,

and a critique ofpublic schools; the observations also raise the intriguing

possibility that the performances obsewed in the pubüc schools do not necessarily

represent innate, and inexorable, deficiencies in those with lowe¡ social class

origins.

This simple example shows why contextual effects have received

considcrable attention by policy analysts and researchers in a varicty of helds.

Because social factors are (at least presunrptively) amenablc to social and policy

change, this line of argurnent has bcen particularly attractive to scholars as they

appear to promise a way of identi$,ing modifiable public policy choices and social

factors which impact on the life-chances ofindividuals.

The contextual effects of catholic school enlollment discussed above are

consistent not only with Blalock's defìnitions, but also support Burbank's

approach, proposcd in a helplul discussion, entitled "How do contextllal effects



work?"(20) Reflecting a substantive interest in behaviour, and particularly in

votrng behavior, Burbank contcnds that "contextual effects are systematic

variations in the behavior ofindividual associated with variation across

geographic settings" Moreover, "the logic of demonstratìng a contextual effect

seems clear: if the political behavior ofindividuals with similar attributes varies

systematically with changes in the social context, this variation can be taken as

evidence that context affects ìndividual behavior. ... A statistically significant

contextual coefficient [from a contexual analysis regression] is taken as evidence

that properties ofthe social context are systematically related to individual vote

choice (controlling for the effects ofwhatever other variables have been

specified)." (22)(pp. 166-167) Carter's school performance data fit this

description.

Testing the potential etiologic effect ofcontext on individual outcomes

requires both good measures of individuals and coherent measures of social

context(6). It is here - in the classification and coherent measurement of social

context - tlìat our interest in social environmcnts overlaps wlth interests in testing

social causation hypotheses. Moreover, because our interest is not focused on

assessing causation, we set aside a discussion of the requisite individual level

variables which one might include in a causal model. (See Levcnthal and Brooks-

Gurm for a careful discussion on thrs point(23).) We focus on the question ofhow

social contcxt - residential social etvironments in particular - might bc

conceptualìzed, and qualtified. Hierarchical models are now the statistical



techrrique ofchoice for testing causal h)?otheses involving contexttal data.(Z4)

Thcse statistical models require meaningful measurement properties for the

bierarchical or social environment variables - and thus may benefit from the more

foundational work presented here.

Clearly, theories ofhow social envi¡onments - "place" in the parlance of

social geography - are organized and how they might modiô/ health status should

inform how social environments are classified. Having sketched a general

concept of social context and contextual effects, and placed the notion of

contextual effects in contrast to composition characteristics, we can tum no',¡,¡ to

considcr conceptualizations and classi$ring residential social environments.

Conceptualizing and Classifying Place

The desire to quantitatively dcscribe and categorize urban environments

according to some measure ofsocial context can bc traced at least into the 19'h

cen1ury, and to the work of English scholar/reformers Mayhew and Rowntree(25,

26) and more directly to the work of the English reformer Charles B ooth(21 -30),

Davics has identified Booth's creation and use ofa multivariate index to

differentiate London neighbourhoods by social characteristics as the first

application of quantitativc strategies to group together sirnilar residential areas. ln

that index, Booth combined six neighbourhood rates - including poverty,

domestic crowding, early marriagcs, "surplus unmanied", the birth and dealh rates

- to build an overall measure of"social condition" for London neighbourhoods at

the end of the 19'r'century. In these ways, Booth's index has been identified as a



precursor of 20d' century neighbourhood classifi cation strategies.

Although measures of neighbourhood social environments can be traced at

least back to Booth, well-developed theories ofurban environments are not

evident before the work ofPark, Burgess and the "Chicago school"(31); that

school is characterized by its adoption ofecological models adapted from the

biological sciences to describe human settlements, and by the use of those models

to describe neighbourhoods in particular.(32, 33) This theoretical premìse - rooted

in evolutionary biology - led to models ofurban differentiation which drew

concentric circular zones about city centres, and the suggestion that different

behaviours were adapted to each of these social "environments". Controversial

even at the time(34), these theoretical models would subsequently be replaced by

ever more complex theories of neighbourhoods over subsequent decades(2, 35).

An early alternative to the Chicago school approach was a non-concentric

model of urban classihcation proposcd by Shevky in the immediate post-World

War II penod(36, 37). Identifying tlree sources ofvariatron ofirnportance to

urban differentiation - social rank, urbanization and ethnicity - Shevky's work is

regarded as fundamental in establishing both a multidimensional

conceptualization ofurban differentiation, and proposing a multidimensional

classification strategy linked to that theoretical perspective. Tyron, a psychiatrist,

working concurently but independent of Shevky, is credited with thc iutroduction

of modcrn multivariate methods into the study ofurban diffc¡cntiation -

accomplished in an analysis ofOakland neighbourhoods and using some 33



census-tract level variables(38). Tyron's method involved the constructìon of

relatively crude "indices of similarity" amongst subsets ofthe selected variables,

and the application ofcluster analysis against those indices to aggregate indìvidual

neighbourhoods into meaningful groups. White's shrdy of 1980-era US

neighbourhoods revisits and updates Shevky's residential differentiation

model.(39)

More recent discussions ofneighbourhood social cnvironments and

strategies for classiflzing neighbourhoods can be divided into hvo general

categories - those which work primarily from census or similar data to craft

quantitatively-defined neighbourliood classification schemes, and those which are

focused on measuring underlying social process which are held to craft local

social environments.

Examples ofthe former approach - the use ofccnsus and census-like data -

to build neighbourhood classifications schemes are now tlpically associated with

market segmentation strategios, such as those advanced by commercial entities

including Claritas, and CACL While the exact method used by these comme¡cial

finns is a trade secret, CACI's web-site clearly states that their methods of

building neighbourhood t¡.pologies involve thc applicalion of both principal

components analysis and clusteringl. These commercial agcncies appear to

employ ever more advanced revisions to the basic n.rethods offactoríal ecology,

rhttp://demographics.caci.com/products/lifc scg.htm
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well described by Davies(40). In the UK, the ACORN system has been used in

several public health publications(41-43) and alternative but non-proprietary

systems have been proposed(44). Many ofthe commercìal systems rcpresent the

integration ofpublic datasets - notably the census - with transaction-based datasets

arising from credit card transactions, and other measures of economic activity.

Given the input data, these typologies offer sets of classifications which

are often based around the purchasing pattems and economic potential ofspecific

populations, and these are used extensively in site-selection for locating

businesses. However, the utility of these measures for public health is less well

established, perhaps a function ofthe costs of leasing thcse segmentation systems,

their proprietary methods, and the uncertain linkage ofthese classification systems

to the neighbourhood determinants ofpublic health.

The altemative to these - largely economically driven - classificatìon

schemes are schemes which attcmpt to classi$ areas on the basis ofunderlying

social, rather than economic, pattems. It is here where scholarly attention has been

focused. Thc altematives are largely oriented around hlpothesized latent

constructs held to be conceptually distinct from compositional characteristics.

Consistent with this approach, Lynch and Kaplan introducc their discussion of

neighbourhood classification noting that "extraindividual socioeconomic factors

closely related to the physical and social infrastructu¡e of communities are thought

to affect health above and beyond individual compositional aspccts," This provide

the rationale fol characte¡izations ofneighbourhoods; they present a non-
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exhaustive precis of nine such "area-based" measures from the international

literature(45).

Kreiger, Williams and Moss, in their review of measures of social class,

suggest that "neighborhood-based measures of social class and other aspects of

socioeconomic position merit greater use in public health research and

surveillance."(46) This review also ofler additional obseruations on

neighbourhood measures of social class. hr particular they note the benefits (finer

spatial resolution) and limitations (suppression ofsocioeconomic data for these

spatial aggregates because of limitcd population) of block-group measures, and

the inadequacy of zip codes for social epidemiologic purposes. This review does

not offer dominant theoretical perspectives or quantitative strategies lor

characterizing neighbourhoods, but implicitly contrasts several US indicators of

neighbourhood status - which are primarily univariate in their construction, with

three leading UK indicators which are uniformly rnultivaliate.

Additional measures have also been published. Notable amongst these

latent constructs are Skogan's concept of neigltbourhood disorder(47), Massey

and Denton's emphasis on racial segregation(48-57), Wilson's emphasis on

concentrated disadvantage(S8,59), ald thc highly influential work of Coleman

and Puttnran with respect to social capital(60,6I).

Skogan has advanccd the concept ofneighborhood disorder, defined as

"direct, behavioural evidence of disorganization"(a7)(p.21). Ross and Mìrowsky,

have provided a useful review of sor¡e l2 operationalizations of this concept used
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in va¡ious US locations.(62) Variables included in these operationizations

necessarily vary but typically include measu¡es intended to characterize the

physical decay of neìghbourhoods, and social disorder such as drug use and

crimes against persons, noise and graffiti.

It is important, however, to observe that the emphasis in Skogan's work on

the "evidence of disorganization" poses a measurement challenge - a limitation

evidence in the published implementations reviewed by Ross and Mirowsky. Each

ofthese measures requires the use ofdata which can¡ot be obtained f¡om the

census or other key small-area data sources, and therefore requircs direct

observation. As direct obseruation at a national level would likely only be possible

within a census-like exercise, none ofthe extant measures of "neighbourhood

disorder" present a mechanism to support national analyses. This observation does

not diminish the effectivencss ofmeasures ofneighbourhood diso¡der as usefu1

descriptors ofthis phenomenon for specific locations, but without a ready means

to operationalize these measures for multiple areas, replication is difhcult and the

generalizabiliry of findings is difficult

Collective efficacy is a relatively-recently defined concept, proposed by

Sampson, et al ina 1997 Science paper(63), Collective efficacy was defined to

reflect the ability of neighborhoods to act together to achieve collective goals.

There is clear resonancc between thìs concept and the work of Shaw and McKay.

Higher levcls of collective efficacy were held to "inliibit the occurrence ol

personal violence." In the inaugural studies, collective efficacy was constructed
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from responses to several questions obtained by survey interviews amongst

residents in various Chicago neighbourhoods. Having identified an association

between collective efficacy and victimization rates, Sampson el a/ highlight the

fact that, both conceptually and empirically, collective efficacy is independent of

classification systems which arisc from the analysis ofcensus data.

While collective efficacy has strong parallels to the notion of social

disorganization found in the work of Shaw and McKay - 1t attempts Io directly

measure the intention to generate informal social activity, and not to assume that

this intention is uniform with particular strata oflow economic status, ethnic

heterogeneib/ and residential mobility - the tradìtional domains arising from Shaw

and McKay's socìal disorganization mode l.

"Social capital" is an increasingly common construct used to capture

notions of civic trust and reciprocal social relationships. Linked to work by

Putiam(61), Coleman(60) and others, ilwas initially conceptualized to be an

attribute of large social agencies such as nation states. But interest in this concept

has now broadcncd considerably and authors liave proposed measuring social

capital for smaller social areas, including neighbourhoods(64).

A final example ofsocial environment constructs is "social

disorganization" - a term associated with the scholarship of Chicago School

sociologists Shaw and McKay. (However, as Shoemaker has obsewed, the term

"social disorganization" is not specifically used by these authors, nor arc the now-

canonized central domaìns of social disorganization specifically articulated by
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thcm.(65)) Arising from Park's notion ofconcentric development, Shaw and

McKay conducted studies related to thc organization ofjuvenile delinquency rates

across social environments. (3 I ) Key work by these authors, notably Delinquency

Areas(66), and their classic Jzvenile Delinquency and Urban Areas(.67), vtere

viewed by contemporaries as suppodive ofPark's models ofurban ecology;

however, the lasting ìmpact of their work was a sociological explanation for

juvenile delinquency. Shaw and McKay's notion that neighbourhood context

might alter human behaviour and outcomes represented a natural extension of

Durkheim's assefiion ofthe influence ofsocial facts, and sits within the classic

sociologic tradition that attributes of collectives modify the behaviours and

outcomes of individuals.( 17)

Their work is now widely associated with the "social disorganization"

school, and is now taken to ìrnply an emphasis on the social consequences oflow

economic resources, ethnic heterogeneity, and ìncreased mobility. This cboice of

emphasis arises indircctly from their writings. For example, thcy argue:

"Those among the foreign bom and amongst the recent immigralts

who from 1927 fo 1933 lived in physically adequate residcntial

arcas ofhigher economic status displayed low rates ofdelinquents,

while, conversely, those among the native born and among thc

older immigrants who in that pcriod occupied physically

detcriorated areas oflow cconomic status displaycd high rates of

delinquents. Negroes living in the most dcteriorated and
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disorganìzed portions ofthe Negro community possessed the

highest Negro rates ofdelinquents, just as whites living in

comparable white areas showcd the hìghest white rates." (pp. i60-

161)

Lower economic status, higher rates of ethnic heterogeneity and higher

rates ofresidential tumover were all corelated with higher rates ofjuvenile

delìnquency by bivariate analysis. For Shaw and McKay, these three

neighbourhood factors were taken to erode the ability of neighbourhoods to

achieve informal social control,largely over unsupervised youth gangs - which

were seen as the primary agents ofjuvenile delinquency.

Shaw and McKay's interest in social disorganization spawned an

extensive period ofneighbourhood research, and was an influence to many ofthe

neighbourhood studies of the 1950-1970s. (See Shoemaker for review(65).)

However, interest in this approach waucd over the years, perhaps in part because

of the lack ofa clear theoretical specification in the initial work; Sampson and

Groves (68) havc argued tlìat the neglect of this theoretical approach is in part a

function ofthe lack ofmeasures ofneighbourhood context available to

sociologically-inclined researchers in the key research datasets ofthis period.

The publication of a paper by Sampsorr and Grove heralded a.resurgence

of interest in social disorganization theory(68). This paper was speci{ically

introduced as a fomal test of the Shaw and McKay model - using the British

Crime Survey- Thc authors held this to be the first formal test ofthe Shaw and
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McKay hypothesis. Sampson and Grove's specifically remark on why it was over

forty years after the wo¡k of Shaw and McKay before a published formal test had

been undertaken. They wrìte: "the crux ofthe problem is that previous macro-

level research ìn crime and delinquency has relied primarily on census data that

rarely provides measures for the variables hypothesized to mediate the

relationship betwe en community structure and crime." (p.775) Their paper thus

reflects notjust a recovery of a particular theory about social areas, but also a

revived interest in the causal contribution ofneighbourhood context to

criminality. The paper also suggested strategies for handling this sort of

contextual inquiry in the quantitative analysis of social suley data.

In the paper, the authors d¡aw out the distinction between the structural

dcterminants ofsocial disorganization, and "intervening dimensions ofsocial

disorganization". The structural dcterminants - low economic status, racial

heterogeneif and residential mobility - are taken to erode the "intcwening

dimension" which include the ability of communities to supervise and control

teenage peer groups, local friendship groups, and rates ofparticipation in formal

and voluntary organization. Low economic status, higher racial heterogeneity and

increased residcntial mobility are seen to provide structural impediments which

rnodif' the intervening dimension of social disorganization. Sarnpson and

colleagues more recent work in collective efficacy can be seen as an attcmpt to

speak directly to thosc structural determinants.(63, 64) (It is important to note that

the later definition ofcollective efficacy by Samp son et al(63), can be understood
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as an attempt to define and measure that intervening dimension - distinct from its

structural determinants.)

The field of cognitive psychology has offered important insights into what

Sampson has called the "intervening" dimensions of neighborhoods. This body of

scholarship has explored personal understandings of neighborhoods and other

sorts of communities, and the inter-relationships ofthese contexts and life

chances. A broad literature, much is îound. in the Journal of Comntunity

Psychologt, or lhe Americon Journal of Clinical Psychology. At its core, the

literature seeks to elucidate the concepts ard constructs necessary to charactenze

the meaning ofsocial and spatial context, and tests measures ofthese concepts for

validify and statistical association with outcomes.

Writing in the -rournal of Communig, Psychologt, O'Brien-Catghy, et al

have provided a review of neighborhoods, families and children, from a policy

point of vìcw(69). Particular attention is drawn to the work of O'Campo et al, in

Baltinrore in this regard. In an impofiant I merican Journal of Public Health

paper, O'Campo and colleagues used a combination ofcensus (or census like)

data, and administrative data to build neighborhood classification, and to study the

relationships to low birthweiglt(70). Five contextual mcasures (four as

interaction terms onìy) modified the oùtcome, together with lour person-oriented

measures. Interested readers are also rcferred to a recent comme tary by

O'Campo, and lo a review offcred by Coulton(7l).
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While promising, most, if not all of the approaches used or reviewed in

these papers employ administrative data, suweys andlor interview methods to

elucidate qualities ofneighborhoods that have salience for residence. These

survey, interview or administrative databases are not available on a national basis,

For cxample, this approach is found in the work ofCoulton and colleagues at

Case-Western Rcserve University in Cleveland. Building on a diverse dataset of

administrative and survey data focused on the greater Cleveland area - Coulton

has identified five domains impofiant to neighbourhood measurement:

Neighborhood Identity and Pride, Neighborhood Economic OpporhÌnity, Safefy

and Security, Access to Institutions and Sewices, Family and Youth

Development. These concepts, together with associated constructs and

operationalized measures speak to the diversity of influences involved in the

psychological relationship ofpersons to their residential environments,l but most

ifnot al require on-the-ground measuremcnt.

While contributions from cognitive psychology are crucial to elucidating the

psychological components that infonn the relationship ofcontext to hcalth it is

rcgreltably not currently possible to operationalize these measuros at a national

level. Sadly these contributions cannot be integrated into the pragmatic needs of

thrs thesis.

The extant literature with respect to social environments presents a series of

theoretical and practical options to the analyst. Wrich mctrics should be cliosen,

I h(tp:/þove¡tycentel.cryru.edu,/¡esea¡ch/docs clFive Aspects_hrdicaton and_Measures.pdf
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and why, will, ofcourse vary from shrdy to study, however, we arguc bere that a

measurc of social disorganization merits exploration and quantitative examination

as a candidate mcans for describing social environments. In our view, socìal

disorganization represents a promising theorctical and empirical candidate for

analysis. First, with over half a century of sociological findings that low

economic position, race/ethnic heterogenei|/, and residential turnover are key

factors which organìze social outcomes, thete is a long quantitative history to

support the strategy. Second, most potential constructions of such a measure

would vary across neighbourhoods, thereby allowing it to sewe as a proxy for

neighbourhood social environments. Finally, several authors liave used census

data to operationalize rnodels of social disorganization, suggesting that a natio al

database of social disorganization scores mìght be possible.

Racial and Ethnic Heterogeneity in Social Disorganization Theory

' Before proceeding it is impoúant to reflect briefly on the inclusion of

ethnicity or "race" as a salient structural determinant of social disorganization.

The inclusion of some rrcasure ofrace or ethnicity in models of social

disorganization rises directly from Shaw and McKay's analyses, where

delinquency rates we¡e stratified into white and black rates. Diversity iD the

underlying local cornposition ofrace and ethnic groups, argues Sampson and

Grove, was "thought [by Shaw and McKay] to frustrate the ability of rcsidents to

achieve conscnsus" and thus inhibit collectivc social action(p. 78 1).

While such a logical cxplanation of the conosive effect of ethnic
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heterogeneity has an intuitive appeal - different languages, different social

customs seem likely to lead to reduced communicaiion amongst neighbourhoods -

the introduction of racelethnic heterogeneity raises critical questions of

interpretation and measurement. Yet, Massey and Denton have shown that

pattems of social and racial segregation in Shaw and McKay's era were less

pronounced than the residential segregation pattems which emerged after the

Second World War, and certainly the pattems of dense racial segregation in US

communities in the 1960s and more recently. Massey and Denton have argued

that it is racial hornogeneity (and the segregation of economic and social

resources) within the general umbrella of racial segregation, that represents the

greatest threat to social order and opportunity.

The contrasting opinions of Shaw & McKay and Massey & Denton leave the

analyst of contextual data with a confusion choice - racial heterogeneity is

classically held to erode community social integrity, but so too is racial

homogeneity. Moreover, both phenomena appear to be measured by similar sorts

of mefrics.(50) This would make it difficult to model a relationship between

racial heterogeneity, racial homogeneity, and subsequent outcomes and, interpret

regression coefficients arising fror.n these racelethnic heterogeneity variables,

Therelore, we have chosen to lsave aside considerations of¡ace/ethnicity within

our interprctation o I social disorgan ization.

Conclusions

Interest in the social causation ofindividual outcomes can be traced at least
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to Durkheim, but questions of if and how social causation exer1s its influences

remain open for debate and discussion. The revivial of context into debates on the

etiology ofhealth states raises both theoretical questions - "What are social

environments?" and classification questions - "How can we measure and

calegorize social environments into meaningful groups?" With respect to

residential neighbourhoods, the tradition over a century of study is that

neighbourhoods are best conceptualized as determined by n.rultiple characteristics,

including urbanìzation, economic and social ¡esources, racial and ethnic

homogeueity, and life-stage. Attempts to elucidate thc rclationship of¡esidential

social environments to health stahrs should remain attentive to the multivariate

conceptualization ofthese contexts which can be found in the urban ecology

Iiterature.
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Tables

Tablc 1.1 Cognitive Ability, stratified by Social Class Origins, as reported by
Carter (1972)
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Table 1.2 Contextual Effects: Cognitive Ability, stratified by social class origins
and school setting, as reportedby Carter (1972).
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Chapter #2: Classifying "Place"

Introduction

Lr the previous chapter we outlined a rationale for including social

environments within epidemiologic study, and reviewed a century-long scholarly

tradition of neighbourhood classification, including strategies focussed on

developing classification models for business purposes and more recent attempts

to charactcrize underlying processes which modifu neighbourhood social

environments - such as social capital and social disorganization. In this chapter we

identify six distinct quantitative strategies for characterizing neighbourhood social

environments using census data, and highlight four strategies whìch have

appeared in recent US public health joumals.

Our primary purpose is to organize extant quantitâtive strategies for

classiSing neighbourhoods, and to contrast these strategies with the theoretical

traditions ofurban sociology which we have briefly reviewed above. The thesis

advanced in this chapter, simply put, is that there is a critical gap between the

conceptualizatiols of neighbourhoods as oflèred in Cliapter #1 - which arc

multivariate, and multidirnensional - and tlìe wâys in which neighbourhoods are

actually classified in quantitative studies ofpublic health phcnomenon. lt is wofh

repeating that our focus is on the development ofmeasures of small residential



social environments - neighbourhoods - that can be built from national census

data, and which can be used to provide measurcs ofsocial contcxf for quantitative

studies. We recognize that therc may be additional value in obtaining qualitative

impressions from respondents regarding their neighbourhood, but this is beyond

the scope of this chapter.

Before proceeding, it is also important to describe what this chapter offers,

and what it does not offer. This chapter identifies six general strategies for

organizing social environmcnt variables, and highlights recent papers which are

good examples ofthe applications ofthose strategies. However, this chapter does

not represent a systematic and quantitative assessment ofsocial environment

variables as found ûr the US public health literature. While wc believe that our

model is comprehensive classification of extant techniques, what follows is not an

exhaustive list ofpapers which have used these techniques.

A Model for Organizing Neighbourhood Clâssifications

Strategies

Neighbourhood characterízation are intended to stratifiT the range ofpossible

neighbourhood tlpes into meaningful aggregates. Thc strategies used to undertake

this classificaiton can be functionally classified with respect to their inputs and

their outputs. A functional description highlights "how" neighbourhood

classifications are conducted, and focuses attention on the sorts of inputs used,

and how stratification and aggrcgation are accomplished. I-lowever, this strategy

may obscure importalt differences in the underlying assumptions and conceptual
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models which might share a common techdque .

Figure 2.I identifies six distinct strategies for classifizing social

environments - and presents those options in a simple tabular form; the strategies

are labelled as "4" though "F" Three strategies found in the first row ofthe

table, (Strategies A-C) employ only a single variable as the input to the

classification strategy, while the second row (Strategies D-F) rcpresent strategies

which use multiple input variables. Thc first column (Strategies A, D) identifies

strategies which do not classif' or group neighbourhoods together in any

meaningful way, but rather let one (Strategy A) or more input variables (Strategy

D) - act without summarization to describe the neighbourhood. The second

column (Strategies B & E) include strategies that use their input variables to

generate a binary classification of neighbourhoods. The third column (Strategies C

& F) reflect strategies which generate polytomous classification schemes; these

schelnes involve some degree of grouping or clustering. It is important to

highlight that this simple classification scheme is a "fìrnctional" classification -

how neighbourhoods are characte¡ized - it does not focus on differences in the

selection ofvariables across measures but within a strategy.

We identi$r key papers which use these approaches as found in the dominant

US public health joumals, including the lrterican Jountal of Public Health, and,

The American Journal of Epidemiology, Science and Annals of Epidemiotogt and

discuss the advantages and disadvantage associated with each technique.

Classification Strategies A&C: Binary outputs
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Strategies A & C both employ only a single variable to characterize social

environments - strategy A offers no summarization or grouping of

neighbourhoods around this variable, whilst strategy C offers a polytomous

grouping. An example of strategy A might involve the exclusive use ofone

continuous variable - such as census-tract-specific household poverty rates - to

characterize ncighbourhoods; the application of strategy C would involve

stratifizing a single variable with reference to either an empirical dislribution or to

an a prion distribution - such as quartile bands ofincreasing poverty rate.l We

have not yet been able to find a recent application of Strategy A - the use of a

single continuous va¡iable to describe neighbourhoods - in the US public health

literature. Wilson employs Strategy C - highlighting three traditional poverty

tb¡esholds: 20%,30% and, 40Yo - and demonstrates a variety of graduated

relationships ofthese poverty levels to social outcomes.(1) Both ofthese

strategies(A & C) and strategy B share the attribute that they rely on a single

output variable to capture neighbourhood social environments - an attribute that

we discuss and critique more extensively in our introduction to Strategy B.

Classification Strâtegy B: A Singular input yielding binary

classifications

Strategy B reprcsents an approach to incorporating ncighbourhood social

environments into epidemiologic studies. While in principle the approach could

++ 
It should be oted that the noiion of"exlr€me poverty âreas" as ådvanced by the CensLrs Bureau, js an

exâmple ofstratùgy C, as these âreas are â subset ofthe larger sct ofall "povetly areas" ncrghbourhoods_ However,
we are rìrawarc ofextensive üse oftlììs gradua(ed approâch to nctghbouallood classification.
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use any variable the strategy appears to be typically associated with the use of

poverly measures, and more specifically is limited to a single poverty construct

fashioned by the US Census Bureau:"poverty areas". This particular construct

involves a classification of neighbourhoods according to the concept of .,poverty,'

and fhc determination of 'þoverty-areas" and/or "extreme poverÐ/ areas.', (See

Littman for a discussion ofthe history ofthe "poverty area concept,'(2))

The 'þoverty areas" approach begins with the assessment of household

income for each household as part ofthe census, and after reference to pre-

established poverty-th¡esholds, yields a binary determination of household

poverty. This variable is then aggregated across households within census tractsT

to estimate the proportion ofhouseholds living in poverty within each census

tract. Census tracts where the household poverty rate is higher than 20% are

defined as "poverty areas."(3) The US census bureau also defines,.extreme

poverty areas" using the same variable (household income) and the same unit of

aggregation (census tract) but with a 40% cutoff. Thus, extrcme poverty areas arc

a subset of povertjz-areas.lÏ

A recent application of this approach can be found in Ctsnradi et al,

revìewing intimate partner violence data in the United States. Using the 20%

poverty threshold cut-ofl Curuadi sought to rcdress a perceived absence on

i' Ccnsus triìcts.r\ defined by thc US cerìsus ârc intended to bc rcìarively snrall, sociâlly honroge¡eous. ând g€ographìca y
sLâble rcsidentìàl àre¡s ofmeân popularjon 4,000
:i:t' ' $rh i le ho ù \elìold le\ el ;ncome estinrâlcs are a cqu ired for rlìe cen sus, these estinlâ I es are not nìâde ¿vaila ble in rhe usu al
pxblic use fiies. trecausè ofcoDfidenriålilv conecms.
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contextual variablcs within the partner-abuse literature, proposing that this

poverly-related binary variable would provide insight into "the role of

socioenvironmental or ccological factors."(4)(p. 297.)

The ofhcially sanctioned 20% and 40Yo cut-offs for poveÍty areas

measurement have been used by academics botli in public health, and those

ìnterested ìn other aspects of urban social problems.(5)l The general strategy of

using a single input variable to characterize neighbourhoods and then

dichotomizing the resulting dishibution, as seen in thc "poverty areas" approach,

has a singular advantagc and related problems. A singular advantage is its

apparent clarity of definition. However, this clarity hides important ambiguity

about the determination of household income, and the determination of associated

poverty-cutoffs(8). Moreover, the poverty-area measure locuses on only a single

aspect ofthe concept ofeconomic resources -- income -- and does not measure

other aspects of economic security, such as assets, unusual household

expenditures, or cxtra-household rcsources that might be available. Any

classification scheme which is ¡ooted in a single variable is extremely r.'ulnerable

to limitations in the validity, reliability, and measurement of that vanable.

While recognizing that povcrty and concentrations ofpoverty represent a

t' lr is i'npoúanr to nolc tìrât thcre is an alremative poverty ârea construct *4rich appeâN occ¡sion¿lly in the US public
hc¡lth literature, nrost notably in tlìe reports fror¡ thc longitudinal Alìmedâ Counry Sþdy(6), and the US NâLionâl He¿lth an¡l
Nxtrition ExâDìiDâtion Srffey ( l97l-l974X7) l-h€ neighbourhood "po vcny area" defiû itions ùsed foì L¡ ese stu rlies âre âìso bina ry
classification\ ofneighbourhoods, bul àrc båsed on mrltiple crireri¿. which include social, econonìic ,ìnd geographìc
considemrious'lhecontinuedùscofLhisalt€måtivedefinitìonofpoveÉyareas.inco¡trìsrrorhe20%.oFlo%poverly,o¡€nred
nreasùrc canonized by llrc US censùs, reflects the inìtiâì¿doption ofthese st¡ategics iìrLo Lhe initi¿l sanrplirìg s(râregies for these
slùdies, and lhxs necessitâtts thÈìr retention and conlnrìred ùse in all futur€ a¡alyses. Aurhoß using these mcàsn.cs do ¡or åssef
a¡y theoÌeticâì or cnrpj¡c¡l advantage ol-tlrcir poveny arcå n]easure ovcr rbc Ccnsùs Bur€au nre¡surc
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potent challenge to individuals, households and neighbourhoods, it does not

follow that a binary measure based on povefy provides insight into a meaningful

diversity of social environments. Clearly, any bìfurcation of social environments

hides from examination variations which occur within each group. The dominant

use of a single income-based measure also implies that poverty "single-handedly"

either drives, or at least describes, the range ofneighbourhood social

differentiation. hr general, we suggest that the use of a dichotomized variable

arising from a single measure will have limited promise as a general measure of

neighbourhood social environments, because the leading theoretical perspectives

on neighbourhoods neither theorize, nor find evidence of, a bifurcated social

universe.

Classifìcation Strategy D: Multiple Inputs yielding a continuous

outcome

Neighbourhood classification strategy D involves the use of more than one

continuous variable estimated at the neighbourhood level to describe

neighbourhood social environments. With this strategy several continuous

variables are acquired - typrcally from the census - and are used simultaneously to

provide what might be characterizcd as a "gestalt" description ofneighbourhood

social envirolmcnts. The key attnbute ofthis strategy is tliat more than one

neighbourhood measure is provided as input to some analytic process, for

example linear regrcssion, but that no classification or partitioning of

ncighbourhoods into groups or clusters ofgrcater internal homogeneity is
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undertaken.

For example, Roberts employed this approach in a study of low-birth weight

in Chicago, after identifliing a set of measures ofneighbourhood social

environment which "were suggested by the diversify of social science literature."

(9) Roberts ìncluded nine distinct measures of community characteristics as his

measures ofneighbourhood social environments: a composite score which he

denotes as socioeconomic statusi, economic hardship, the percentage ofyoung

residents, the proportion of old residents, residential stability, the proportion of

African-American residents, the proporlion of Hispanic residents, median rent,

and crowded housing rate,. He then applied these measures of community

characteristics as independent variables in a least-squares regression analyses of

low birth-weight rates in Chicago neighbourhoods.

Similarly, Wasserman ¿t ¿/ have recently repo¡ted on the relationship of

neighbourhood social conditions and its relationship to neural tube defects, based

on reports ofspatial clusterings ofneural tube defects that are not fully explained

by individual-level socioeconomic factors.(10) The neighbourhood measures

included in this study included the proportion ofadults without high school

graduation, the proportion aged 16 years or older without employncnt, the

proportion aged l6 ycars or older with labourer occupations, poveúy rate,

ovelcrowding, and the proportion ofhouseliolds which were rented. Wassennan

does not offer a ¡ationale for why these specific variables niight be informative to

f' 
^ 

composjte variable usjng Lh€ conbined Z score for the aveûgc pìopor1ìon of $lrìtÈ-coÌl.rr workers, mediân family
incoDre a¡d ¡nediaD edrcåtional lcvcl.
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the study ofthe epidemiology ofneural tube defects. Again these variables are

submitted as independent variables into regression analyses.

Diez-Rous, ef al, working with data from the Athlerosclerosis Risk in

Communities study provide yet another application ofthis approach - using a mtx

of census variables to explore a social-causation hypothesis - with an outcome of

heart disease.(11) In their paper, Diez-Rous et al report that they selected four

census variables "a priori" as indicators ofneighbourhood context: percentage of

adults over age 25 with incomplete high school, median household income, and

the percent ofpersons in selected professional and technical categories, and

median household value. þ. 49) They use these va¡iables in logistic regression

analyses of heart disease mortality among women.

Like other papers using this technique, Diez-Rous et al f¡ustrale the

interpretation of their results by failing to provide a ¡ationale for the selection of

the contextual variables. At one point they tantalizingly suggest that the "four

variables were used as altematìve indicators ofthe same underlfng construct

(social rnequalities across neighbourhoods)." Yet at another point they suggest

that these variables measured a more general, and potentially multidimensional

concept of "neighborhood socioeconomic characte¡istics." Unless social

inequalities in neighbourlioods are taken to be synon¡mtous with the potentially

broader concept of neighbourhood socioeconomic characteristics, the authors do

not otherwise reconcile these two vìews ofthe rneaning of their variables.

A common problem identified across thcso three papers is that the authors
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have elected not to describe directly the constuct(s) ofneighbourhood social

environments that they hoped to opcrationalize with the selected variables. This

frustrates the assessment of construct validity, and critical methodological

questions cannot be answered directly:"Are these variables adequate measures of

the salient domains under discussion?" "How do these measures give insight into

the etiology of the outcomes of intercst?" Silence on these points leaves

researchers and policy audiences adrift when it comes to the critical question:

"What components of social environments nrþå t cause vaiation in health?" or

"Where are the potential mechanisms to alter these relationships."

The lack of theoretical clarity is not a necessary defect ofthis method - there

is nothing conceptually invalid about using multiple variables to operationalize a

construct ofneighbourhood social environments - clearly it has advantages over

the use of a single variable, and potentially allows linkages to multidimensional

social theories about neighbourhood social environments. However, the absence

of an articulated theoretical framcwork to inform the selection ofparticular

variables can be read to reflect a conceptual uncertainty about what exactly is a

neighbourhood social environment, and what makes it important for health.

A recent paper by LeClerc et al, provides an important limit to this general

critique. In this paper the authors explore the relationship ofneighbourhood social

context to racial differcnces in hea¡t disease mofality in US women, and

articulates strong theoretical links belvveen tlie package ofmeasures selected to

describe neighbourhoods and the outcome - demonstrating that causally cohcrent
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models arc possible.(12) LeClerc's premise is that "residential segregation and

economic isolation are the structural manifestation of racial discrimination" After

relating segregation and economic isolation to a concentration offemale-headed

households, the authors theorize that "residential concentration ofpoor single

parents or multi-generational households implies a network of stressful obligatory

social ties that may hâsten the death ofblack women from hea¡t disease."

In Le Clerc's paper, the measured neighbourhood social cnvironment

variables included the proportion of female headed families, the proportion of

black race/ethnicity, median family income, receipt ofpublic assistance,

unemplo¡.ment, and decp poverty. All the variables can be easily integrated into

the proposed causal pathway - "stressful obligatory social ties" and have strong

face-validity for describing a demanding social context. The selcction ofvariables

and the interpretation ofthe results in this paper can be reconciled with the

conceptual model ofneighbourhood social environments and the etiologtc

assertior ofthe autho¡s. Therefore, wc would observe that while other autho¡s

have neglected to articulate a strong rationale for the choice of contexhral

variables when multiple variables are selected, this is not a structural weakness of

the method itself.

We liave, thus flar, largely stressed issues oftheoretical coherence in our

crìtique of tliis method. However, it is also important to recognize atì itnportant

stalistical problern which arises under this approach: multiple colinearity. This

approach requires the regression analysis of nultiple variables - variables whicli
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are highly correlated - particularly at the census tract level. Indeed, multiple

colinea¡ity is almost inescapable in neighbourhood social and economic data. This

creates problems for the estimation ofeffect sizes for specific measures, and even

for the ability to achieve convcrgence in some forms of multivariate analysis.

LeClerc et al, for example, identifu colinearily as a siglificant challenge to their

analysis.

In summary, the "strategy D" approach to charactcrizing neighbourhood

social environments is distinguished by the concurrent use of several continuously

measured variables but does not include any steps whìch group or cluster

neighbourhoods together. A subset of those papers using strategy D take the

initial set of neighbourhood-specific neasures, and then employ either factor

analysis or some other scale-building strategy to provide a more restricted seríes

of variables for subsequent analyses.

Appealing though the strategy is for its potential to represcnt a

multidimensional conceptualization of social environments, papers using this

method have often, although not exclusivcly, glossed lightly over the need to

describe the theorized neighbourhood social environmcnt tliey are sceking to

rnodel with the selected variables. The selection ofvariablcs thus can appear ad-

/roc, frustrating the asscssment of the construct validity ofthe resulting

characterization ofneighbourhood social environncnts. Where attention is paid

to afticulating a ¡ationale for thc variables used in the analysis, these criticisms do

not apply. When factor analysis or other data-reduction strategies are not
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undefiaken, the approach is also susceptible to the problem of multiple

colinearity.

Classification Strategy E: Multiple inputs yielding binary classifications

Still another shategy to describe neighbourhood social environments can be

seen in the use of multiple input variables to yield a binary determination of

neighbourhood social environment. This approach was adopted by Ricketts and

Sawhill in their definition of"underclass areas".(13) In faimess, it should be noted

clearly that the authors did not set out to provide a generalized neighbourhood

social environment area, but rather to find concentrations of"deviance". Tbeir

interest in concentrations of deviance representcd an explicit attempt to move

debate about concentrations of social problems away from "povedy" as an

explanatory variable, and point toward other salient concepts.

The "underclass areas" strategy sought to identify one particular form of

neighbourhood social environments - areas with perceived acute departures from

dominant behavioural norms - arguing that not all such areas were necessarily

areas of extreme poverty, nor were all poverty-areas loci of "concentrated social

deviance". However, no evidence of an association between areas designated

"underclass" and any independent mcasure ofsocial deviance was offered by the

authors.

The Undcrclass al'eas construct was operationalized at thc census tract level,

using four variables available on the 1970, thc 1980, and 1990 census. Fou¡
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proportions were identlfied and linked to the concept ofsocial deviance: the

propofion ofhouseholds with femaleJreads, the proportion of adult males with

with long{erm detachment from the labour force, the proportion ofyoung adults

who were high school drop-out rates, and proportion ofhouseholds on welfare.

The associated "social deviances" were, respectively, out-of-wedlock

childbearing, adult male participation in the workforce, the completion ofat-1east

secondary education, and self-sufficiency. Those census tracts that were one

standard deviation (as defined from tho 1980 census) above the national mean

(i980 census) with respect to all four ofthe above mcasures were denoted

underclass areas.

Several authors have offered technical critiques ofthe Ricketts and Sawhill

underclass areas proposal, arguing that the use ofa national measure of dispersion

(the 1980 standard deviation ofeach measure) is insensitive to state-specific

variation, or that the fixed reference to the 1980 dìstribution - that is, the 1980

estimates of mean and variance - frustrates identifying evolving forms of

deprivation (14-16) However, thcsc c ticisms largely accept the conceptual modcl

and many of the operational decisions proposed by Ricketts and Sawhill.

(A more substantive, and more politicized, engagement of the Ricketts and

Sawbill approach would note thât concentrations ofelcvated adult male

unemplo¡.tnent, reccipt of welfare, female-headed households and high school

drop-out ratcs, may not reflect so-called social deviance, but rather the working-

out ofpersonal circumstances and the impact ofpublic policy choices. The
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argument that concentrations ofsocial problems represent the fallout ofpublic

policy choices, not personal deviance, has been forcefully articulated by Wallace

and Wallace. (17, 18)

The Ricketts and Sawhill "underclass areas" measure, while clearly

articulating its theoretical premises, has generally not attracted ongoing interest

from social scholars, although a dissertation by Qi is an exception(19). Finally, its

binary outcome measure - similar to the poverty-areas measures offered by the

US Census Bureau - can be criticized for obscuring variation within areas

designated underclass or non-underclass.

More generally, Strategy E shares with Strategy B the llmitation of

bifurcating the landscape ofsocial environments, a quantitative strategy that does

focus attention on a particularly problematic social environment, bui which does

not provide a nuanced depiction of a b¡oad range of social environments. While

Ricketts and Sawhill's underclass areas measure avoids this limitation by

specifically disclaiming any attempt to offer a general assessment of social

environments, the general strategy of dichotomizing social environments seems to

offer limited flexibility for inquiries into social environments and health.

Classification Strategy F: Factorial Ecology

The sixth and fìnal strategy identified in our framewolk - Strategy F -

involves the selection of multiple input variables to characterize neighbourhood

social environmcnts; however, unlike strategy D, strategy F groups

neighbourhoods into similar groups before yielding up some polltomous
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classification ofneighbourhood types. The most popular of these strategies is

known as factorial ecology, and typically invokes factor analysis to reduce a set of

continuous census-based measures of neighbourhoods to a reduced set oflatent

variables, and then cluster analysis to group similar neighbourhoods (based on the

factor struchrre) in ways that maximize within-group homogeneity and between

group heterogencity. This approach to classifiiing neighbourhoods arises from the

disciplines ofsociology and urban geography, and can be traced back for at least a

half-cenfiry(20-26). Curiously, this approach has received only passing attention

in the public health literature.

ln our vicw, the techniques of factorial ecology, carefiilly revrewed by

Davies (27, 28), represent an important strategy for neighbourhood classification

ofsocial environments. Tlie end-result ofthis approach is a small set of

neighbourhood "t1pes" based on minimizing the heterogeneity within clusters (of

the measured domains), and maximizing thc heterogeneity between and across

clusters, and some sense of neighbourhoods that are more or less alike. Having a

limited number ofneighbourhood types, enìances the likelihood that

representative sampling across large areas would yield sufficient observations in

most neìglìbourhood t)?es to support statistical analysis of diffcrcnces across

neighbourhood [pes. Sccondly, the use offactor analysis means that different

neighbourhoods can be characterized by degrces of similarily thereby permitting

explorations of whether increasing levels of exposure to a social characteristic

result in consistent changes in health status - suggest¡1g a dose-response
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relationship.

Lecair and hrnes provide a useful example of a factorial-ecology approach in

an effort to construct a model ofneighbourhood social ecology and its association

with child and adolescent mental health; they employ principal component

analysis and then cluster methods for small-arca data in Windsor, Ontario.(29)

They develop their model of neighbourhood social environments using l9

variables, measured at the enumeration-area level, reflecting emplolment status,

income, mobilifz, family-organization, immigrant density, high-school leaving,

and residential mobility. The authors then report a six factor solution, which

explains some 13.1o/o of the vaiance amongst the l9 variables. The first

component, representing 28.5olo ofthe variance, is interpreted as ,.social

status/mobility", the second component was labelled "employrnent

level/employment sector". The residual components (each representin g lTyo or

less ofthe variance) were labelled housing quality, income source, post-secondary

attainment/immigration status, and finally non-professional attainment. Each

enumeration area could thcn be scored with respect to each ofthese six factors,

and these six iuputs were then submitted to cluster analysis - from which the

authors identifu l6 clusters of neighbourhoods.

Tlre authors then report correlations betwee[ rates of ntood-ct¡nduct

disorders and these l6 tlpes of social environments, but not bctween rates of

nettrophysiological disorders and social environment. The authors take this mixed

evidence to argue for social environment causation of mood-conduct disordcrs.
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and argue that the negative finding lor neuro-physiologic disorders argues against

"reverse causation" as a valid explanation for the mood-conduct fìnding. That is,

the lack ofevidence of neurophysiologic disorders suggests that the mentally ill

are not moving into specific social areas, thercby challenging the potential

influence of"downward drifl" in the production ofthese social inequalities in the.

distribution of mood conduct disorders.

The approacli taken by Leclair and hrnes represents a strong example ofthe

factorial ecology approach; with its move from a plethora ofmeasured variables to

a set of latent constructs, or factors, and from there to the association of "like"

neighbourhoods with respect to those latent factors.

Harries has presented several papers using lactorial ecology methods to

fashion a model of neighbourhood social environments for Baltimore - building a

measure he calls an Index of Social Stress - to describe the relationship ofsocial

environments to violence.(30-32) Using 24 vanablcs measured at the censrÌs-

block-group level, the statcd aim was to operationalize a concept of"social

strcss." Hanies suggesfs that 15 ofhis vanables "may be regarded as direct,

indirect, or inversc ìndicators of poverty in some form," (p. i 256) reflecting his

assertion of the centrality ofpoverly as the'1nost quintessential" ofstressors. (p.

1254) Other variables rncluded measurcs of housing quality, and neiglibourhood

stability, crowding, and vacancy rates. Harries also includes hvo variables wliich

measures immigration fror¡ the Southem US and information on the frcqucncy of

violcnce which was obtained fi'om non-ccnsus sources.
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Harries goes on to present a rotated, three factor solution, arising from his 24

initial variables, with factors he labels 'þoverty-vio1ence", unemplo;nnent, and

"stable neighbourliood". The factor solution explained a total of 52.5o/o of the

variance in the input matrix. Hanies then submitted the factor scores for cluster

analysis, identifuing fìve clusters, composed of between 3 and 571 census blocks-

$oups to each cluster. Harries documents differences in the th¡ee measured

domains across the clusters. Not surprisingly given the methods employed,

differences in the poverty-violence, unemplolrnent and stability domains can be

seen between the clusters.

Whilst a classic example ofthe application ofthe techniques of factorial

ecology - Harries' index ofsocial stress is clear in its central theorctical premises,

and the construction of the index ofsocial stress follows the factorial ecology

method very closely, but its application and interpretation are ultimately

problematic. The inclusion of variables to measure the h)?othesized violent

nature of "southem" emigres frustrates the generalizabiltty of this "social stress"

scale to other locations - notably the southem states. More problematic,

however, is the decision to include violence Íates as an input to the factor analysis.

Violence rates were acquired fiom non-census sources, and theír inclusion as a

covariatg in the factor analysis makcs it impossible to show an unconfounded

predictive relationship betweel "social stress" (wbich is rneasured by an aggregate

of violence rates) and physical trauma ratcs. Additionally, having one of the five

clusters populated with only 3 census tracts restricts - by simple small numbers -
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the assessment ofwhether there are distinctive pafterns of traumatic injury in this

cluster. Finally, within the paper it is difficult to discern the quantitative

association of the factors and the outcome, as the results are largely presented in

map form, with poilts showing locations of faumatic injury overlaid on maps

shaped to represent the five neighbourhood social environments. This point-

overlayed choropleth mapping strategy makes it difficult to determine if any

apparcnt associations are statistically significant.

While Har¡ies has presented an ultimately unsatisfiing and confounded

presentation ofsocial stress, and one which is ofnot suited to national application,

its factorial ecology foundations are clearly evident - the reduction ofcomelated

census variables into a restricted set of latent factors, and the clustering of

neighboulhoods based on these latent factots.

Before concluding, an impofiant variant of Shategy F needs to be identified,

and represents a combination of Strategy F - in its use of multiple inputs and data

reduction - and Strategy D in the persistence ofcontinuous variables into ihe

analysis phase. This variation is distinguished by an intermediate step - the use of

rnultiple continuous variablcs to derive one or more fomally constructed rndices,

and the subsequent use of these continuous indices to quantifu neighbourhood

social environments. For example, Sampson ef al sclcct 10 census variables and

develop a 3 factor solution which highlights the traditional influences ofsocial

disorganization theory: low economic status, racial heterogeneity and mobility.

Sampson then goes on to use these three factor scores (which are invariant within
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neighbourhoods) in regression analyses ofviolence outcomes in Chicago

neighbourhoods.

Cohen et al have taken a similar approach, offering two neighbourhood

ìndicies: one a poverty indcx composed of income, unemplol'ment, and low

education; the other index was dubbed the"broken windows" index and measured

housing quality, abandoned cars, graffìti, trash, and other signs of neighbourhood

deterioration. While the poverty index could bc obtained from census data, the

"broken wiudows" index required local data ascertainment(33).

This strategy - creating ìndices from a set ofvariables, and then using those

indices rather than the underlying variables necessarily raises questions about

index consûuction - but also apprears to represe t a promising strategy. The

application offactor analysis such as is reported by Sampson, or other data

reduction strategies (such as is used by Cohenet al) are aimed to reduce

correlation across the indices - if successful, this should reduce the r.'ulnerability

ofthe resulting indices to colinearity considerations.

Discussion

We have identified six approaches to characterizing neighbourhoods, and

have provided an arnplified discussion of four of these as used in the public health

literature. Two general observations arisc: First, poverty, and paficularly the

concentration ofpoverty wìthin neighbourhoods, is systematically acknowledged

as "the most quintisential" (Hanics) aspect ofncighbourhood social environments

- an effcct which Sampson describes as "centrifugal" for its impact on rcsidents of
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high-poverty areas. Measures of neighbourhood social structure should be

attentive to the effects olpoverty, and particularly of concentrated poverf.

A second observation is that while a rich theoretical tradition exists in urban

ecology - dating lrom the 1930s and forward - and has emphasized the

multidimensional nah-rre ofneighbourhood social environments, little ofthe

theoretical insights or empirical methods from urban ecology has evidently

filtered into the public health literature. Dichotomized outcomes - typically

poverry/non-poverfy mcasures- are regularly used rn the public health literatùre to

captue the nuanced concept of "social environments". Such measures not only

fail to spcak to the theoretical models of social environments, but they necessarily

obscure variation wìthin both poor and non-poor areas.

Polytomous classifications ansing from analyses of multiple ecologically

descriptive variables are potentially more satisfring because oftheir ability (not

always actualized) to harmo ize theorized and rneasured domains ofsocial

environments. Flowever, tliis approach prcsents technical challenges associated

with multiple colinearity. The introduction of data rcduction techniques such as

factor analysis, and principal components analysis can mitigatc these problems -

so too the construction of intermediate indices - these methods have not been

extensively used, particularly rn the US public hcalth literaturc,

Strategy F approaches - including factor analysis and cluster analysis, or at

least data reduction and the c¡eation ofindìces - offers th¡ee cornparative

advantages as a technique for the constmction of classifications ofneighbourhood
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social environments: the strategy allows a large number ofinitial variables to be

reduced to a more manageable set of "factors"; it encourages a reconciliation of

the observed factor structure with pre-specified theoretical models; and finally, (al

least when cluster analysis is used) it creates a limited plurality ofneighbourhood

types, thereby avoiding both the dichotomous approaches ofthe poverty or

underclass "areas" approaches, and the concephral ambiguity and technlcal

problems associated by the amalgamation of several collinear and continuous

ecological variables.

Public health applications which seek to use neighbourhood social

environments, either to organize health data, or to test etiologic hypotheses about

neighbourhoods should rcacquaint themselves wrth the techniques of factorial

ecology to aid the construction of meaningful metrics ofneighbourhood social

environments.
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Figures

Note: Cell contents are labels ('A' -'F') denoting six potential strategies for

describing neighbourhood social envi¡onments.
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Figure 2.1 Classif,rcation Scheme for Neighbourhood typologies.
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Chapter #3: SECTOR: A classification for US

census tracts based on social disorganization

theory

Foreword

The previous two chapters have argued for the importance of social

environments as an impofiant concept in epidemiology, and have shown that there

is a long line of scholarship (although mostly outside ofpublic health) which has

thought about classifliing neighbourhood social environments (Chapter # 1). We

have also shown (in Chapter #2) that existing measures ofsocial environments are

often conceptualized poorly or are operationalized in ways that either conflict with

dominant theories ofneighbourhood, or that present quantitative challenges. Il

this chapter we offer a new metric - SECTOR - which goes some way to meeting

the key deficiencics ofextant census-based characterizations of neighbourhoods;

Chapter #4 will test the validity of SECTOR.

Introduction

In the two immediately previous chapters we have reviewed theories of

neighbourhood socìal environments and contrastcd those theories with the actual

measurement of neighbourhoods in the recent US public health literahrre. We

have identified a gap between thc dominant theoretical perspectives about social

environments - which are multivariate and multidimensional - and thc cmpirical
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"standards ofpractice" for coding social environment variables evident in the US

public health liteÌature.

Lr this chapter we seek to bridge the gulfbetween theory and practice by

offering a classification of US neighbourhood based on social disorganization

theory which uses the multivanate inputs and polytomous outputs. The goal is to

provide a reasonable census-data-oriented, theory-based measurement scheme

which will support both descriptive presentations of health data, and etiologic

studies of the potential causal role played by neighbourhood social environments

in patterns ofpopulation health.

Our approach has several important and distinguishing attributes that depart

from the main body ofpublished methods for the classification of US

neighbourhood social environments in the US public health literature. First and

foremost, it is grounded in a leading theory ofsocial envi¡onments - social

disorganization theory; it is also multidimensional (and hence multivariate) in its

conceptualization and in its operationalization; it is national in scope, but

measures census tracts, and is based exclusively on census data; finally it

identifies a plurality ofneighbourhood social environrnents, and organizes thern in

a manner which allows at least for a limited consideration of "dose-response,,.

These features commcnd the rcsultant measure as a possible mechanism for

describing neighbourhood social context, that is consistent with at least one

leading theoretical approach.

The remainder of this chapter is organized inlo threc sections. First, we
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ârticulate a theoretical framework for thinking about US neighbourhood socìal

environments; the subsequent section reports on the operationalization of that

model; some summary remarks are offered at the end.

Social disorganization: a theoretical perspective on

neighbourhoods and health

Any classification of neighbourhoods for public health purposes requires

some attentioû be paid to the theorized aspects ofneighbourhoods, social

environments which are held to modifu human behaviour and health. Social

disorganization theory is one such theory, associated with the inter-war resea¡ch

ofShaw and McKay; this approach stressed the influence ofneighbourhood

characteristics in the production of a paficular social phenomenon - local juvenile

delinquency rates.(l) In particular, the theory stressed the importance of low

economic status, racial heterogeneity, and residential mobility as indepcndent

influences on social outcomes.

After a long hiatus, interest in Shaw and McKay,s work is being revitalized,

most evrdently in the criminology studies work of Robert Sampson(2-4); by

Brookes-Gum with respect to child outcomes(5, 6); and in the work of Wallace &

Wallace(7-9), and Kawachi and Keruedy(10) with respcct to other.measurcs of

social pathology and human health.

As discussed in chapter. #1, there is necessarily some overlap between social

disorganization theory and other posited social factors, including social capital,

theories ofsocial attachrnent(l I ), Sampson's recently articulated theory of
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collective effìcacy,(3) and broader social measures such as income inequality(12).

While each approach has i1s distinctive empirical approach, cross-cutting themes

of social ìnter-dependence, and reciprocity are common amongst these social

theories. Howeve¡ social disorganization theory is arguably unique amongst

these domains for its emphasis on neighbourhood level phenomena, and in

particular for its identification ofthe potential import ofresidential tumover in the

production of social pathologies. (Although not surprising given hjs intellechral

debts to Shaw and McKay, some evolution in this uniqueness of social

disorganization's ¡ootedness in the neighbourhoods can be seen in a recent paper

by Sampson et al which argues that social capital should best be thought ofas a

neighbourhoood phenomenon.( I 3)).

This dissertation does not propose to set up a test of the relative efficacy of

the various leading theories of social influences on a specific set of outcomes.i

In this assurrption, we join with K awachì et at(10) in identifuing social

disorganization theory as a viable theoretical model for epidemiology.

Acknowledging a debt to the late Sol Levine, they write:,,[w]here social relations

are strained, we also tend to obsewe increased rates of crime, as well as

unhealthier and unhappier citizens." (14) As social disorganrzation theory has

fThe various theorics underlying these concepts are generally proposed to operate
at distinct scales of social collectives, ranging from neighbourhoods to nations - so head-
toJread comparisons would not be possible. Rather, the dissedation takcs as its point of
departure the key assedion of social disorganization thcory - that neighbourhood level
influences matter to human health and bchaviour, and morc specifically that economic
deprivalion and residential mobility are orthogonal domains ofinfluence on human health
and behaviour.
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been shown to inform the distribution of criminality across neighbourhoods, (1, 3,

4) we suggest it represents a viable theo¡etical lens lor epidemiologic analysis.

Consistent with social disorganization theory, and the general thrust of

traditional urban ecology, we further suggest that neighbourhood social

envi¡onments are determined by multiple factors, that there are a plurality of such

social environments, and that this plurality can be organized ilto intellectually

coherent groups and clusters. Therefore, we reject the assetion that binary

classifications, whether based on a single input variable, or a set of variables, are

adequate measurement strategies for representing socìal envirnomcnts in

quantitative studies.r

Under social disorganization theory, low economic resources and high

residential mobility are expected to confer disadvantage, indeed independent

disadvantage, with respect to the ability of neighbourhoods to achieve specific

social goals - most notably the control of youth crime. Neighbourhoods with the

lowest social resources and the highest residential mobility are expected to be the

most disadvantaged with respect to achieving these social goals.

This observation has important irnplications for the numerical represenfation

of a classificatíon schcme. Clearly it must have at least two separate dimensions,

one for economic resources and another for mobility - and each dimensíon necds

sufficient variation to show trends in outcomes within the dimcnsion.

I In suggesting that social environmcnts are continuously distributed, we do not
exclude the possibility of"threshold points" bcyond which rates ofevents change in non-
linear fashions-
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However, a model ofneighbourhood social environments which

operationalizcd only these two domains - economic resources and mobility -

might be characterized as unde¡-determined. Certainly it would not incorporate

domains which have traditionally been thought important to neighbourhood

differentiation - such as urbanization and family-structure(4). This recognition

parallels the strategy adopted by Sampson and Groves in their classic British

Crime Survey paper(4) in that paper the authors augment measures of the classic

three dimensions of social disorganization theory (economic deprivation,

mobility, racial heterogeneity) with measures of famrly structure and urbanization.

Therefore, it was important to operationalize and quantitatively test these other

two domains which erthcr have a tradition in the urban ecology literature, or

which havc also been associated wìth the social disorganization tradition.

A general reading ofthe public health literature also suggests that a set of

phenomena which we will group under the label "social-press,' collectivcly act to

erode the ability ofresidential collective groups to achieve collective goals;

examples of "social press" include overcrowding, lack of adequate plumbing, etc.

Overcrowding has been used in a variety ofpublic health studies (15). Robc¡ts, for

exarnple, has used estirnates of overcrowding in his characterization ofChicago

neighbourhood social cnvironments.(1 6)

We have identified five maìn domains (economic resources, mobility,

urbanization, family disruption, and social press) which arc either directly

associated with social disorganization theory, or are established constructs in
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public health or urban sociology; all these domains might well be operationalizetl

in a neighbourhood classification scheme.

A sixth organizing dimensìon - racial heterogeneity - has been dropped from

the classic social disorganization approach. Certainly it has been used as an

organizíng dimension of various studies, from Shaw and McKay to Sampson.

However, including racial heterogeneity presents theoretical, empirical and

interpretive challenges that we havc attempted to avoid by its exclusion. The

interpretive tradition following Shaw and McKay is that racial heterogeneity

encourage the fomation of informal social control, and thereby reduced a salient

deterrent to crime; racial heterogeneity is held to reduce the formation of informal

social control, and therefore is associated with increases in disorder.

However, racial homogeneily has also been recognized as a negative force in

social life - the out-working ofracìal segregation policies( l7-20). Confusion

clearly exists as to which end ofthe race/cthnicity distribution is important;

perhaps more accurately, there seems to be agrcement that both racial

heterogeneity and racial homogeneif have ncgative social conscquenccs.

Therc are daùnting (and thus-far unaddressed) technical challenges to

operationalizing segregation measures for all census tracts in the United States.

All segregation measures imply a comparíson ofa local area to a larger area with

respect to the distnbution of some outcome. While for many census tracts, thc

larger areal area would likely bc a metropolitan statistical area (MSA), census

tracts outside of MSA would have missing values for such a mcasure of
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segregation.( l7- 19, 2l) Finally, including raceletbricity measures in our

neighbourhood classification scheme would complicate the interpretation of any

¡ace-oriented obseruations that we, or others, might report using our proposed

rneasure of neighbourhood social envi¡onments. Taken together, these

observations argue against the inclusion ofrace or measures ofracial homogeneity

or heterogeneity in our model.

Before proceeding to operationalize a modcl ofneighbourhood social

eirvironments, reference need be made to the wo¡k of Drs. Roderick and Deborah

Wallace(7-9, 22-29). A central theme in their work is that public policy, and

specifically the withdrawal of city services from urban cores, has creatcd urban

"dessertification." Using data from New York City they argue that scve¡al

consequences ofthis withdrawal ofcìvic services have included epidemics offire,

migrations ofa scale rarely seen in peace-time, and a breakdown ofsocial

relationships and social fabric which they argue has facilitated the transmission of

lnfectious agents such as tuberculosis and HIV. They fuither argue, referencing

Shaw and McKay, that these mìgrations were associated with profound disruption

ofsocial and falnilial networks, with a consequent reduction of informal social

influence and control. The Wallaces' approach with its emphasis on residential

mobility is explicitly ftamcd within a social disorganization perspective, but finds

the root cause ofsocial problems in parts ofNew York in patterns of massive

migralion related to capitalist economics and subseir,'ielt public policy, not in

cultural or social explanations of crime. Li this emphasis on the negative effects
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of mobility on civil order, the Wallaces' reflect the social disorganization

tradition.

The central problem with developing a national ncighbourhood

classification scheme which specifically addresses the Wallace hypothesis is that

the domains oftheir causal model: the destructive influences ofpublic policy,

inter-census tract migration rates, housing loss, withdrawal of city sewices,

disruption of social networks either cannot be measured from public census data

or are too difficult to operationalize accurately at a national level using extant

census data. It is therefore impofant to highlight that the decision not to employ

the Wallacc models is strictly a pragmatic one, and does not discount the

importance that these related theories have for public health. The lack ofdata to

operationalize these hlpotheses represents a critical gap in public data collection.

Methods

Data

To operationalize a concept ofneighbourhood social environments we

selected 15 lneasurcs which could be derived frorn both the 1980 and 1990 US

census STF-34 files(3O, 3l). These measures reflected five domains related to

social dìsorganization theory: economic resourccs, mobility, lamily shucture,

urbanization and social press, as defìned above. Data were obtained for all

populated US census tracts from the 1980 and 1990 census. Ccnsus tracts are

small geographic areas, containsd within US counties (or their equivalcnt); census

tracts are defined to be:
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A small.,relative ly.permanent statistical subdivision of a county in a
metropoìjtan arca (MA¡ or a selectcd nonmerrooolitan countv-'
delineatcd by a local commiflee of census data ilsers (a CSAõ) for tbe
purposc ofpresenting deccnnial ccnsus data. Census trac{. bouídaries
normaììy lollow visible fcatures, bur mav follow govemmental unil
boundaries and other nonvisiblc featureí in some'instances: rhev
always nesl within counties. Dcsigned to be relatively homogeneous
units w¡th respecr ro popu¡ation cñaracte¡islics. económic su]rus, and
Iir ing condirions ar rhc lime the CSAC lCensus Statisrical A¡eas
Committee] established them, census trãcts usually contain between
2,500 and 8,000 inhabitants. They may be split by-any subcounty
geographic entity(32).

Census tracts have long been the most popular choice of small-area

census geographic units for the concept of neighbourhood.(32) We restrict

our analysis to the states of the union, and do not include pue¡to Rico, the

Virgin Islands, or Pacific Island territories. Census tracts were excluded if

they had no associated landmass (such as ships) or had no population.

The social disorganìzation neighbourhood model used data acquired

directly from the US STF-34 census file, and from two intermediate sources

of STF-34 data - the Urban Lrstitute 's Underclass databâse and 1990 census

tract data which was bundled with the geographic information system,

Maptitude.(33). Definitions ofvariables are reportcd in Table 3.1; data were

also obtained to operationalize the Underclass Areas (34), and the poverty-

areas and extreme poverty areas measures.

In order to operationalize thc urbanization domain, it was necessary to

estimate population density; therelore, cstimates of census tract area and

population counl.s are requircd, however, lor 1980 no measures ofcensus

tract area was available from the US Census,(32) To rcdress this, the 1980
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census tract boundary files were extracted from a layer ofthe 1992 TIGER

files (35). A digital national base-map for 1980 US census tracts was

constructed using Maptitude, and census-tract estimates ofthe area wcre

undertaken using its area-estimation algorithms.

Technical problems prevented reconstruction of census tract boundary

files for parts ofLos Angcles County and the states of Hawaii and Utah for

the 1980 census. Thus, these areas could not be included in our analyses. For

1990, all ccnsus tracts had area estimates and complete boundary files; these

area estimates were obtained from the dìgital census-tract map distributed

with Maptitude; these boundaries are based on US Census Bureau TIGER

hles.

It is important to note that at no point were data from the two census

years pooled. Varìables which measured the same const¡uct in the two

different census periods (e.g. welfare rates) were stored in separate datasets,

and given variable names which incorporated evidence ofthe census year

(e.g. welfare8, welfare9).

Data Analvsis

Following Davics (36,31) we initially adopted a lactorial-ecology

strategy in our attempt to build a social environment nodel we began with

multipie variables measuring hypothesized axes of neighbourhood

differentiation acting as the primary inputs; thereafter we employ factor

analysis to reduce the inítial data vector to a more limited set of latent factors.
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The 1980 and 1990 census datasets werc always manipulated and analyzed

independently.

Factor analysis, with varimax rotation, was performed on the derived

measures f¡om the 1980 and 1990 census datasets, using SAS,s pROC

FACTOR. A parsimonious factor model was identified for each census

dataset, \rith factor-selection bascd on the rule that retained factors need have

eigenvalues greater than 1.

ln order to support comparability across the two time-periods, variables

were retained into the "parsimonious" model if the variable had a loading

grcater than 0.5 for either decade, for any ofthe retained factors. Factor

scores wcre calculated for each census tract in each census period with non_

missing values for the variables which acted as inputs to the factor analysis.

No imputation was done for missing valucs; census tracts with missing values

for any ofthe independent variables werc dropped from the final analyses for

that census year.

Because a common number of factors (2) was observed ac¡oss the two

census periods, and because there was initial qualitative evidence to suggcst

that each factor coresponded to a constant conceptual domaìn, we sought to

determine ifquantitative evidence of consistent loadings could be established.

To that end, correlation coefficients werc calculated for each factor across the

two census periods. That is, varìable-specific Factor I loadings for l9g0

(F80,) wcre cor¡elated with the Factor 1 loadings for the same variable for
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1990 (F90r) similarly F80, loadings were corrclated with F90, loadings. High

correlation coefficients were taken to suggest a coÍìmon const¡uct across the

two census periods. The unit ofobservation in both census periods was the

census tract. We also rcport on the distribution ofdifferences in the 1980 and

1990 factor loadings, obtained by subtracting the 1980 loadings from the

1990 loadings; although crude, this was intended to highlight variable and

factor-specific loadings that varied dramatically across the two census

periods.

It was initially intendcd that the resultant factor scores would be

submitted to cluster (38) However, we observed that clusters labels and

centroids arising from the independent analysis ofthe 1980 and I990 data

could not be compared across the two census periods. For example, cluster

",4" in 1980 might have contradictory quantitative characteristics to the

cluster "A" identified in the analysis ofthe 1990 census data - attempts to

hannonize the data struchlres across the two census periods proved

problematic.

Lacking a way to harmonize the designations across the two census

periods prohibited us from making coherent statements about neighbourhood

fpes (as representcd by the cluster) across the two census periods, and this

argued against proceeding with a cluster analysis.

Frustration with tlie ability to build consistent clusters across hvo

distinct census datascts forced an unanticipated methodological innovation.
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We noted that the co¡relation ofthe factor scores across the two periods was

very high - suggesting that a coherent factor structure existed across the two

time periods, and that the number of facto¡s identified in each census-year-

based factor analysis was constant. The interpretation ofthese two factors

will be discussed in the results section. However, these observations

encouraged us to develop an alternative summary strategy that would allow

for cross-census comparisons.

In order to achicve classifications of neighbourhoods that were

consistent across the two census periods, we divided the continuous two-

dimensioned "space" whìch arose from the factor analysìs into ,.secto¡s',

where sectors were defined (arbitrarily) with cutpoints at the values of -l and

+1 nonnalized unìts for each factor score. We call the resulting classification

SECTOR. SECTOR has nine values, labelled in the manner presentcd in

Figure 3.1. The letters allocated to each sector are arbitrary, but proceed

across the colurrìns and then down the rows. (Note that the letter ,.I', is not

used in labelling the sectors.) All census tracts from the 1980 and 1990

census with no missing values for variables needed to estimate Factor I and

Factor 2 could then be assigned to a specific value ofSECTOR, on the basis

ofthe census-specific factor loadings, and thc census-specific values ofthe l4

measured variables (Table 3.1).

We rcport on thc number of census tracts allocated to each SECTOR in

cach census period. We also determincd the distributjon of the 14 input
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variables used in the factor analysis across the two census datasets, and

estimated the median centile rank of each value of Sector, with respect to

each of the 14 sociodemographic variables. These median centile ranks for

each SECTOR value are reported. I¡ order to look for significant ,.drift,, in

the social characteristics within a SECTOR across the two census periods,

the 1980 centile median rank was subtracted from the median 1990 centile

rank for each variable, within each value of SECTOR, and univariate

measures were employed to quantif,r the resulting distribution of the shifts in

median centile ranks over the period. No statistical testing was undertaken on

the resulting difference.

Results

Descriptive

Atotal of 43,274 census tracts were identified ftom the 1980 census anrl

61,389 ccnsus tracts from the 1990 census. Some 2,613 census tracts in 1,980

(6.1% of total), and 2,523 t¡acts in 1990 (4.1%o of btal) had missing values

for one or more variables used in the factor analyses and are thus excluded

from this analysis. Table 3.2 presents univariate descriptions ofthc 14

variables measured at the census tract level for 1980 and 1990.

Factor Analysis

Factor analysis was undertaken independently on the 1980 and 1990

census tract data. Parsimonious factor models (Tablc 3.5) were developed and

a two-flactor structulc was observed in both periods, ald all variables were
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retained into the parsimonious model, save the ,,no-plumbing,' variable

which was dropped because in neither factor and in neither census period did

the loading exceed 0.5. The parsimonious rotated two-factor model accounted

for 61.3o/o ofthe variance in both the 1980 and 1990 data. The variance

explained by F1, owas 42.1%o, and for Flno the explained varianc e was 44o/o;

tlre variance explained by F2rowas l9.2Yo and, for F2so.ll.3yo.

When comparing the loadings of the 13 variables retained in thc

parsimonious model, the correlation coefficient between the 1980 and 1990

loadings (arising from census-tuact measures) for factor 1 was 0.99; for factor

2 the co¡relation coefficient was 0.90.

The key variables associated with the Factor 1 loaded strongly on

economic resources. Poverty rate had the highest positive loadìng value in

both datasets, followed by welfare rates, female headcd households, males

with long{erm detachment from the workforce, and f,lnally overcrowding.

Large negative loadings were obscrued between Factor I and increased

household medran income, the proportlon of the adult population with

professional or supervisory emplol,n.rent, and the proportion owner-occupied.

We call the factor "economic deprivation" because of the dominance of

economic variables which load on this term, and the fact that iucreasing

values of this factor are associated with diminishing economic resources.

Factor 2 (F2), representing bctw een l7 -20o/o of the vadation ìn the two

census periods, shows a more complex pattem of associations. and more
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marked evolution between the 1980 and 1990 results for Factor l. There are

two distinct sets ofvariables ln this factor, which can be organized with

respect to whether the correlations ofthe variables to the factor are positive or

negative. Positive correlations are organized around three demographic

factors in 1980 - education, proportion of students, and

managerial/profcssional occupation; density enters the model in 1990. Two

othcr variables (residential mobility and owner occupancy) load negatively in

both periods.

Factor 2 admits to no ready and simplistic explanation. lncreasing

proportions ofhigher educated individuals, and their higher incomes, seems

to erode, not sustain this measure of community coliesion and identification.

Our hlpothcsis is that hìgher education, professional occupation and

proportion ofstudents are surrogates and stimulants to residential mobility;

likewise increasing concentrations ofthose with higher education or

manageriaUprofcssional occupation may lead directly to more regular

residential migration, and reduced community tìes. This would suggcst that

concentrations ofprofessionals and those with university educations does

NOT lead necessarily to enhanced social cooperation within neighbourhoods.

We propose the label "Residenrial Mobility,' for this factor, but

recognizc that other labels might also be proposed, and that further

exploration offhjs factor would be desirable, together with a rcview of

altcnralir e lactor analysis strategies
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It is also impofant to recognize that this two factor solution rs intended

to operationalize a ve¡sion of Shaw and McKay's social disorganization

theory, and not to provide a systernatic model for residential differentiation in

the United States. That larger task is beyond the scope of the dissertation;

readers searching for such a model may wish to consult White(39). The

factor solution presented here is but one ofseveral that might aríse from

factor analysis ofthese variables. The selection of this model over other

models reflects both quantitative considerations (explained variation) and

qualitative assessments ofthe concordance ofthe model with the socìal

disorganization model. Within this restricted reading, thc model represents

nothing morc, nor less, than a quantitative attempt to test Shaw and McKay,s

social disorganization theory against national census data.

Sector Approach

Using the "sector" approach, Table 3.6 reports on the distribution of

tracts into the nine sectors, for the two census periods. In both census

periods, approxim ately 50Yo of the census tracts are found in Scctor E, and

there is general consistency in the proportions of tracts in each Sector ac¡oss

these two periods. Scctor A contained only one census tract in 1980 and two

tracts in 1990.

Table 3.5 and 3.6 repofi, respectively, on the sector-specific median

centilc for each ofthc l4 measured covariates across the nine sectors in thc

1980 and 1990 census years.
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Using these data, it is useful to review the key characte¡istics ofeach

Sector before proceeding. (For clarify, we repof here on the 1990 median

centile ranhs, and remark on the 1980 centile ranks only where they differ by

more than 20 points. Sector A reflects neighbourhoods with low residential

mobilrty and low rates of economic deprivation (as compared wìth national

means) - however, there are only a handful of neighbourhoods in this

classification, too few to draw any meaningful statistical inference.

Sector B neighbourhoods have near-median levels of welfare (57,h

centile), high school leaving (48'h centile), median household income (37,h

centile) and other ecotomic indicators, but this Sector has a low proportions

of its adult population with post-secondary education (21'' centile),

manageriaVprofessional employrnent (26ù centile), and has high rates of

residential stability (81st centile).This is the highest level ofresidential

stability amongst the Sector types, and the lowest median log-population-

density ofthe Sector tlpes.

Sector C neighbourhoods are characterized by extremely high ranking

for poverty (89tr' centile), welfare (85'r' centile),male unemployment (90'r'

centile),the lowest household incomes (l '' centile), together with equally

extreme low valucs for post-secondary education (1 1,h ccntile) and

professional employment (8tÌ' centile). The highest ratcs of overcrowding

occur in Sector C.

High levels ofhousehold income (94th centrle), post-secondary
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education (91" centile) , and managerial/professional employrnent (92"d

centile) characterize Sector D, as well as extremely low rates ofhouseholds

lacking plumbing (1" centile); however, these neighbourhoods have median

values for residential mobitity (50ú centile).

Sector E neighbourhoods, effectively representing the majority of US

census tracts in both census periods are, not surprisingly, characterized by its

similarity to the natìonal distnbutions (and thus near median values) for each

of the indicated variables.

Sector F neighbourhoods are characterizcd by high rates of

unemplolirnent (90'h centile) and poverty (92'd centile), and both low

household income (12'ì' centile) and low proportions of

managerial/professional employ'ment (12'h centile), and mcdian levels of

owner-occupancy t 5 I I centi le.¡.

Sector G neighbourhoods a¡e characterized by comparatively high rates

of income (85'ì' centile), the highest rates of both post-secondary education

(96'h centile), and managerial/professional emplolment. The se

neighbourhoods also have low rates of neighbour.hood stability (l2tr' centile)

Sector H neighbourhoods are characterized by the second-highest

population-densities (83'd centile), high proportions of college-studcnts (87th

centilc), low rates ol owner-occupied housing (10,r' centile), and median ratcs

for high school leaving (58'r' centile), welfare (5i,'ccntile) ar.rd median

household incomes (48'h centile).
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Finally, Sector J neighbourhoods are associated with elevated and

extreme values for female-headed households (96'h centile), poverty rate (95'r,

centile), and male unemplo¡.,rnent (91" centile), as well as the highest rates for

overcrowding (92"d centile). Concunently, Sector J neighbourhoods have the

lowest proportion of owner-occupancy (5th centile) and low median

household income (9'h centile) in both census periods. It is wofh noting,

however, that while residential stability is low in both census periods (33'd

centile in 1980,27'h centile in 1990) in neither census period do Sector J

neighbourhoods have the lowest rates ofresidential stability- thìs is linked to

Sectors G and H in both census periods. Wrat makes Sector J remarkable as

compared with Sectors H, or F is the extreme economic deprivation (which

we do not see in Sector H), and the low proportion ofhome ownership (whìch

we do not see in Sector F), and the lower ¡ates ofresidential stability.

Detaìled study oftables 3.5 and 3.6 will reveal considerable

concordance in the within-sector rankings across the two census periods. To

illustrate this more clearly, table 3.7 reports on the differences between the

1980 and 1990 median centile ranks rauk lor the 14 socio-demographic

va¡iable and the eight populated values of SECTOR; the 1980 values have

been deducted from the 1990 ranks. The difference in median rankrngs rangcs

from -33 (for overcrowding in Sector C) to +23 for the proportion

overcrowding in Sectors G & H. However, the rnean differencc in ranks, was

a modcst -0.77, suggesting overall consistcncy in rankings across Secto¡s and
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measures.

Discussion

Pollomous multivariate neighbourhood classifi cation systems have

been used extensively in the United Kingdom to place health data .,in

context."(40) However, such classification schemes have not been available

to public health resea¡chers in the United States. Rather, the US literature has

been dominated by binary classifications ofneighbourhood context, chiefly

variations ofthe "poverty area" approach. Altemative approaches have been

reported (e.g. Harries), but often suffer from conceptual ambiguity or the

statistìcal problems associated with colinearity, or are limited geographically

to one location.

That said, pol¡omous classification systems, based on the techniques of

factorial ecology, have much to commend them, including thcir potential

consonance with theoretical models ofneighbourhood social differentiation,

and the removal ofnotions ofa bifurcated world ofneighbourhood social

environments such as "poor or not poor" "underclass or not underclass". etc.

We adopted a theoretical approach to neighbourhoods rootsd in social

disorganization theory that stresses the primary importance of economic

resou¡ces and residential mobility an approach which is consistent with thc

work of Shaw and McKay, and more recently of Sampson et al and Kawachi

eÍ al.

Fou¡teen derivcd measures from the 1980 and 1990 census periods were
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submitted to standard factor analysis, and two factors were dominant in each

census period. Constistent with factor analysis resported by Harrìes for

Baltimore, Sampson for Chicago, and Land for US cities (footnote!), our

Factor 1 - which we call economic deprivation - loaded negatively on

measures ofeconomic resources, while our Factor 2, called ,,residential

mobility", was inversely associated with increasing rates of residential

mobility and household ownership, but positively associated with

professional occupation and higher education. There is consistency in these

findings with Sampson e/ a/ who found that "residential stabìlity', emcrged as

a third factor in their analysis ofChicago data(3), and the work of Hanies,

which identified "Stable Neighbourhoods,' as their third factor( l, 42).

The factor loadings across the 13 retained variables showed high

correlation coefficient when comparing loadìngs fo¡ 1980 and i990: 0.99 for

Factor 1 and .90 for Factor 2. When the centile ranks lor the various

sociodemographic variables were comparcd across the two census periods,

typically modest differencss (rnean -0.77) in thc centile ranks wcre noted, and

the three largest movemcnts in median centile rank were associated with one

variable- over-crowding. Taken together this evidence argues for the

persistence of two underlying constucts - economic deprivation and

residential instability - across the two census periods.

It is important to note that the factor structure lor l9g0 and 1990 for the

residential stability factor differs in important ways. Ir interpreting these
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differences, it is useful to recall that the census tract approach to classifuing

geography was not fully in place in 1980, and large parts ofthe US land-mass

were not included in census-tract level counts in that census. By 1990, the

whole population was allocated to census tracts. Thus, the 1990 factor

structure is based on a more complete data structure. The emergence of

managerial/professional classes and adult post-secondary education rates in

the 1980 data may reflect a complex relationship between the mobility of a

trained workforce and the mo¡e evidently urban, mobility captured in the

1990s.

Consistent with our observations on the nature of the underlying data, it

is also importanl to obserue that one variable, DENSITY, was more salient in

the 1990 analysis, than in 1980. This may reflect the previously mentìoned

incomplete introduction of census tract methods in 1980, and its subsequent

and complete usc in the 1990 census.

Our initial intention to submit the census-tract-specific factot scores to

cluster analysis was abandoned when it was recognized that the cluster

analysis would provide neither consistent centroid coordinates nor naming

strategies across the two census periods - thus frustrating any attempt to

associate social characteristics associated with a specific centroid location

across the two ccnsus periods. We adopted the SECTOR measure created

from overlafng a simple 3 by 3 gid over the two-factor space; census tracts

were assigncd membership in a specific secto¡ for each census period, based
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on their factÕr score - the product offhe variable loadings and the census data

for that census tract in that census period.

The SECTOR classification strategy we have advanced has several

important features. First, it is national in scope, but describes neighbourhoods

using multiple measures , and is based completely on census data. Thus, it

can be revisited with the provision of future census data. The classification

strategy is also based on a well-respected model ofneighbourhood social

environments, and its empirical qualities accord with the theorized struch:re

of neighbourhood social environments. Interestingly, we added three

domains of measurement which were conccptually distinct from either

economic deprivation or community attachment - these included family

structure, urbanization, social press. These factors were either not impodant

to eithe¡ of the salient factors which emerged or were subsumed within the

dominant domains emerging from the factor analysis.

That said, this chapter does not provide evidence that thcse

classification schemes actually predict rates relevant to social disorganization.

This is add¡essed in the next chapter.

There are important limitations to our work. First, the reliance on

census data is a pragmatic virtue. Theories such as those advanced by

Wallace and Wallace cannot be operationalized at this time for the whole

United States using extant census data. Tlrcir work, in particular, raiscs

impofant public policy and scientiflc questions, which are consonant with the
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social disorganization approach, but are not directly addressed by our work.

Secondly, the work by Sampson ¿l a/ suggests that direct measurement of

collectivc qualities such as collectivc efficacy are likely to complement and

enhance the predictive ability of models which might otherwise include only

measures of social environment consûÌcted from census or census_like

datasets.(3, 13)

A contral challenge in this dissertation was developing a nosology that

could be used across the 1980 and 1990 census periods. The approach

initially envisioned a ready reconciliation of a set of empirically defined

clusters arising from the separate analyses ofthe 1980 and 1990 census

datasets. This reconciliation assumed, inconectly, that the definition of

clusters (that is, the estimation of centroids and ranges) would be consistent

across the hvo datasets. Unde¡ this assumption, it would have been

theoretically possible to speak ofthe characteristics of a cluster .,X,', across

the two census periods, and to look for associations with outcones in each

cluster.

However, the separate analyses ofthe 1980 and 1990 census datasets

did not yield a common number of clusters, nor were the quantitative

characteristics ofthose centroids similar enough to support the proposed

analysis. Th¡ee altematives were explored. First, we considered the prospect

of linking the 1980 and 1990 census tracts together and identilying constalt

spatial units across the two census periods. Howeve¡, no ¡cady reconciliation
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ofthe 1980 and 1990 tracts was possible (Tatian). We learned that

attempting to specifu a longitudinal approach to census tracts was complex;

new tracts arise, some tracts disappear, and the spatial boundaries ofmany

tracts are revised. Very recent work (2002) by fhe Urban lnstitute and a

private sector firm Geolytics have resulted in progress in this area, but these

efforts were not available to this study.

The second option considered was to bring the 1980 and 1990 analyses

together and conduct our cluster analysis using the combined data. This

approach would have required complex manipulations ofeach census dataset

to eliminate temporal changes in metrics over the decade (for example in

average wages eamed) Although normalization is part of factor analysis,

cross-census normalization would have left unaddressed the question ofhow

well normalization deals with the highly skewed distributions of many

census-based lneasures of socioeconomic statutes. We could find no model in

the literature which used this approach, and it too was abandoned.

The third approach - which we have adopted - was a necessary

cornpromise. hr this approach, we hrst confirmcd that the factor structures

across 1980 and 1990 for the two census periods shared commonality both in

tcrms of qualitative meâsures and in terms of face-validity. Then we imposed

a crude stratification ofresults (at -l and +l SD for each ofFactors I and2).

This stratification allowed us to spcak ofvariation in each axis, and had a

degree ofobjectivify about it- The lailure to hnd a si.qnificant number of
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t¡acts in Sector A was a disappointment, but could not have been predicted

when the method was devised. Further methodological work in providing

consistent cross-census classification schemes for neighborhood typologies

would be useful to socìal epidemiology.

In that vein, 1t is important to observe that Sampson's ..collective

efficacy" concept was both independent of, and empirically a more powerful

explanatory variable than either the concentrated disadvantage, immigrant

concenhation or residential stability with respect to violence, victimization,

or homicide rates.(3) While their work has yet to be replicated at a national

level, it may be prudent for census agencies to consider the collection of

collcctive efficacy and related measures in future census studies. pending the

availability ofthat soú ofdata, we suggest that the above approach continues

to have merit.

With the SECTOR schema we have descrìbed, tests of the influence of

social disorganization theory can now be advanced from census data on

national geocoded survey data. ln partìcular, social disorganization theory

suggests that ifincreasing economic deprivation, and lack of community

attachment are associatcd with poorer outcomes, then it seems likely that

outcoÌnes should be most desirable in sector A, and then proceed step_wise to

the least desirable outcomes in sector J. Social disorganization theory does

not tell us ifthresholds exist across the "factor space', but quantitativo tests of

this hypothesis could be constructed.
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Economic Dèpriûdtioì

Domâil

to the Factor A

Residential Mobility

Family Disruption

Poverty Rate
Welfare Rate
Long-term(Male) Detachment from the Work Force
Household Median Income
High School Drop Out Rate
Proporlion of the population with professional or managerial positions

Urliânizátion

nized bv initial

Social/EnvÌronmental
Press. ' ,:' l" :r' ì

Same house as five years prior to census
Owner-Occupancy

Female Headed Households

r.,lr:r, :,:.MdâSufesi:

domains of a social environment model

Population Density [Measured as log(pop/sq mi)]

Proportion College shrdents
Overcrowding
No plumbing
Propofiion over aged 25 with post-secondary education

.,...'
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Table 3.2
as derived

univariate measures (weighted means and standard deviations) for census-tract
from the 1980 and 1990 STF-34 census files.

Variable

Density

FFHS

HH MEDIA

Number of
Non-Missing

IISDROP

MNOPART

1980

MP

41213

Meân

NOPTUMB

4235t

oo

428t3

Stândard
Deviation

1.57

oc

42593

0.19

42865

I8806

P25PS

Number of
Non-Missing

42868

.85

0.l3

POVRAT

,'r: f9901

0.14

7 t42.49

0.31

59653

42544

SMTISE

0.16

42600

59170

Mean

0.11

STUDENTS

61255

42435

0.02

0.12

59221

Standard
Deviation

0.64

WF"I,F'ÂRF

0.09

6.79

42858

5 9851

inputs to the factor analysis

0.04

0.23

59890

0.03

42'/26

32t23

r&n¡iti¡¡,orffáii¡¡ra

0.34

0.24

2.3'7

42846

0.12

59525

0.17

0.06

14396.00

0.3 4

59525
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Table 3.3 Factor loadings from varimax factor a of 1980 and 1990 STF-34 census tract Data, parsimonious Model

B. All variables except overcrowding met criteria for inclusion in score calculation.
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Table 3.5 Centile rank by sectors, of 14 socio-demographic characteristics measured at census tract level, by sector for
1980.
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Table 3.6 Centile rank by sectors, of 14 socio-demographic characteristics measured at census tract level, by sector for
1990.
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Table 3.7 Difference (1990-1980) in median centile ranks for 14 socio-demographic characteristics measured in 1980 and
1990 by SECTOR, and univariate description of differences.

Mean dìfference= -0.78; range -33 (decrease in ovcr-crowding in Sector C) to +23 (¡ise ¡n
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Chapter #4: Drug Use and Drug Activity

Organized by Social Environment

Foreword

The puryose of Chapter #3 was to build a polytomous variable which

categorized neighbourhood social envi¡onments. The purpose of Chapter #4 is

to test if illicit-drug-rclated measures are elevated in specific neighbourhood

social environmcnts. This is arguably the critlcal chapter ofthe dissertation

because the definition and quantitative development ofthe SECTOR measure of

neighbourhood socìal environments, and the extant extreme poverty and

underclass areas definitions, have not been linked to any outcome data. Thus far,

we have not presented any cvidence that any phenomenon, and scrious illicit

drug use more specifically, is focused in specihc social environments.

With respect to thc SECTOR variable, the chapter thcrefore represents arl

important test ofthe social-disorganization hypothesis - that rates will vary both

with respect to economic deprivation and community attachmont.

This chapter marks the last chapter ofthe dissertation with a formal focus

on social epiderniology. Subsequent chapters retum to our initial conccms about

the epiden, ic of hepalitis and HIV infection in recipients of somc plasma

fractions; the lneasure of neighbourhoods developed in previous chapters and
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validated in this chapter will allow us to approach that substantive interest with

a well-charactcrized measure of social environments.

Introduction

"Social disorganization" is a theoretical perspective on social problems

initially articulated by Shaw and McKay to explain the persistence ofjuvenile

delinquency in US neighbourhoods observed in the 1920 and,l930s(l). The

persistence of delinquency rates was theorefically problematic to contemporary

scholars because rates did not change with change in the assumed etiologic

variables ìncluding neighbourhood ethnic composition. Social disorganization

theory represented an altemative perspective that discounted the importance of

the composition ofa neighbourhood and in its place stressed the concurent and

independent importance of economic deprivation and residential mobility as

distinct contextual determinants ofjuvenile delinquency.

After a period of relative neglect, "social disorganization,' is currently

enjoying a revival as an infon¡ative theoretical lens for considcring the social

organization of divergent phenomena, including social problems, child

developmcnt, and health.(2-4) In this cliapter we applya measure of social

disorganization - operationalized at the census tract - to a specific contcmporary

social problem -- illicit drug use -- using drug-rclated data obtained fì.om a

rspresentative sample ofUS adults residing in households.

Social Disorganization
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Shaw and McKay's social disorganization theory placed emphasis on

characteristics of neighbourhoods as determinants ofjuvenile delinqucncy, as

opposed to the characteristics ofindividual olfenders. Of particular interest to

Shaw and McKay was the influence of increased residential mobility and

economic deprivation in eroding informal social control; eroded informal social

control was regarded as thc key determinant ofhighjuvenile delinquency

rates.(l) Sampson has been the leading contemporary voice advocating a

recovery of social disorganization theory as a lens for viewing social

pathologies. He adopts the view that the role of economic deprivation and

mobilifr have been consistent empirical findings over the past half-century, with

higher rates ofeconomic deprivation and lower rates of community attachment

as corrosive to social life.(5)

The Social Context of Drug Use

Previous attempts have been made to contextualize drug-use pattems, both

in the United States, and intemationally. Within the United States there has been

a particular interest in contextual variables which shed light on the officially-

reported over-representation ofblacks on some drug-use measurcs. Of

particular note, Lille-Blanton ¿¡ ¿/ conducted a 'þost-stratification" analysis of

the 1988 US National Household Survey on Drug Abuse (NHSDA), focusing on

the reported positive association ofblack race with crack-cocaine use.(6) After

restncting the analysis to those primary sampling units (takcn as
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neighbourhoods) where crack-cocaine was used, Lille-Blanton el a/ reported that

an increased risk of crack-use amongst blacks was not observed.

The authors argued that this evidence suggested that blacks were no more

likely to use crack cocaine, given that there was crack in their neighbourhood;

rather crack availabilifz was localized in predominantly black neighbourhoods,

and this explained the reported over-representation ofblacks among crack-users

observed in the national data. Unfortunately, the 1988 NHSDA did not provide

data to allow the authors to describe the neighbourhoods in which crack cocaine

was found. Thus, the intriguing suggestion that "neighbourhood matters" in the

organization of some drug-behaviours was not followed-up with information on

what tlpes of neighbourhoods might promote this specific form of drug use.

Similar observations have been reported in the UK - noting the association

ofserious illicit drug abuse with neighbou¡hood conditions. There are several

UK-based studies linking extrems deprivation with drug use; the most

systematic of which is reportcd by Squires, who demonstratcs that"serious" drug

use was concentrated in the most extrernely deprived social circumstances in

Liverpool.(7)

Hypotheses

The central contention ofthis chapter is that a measure ofsocial

disorganization for US census t¡acts will providc explanatory insights into both

personal illicit drug behaviours and ecological aspects ofillicit drug use -
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insights that are not available when the standard person-level variables are used.

Tluee testable hypotheses emerge:

1. That neighbourhood social context explains variation with

respect to recent personal use of specific illicit drugs or related

behaviours.

2. That neighbourhood social disorganization explains variation

with respect to ecological aspects of drug use, including

perceived access to specific illicit drugs, and the frequency with

which drug sales and intoxicated individuals are observed in

neighbourhoods.

3. That illicit drug use will be organized in a particular way within

a social disorganization framework. We expect rates of drug use

and drug availability will be lower where economic deprivation is

lower, and that the same measures will be lower when

community attachment is enhanced- partìcularly as expressed

tlrough low mobility ratcs. We expect the highest rates of social

problems to occur where economic deprivation is most pressing

and concurrcntly community attachment most limited.

Methods

Data

Overvierv
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Data relevant to illicit drug use were acquired from the 1993 National

Household Survey on Drug Abuse (NHSDA) which is a periodic representative

survey of American adults (12 years and older) residing in households and

group-quarters in the continental United States (n:26,a89)(8). The survey is

conducted by the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration

(SAMHSA) an agency within the National Institute for Drug Abuse. Based on

person-to-person interviews, and conlldential written questionnaires

administered within the interview, the survey reports measures in a variety of

domains related to substance abuse, including illicit drugs used, methods of

abuse, access to ìllicit drugs, and behavioural, demographic and social

characteristics of respondents.

Extant Social Environment Variables in the 1993 NHSDA

Consistent with most social surveys, the NHSDA concentrates its

measurement of "independent" variables on demographic characteristics of

respondents, and to a lesser degree on characteristics oftheir households.

Limited information is provided on the social context in which respondelts livc.

The 1993 NHSDA public-use file contains only one variable which might

meaningfully be described as a measure of neighbourhood social envi¡onment

the urderclass area measure, as defined by Ricketts and Sawhill(9); this mcasure

highlights census tracts u'ith concunently high rates of unemploynent in adult

rnales, high-school lcaving, femalc-hcaded households and receipt of welfare.
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The NHSDA does not provide the census tract of the respondent in its public use

files, but this variable is used in the sampling and is thus available ìn the

confidential master survey files retained by the SAMI{SA, within the US

National Institutes of Health.

Ricketts and Sawhill suggest that high ratcs on these four measures reflect

an underlying social deviance. It is important to note that while the underclass

areas variable is on the public use file, the measure has not been validated to

predict drug-related outcomes. However, given the measure's theoretical

foundation in "social deviance" it seems reasonable to test the underclass areas

measure for its ability to ìdentifu foci of illicit drug-relared behaviours.

Supplemental Social Environment Variables Added to the 1993

NHSDA

In addition to the Underclass variable, we were interested in appllng other

social context variables measured at the census tract level to our analysis of drug

pattems. Two additional va¡iables were identilied: thc first was a binary

variable, identifying respondents who lived in neighbourhoods mceting the US

Census Bureau's definition of an "Extreme Povefiy A¡ea" that is census tracts

where 40% or more ofthe population live below the US household-based

poverty line.(10)

The second supplemental social context neasure is based on social

disorganization theory. Its theo¡etical base and empirr'cal developmcnt ate
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discussed in Chapter #3; bricfly, a factor analysis of 14 measures obtained at the

census tract level for all 1990 US census tracts resulted in a two-factor solution

where Factor I (F,) increased with increasing economic deprivation; Factor 2

(F,) was related to residential mobility, and this was influenced most

predominantly by owner-occupied housing rates and by residential mobility

rates.f For each census tract where estimates of economic deprivation and

residential mobili[z could be completed, the census tract was allocated into one

ofnine "sectors" based on a simple categorization of the bivariate distributlon of

the factor scores. Simply described, all non-missing census tracts were plotted

using a sirnple bivariate graph; "lines" were established at -l and +l for both

Factors 1 and 2, thereby effectively creating a "3-by-3,' grid. Census tracts wcre

then allocated to one ofthese nine sectors, with sectors labeled from left to right

and top to bottom, using the letters A through J, and omitting the letter I. We

denote the variable itself as SECTOR, and specific neighbourhood tlpes are

described as Sector A, or Sector J, etc. (Figure 4.1) Thìs stratcgy had several

advantages, amongst which it allows for the ready tabular presentation ofdata.

Most of our tabulations adopt this approach.

A total of 58862 of a total 61387 (95.9%) 1990 US census tracrs were

classihed using this approach; those tracts which were not classificd tlpically

I The factor solution corresponds very closely to thc dorninant factors publishcd
sub-national levels; see FIames' (11-13) For factor-analysis of Baltimore-area census
blocks, and Sampson el a/'s factor analysis of Chicago ncighbourhoods(S)
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had small or no population; the small population triggers the selective

suppression of data by the US Census Bureau to sitpport respondent

confidentiality, and this meant that one or both ofthe factor scores necessary to

place a census tract within a sector could not be directly calculated. Finally, as

only two out of the 61387 census tracts from 1990 were located in Sector A, any

respondents from that sector were excluded from the analysis.

Linkage of New Social Environment Variable to the f 993 NHSDA

In order to attach additional social context variables for the public use

version of the NHSDA, arrangements we¡e made bet.J,/een the investigator and

the National lnstitute for Drug Abuse to undertake a linkage at the National

Opinion Research Center Q.'IORC) using the NHSDA master file (which

includes the census tract of respondents), and a file containing the two social

context measures (Extreme Poverty Area, and SECTOR) for each 1990 US

ccnsus tract. A privacy impact assessment was perfonncd by NORC to ensure

that adding these social environment variables would not reduce the privacy

guarantees provided to respondents. The file which was retumed to the

invcstigator included only the uniquc identifier from the public use filc, and the

social context measures for the respondents. At no time ',¡,¡as the census tract of

the respondent rcleased to the investigator.

Drug-Related Measures
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A wide variety of measured domains are available in the NHSDA. We

restrict our analyses to a selected subset ofthese domains: recent personal drug

use, needle use, and drug-selling; reported ease ofaccess to illicit drugs, and

pcrceptions ofneighbourhood drug activity. Three basic bpes of measures were

identified, to operationalize the hypotheses: 1) measures ofpersonal drug use

and 2) measures ofpersonal drug-rclated behaviours; 3)measures of

neighbourhood drug activity.

For personal drug use, we measure self-reported use of cocaine, heroin,

PCP(Phencyclidine) and crack cocaine both in the respondent's lifetime and in

the last year. These are variables with true/false values. For drug-related

behaviours, we report on self-reporled selling of drugs in the last year, and

lifetime needle use; again these are represented as binary variables in the public

use file.

For neighbourhood level drug activity, we focus on self-reported

assessments of access to four drugs: cocaine, heroin, LSD (Lysergic acid

diethylamide) and PCP; these answers were recoded frorn the 5-point Likert

scale found in the public use file, so that only the answer indicating "Very Easy,,

access to drugs was regarded as the non-baseline condition. We use a similar

strategy for the question regarding the frcquency ofseeing "drunk or high,,

persons in the respondents' neighbourhood, categorizing "Very often" as the

non-baseline condition, and setting all other non¡nissing answers to be the
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baseline. For each outcome we prcsent in cross-tabulated form the estimated

proportion of the population reporting the outcome and the ass ociated 95%o

Confidence Intewal (C!Ï.

Statistical Analyses

The NHSDA (1993) employs a complex, multi-stage sampling design;

therefore, adjustments both for weighting and to modi$r the usual estimation of

standard er¡ors are required.(14) These adjustments we¡e unde¡taken on all

estimates reported below. Al1 analyses were performed using STATA (Versions

6 & 7, Stata Corporation, College Station Texas). All analyses use the weighted

individual respondent as the r¡nit ofobservation.

We present four panels of (survey-adjusted) logistic regression models to

test the formal hypotheses articulated above. Each panel of models includes six

related regression estimates for a total of24 distinct regression analyses. Each

panel has six models; witbin that panel of six models, two models use the

underclass area measure as a description of social context, two use extrcme

poverty areas, and two use the "Sector J" designation. Within each pair of

models dedicated to a paficular social context measure, one does not include a

racelethnicity variable, and the other does. A standa¡d numbering strategy is

used to distinguìsh amongst these 24 models. Each model is given a three-part

iln some cases, the outcome is not a true prevalence - the existence of an attrìbute
ofan individual - but a self-repof of some phcnomenon, for example very easy access to
cocaine.
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label, ofthe form a.ò.c where a is the panel number (1-4), ó reflects which

social environment variable that was used (1:underclass areas; 2: extreme

poveúy area; 3:Sector J), and c denotes ifa race/ethnicity variable was excluded

(c=1) or included (c:2).

The first panel of models (numbered 1.1.1- 1.3.2) test associations of

individual demographic variables and neighbou¡hood social environment with

rcspect to self-reported use in the last year of one or more ofcrack cocaine,

heroin or cocaine; this represcnts a test ofh)?othesis #1. The second panel of

models (2.1.1-2.3.2) model respondents' reporting that they "Very often"

observe drug selling in their neighbou¡hoods." The third panel of models model

the likelihood that respondents will report "Very easy" access to selected illicit

drugs. The second and third panel of models are provided to concurrenfly test

the second hlpothesis that neighbourhood drug activiry varied with

neighbourhood social context.

(We have also provided cross-tabulated evidence concerning several

outcomes that we do not also submit to logrstic regression. With respect to

drug-related behaviours we have not reported models for lifetime needle use, nor

for selling drugs, largely in the interest of parsimony; similarly we have focussed

or perceived drug sales and "very easy" access to selected illicit drugs, and have

not included "Very oftcn" seeing drunk individuals because thc wording of the
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quesfion uses the term "drunk" which might suggest a focus on alcohol-related

impairment and not on all forms of drug-related intoxication.

Within each of these first three panels, we offer six models - half of the

models include race/ethnicity variables, and the other half do not. Two of the

models (one with racelethnicity variables and one without) use the underclass

areas variable, two use the extreme poverty areas variable, and finally the last

two models use the SECTOR measure. The inclusion of six models within each

panel is intended to allow the reader to assess the impact of racelethnicity

variables within each ofthe thee social environment variables, and to allow

users to compare and conûast the parameter estimates for Extreme Poverty

Areas, Underclass Areas, and the plurality of estimates associated with thc

SECTOR variable.

The third hlpothesis - that is, that those with the lowest measures of

economic resources and the highest levels ofresidential mobìliry- those

individuals in Sector J - are at particularly high risk for specihc social deviarce

outcomes - requires the introduction ofan interaction term. In essence this

provides us with a means to look for a nonlinear increase in risk associated with

increased economic deprivation and reduccd community attachment. We

explore this hlpothesis using tlie SECTOR variables as dummy variable s wrth

the addition ofa single tem which is the product ofthe Factor 1 (economìc

resource) and Factor 2 (community attachment) scores for the census tract.
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Baseline conditions for models were: male sex, non-black and non-

Hispanic race, age-range 12-17 years, and (depending on the model within the

panel) residence in (one of) non-underclass areas, non-extreme-poverty areas, or

"sector E" areasÏ. (Agc, sex, and race were previously used by Lille-Blanton el

a/ in their paper on contextual influences on crack cocaine use.)

Results

The SECTOR Variable

Table 4.1 provides a brief overview ofthe distribution of SECTOR,

amongst all 1990 US census tracts, and amongst respondents to the 1993

NHSDA. Because Sector A only represents 2 of the approximately 63,000 US

census tracts ìn 1990, and only approximatcly 300 persons in the entlre 1990 US

population reside in these tracts, any obscrvations for this neighbourhood tlpe

are not considered in the rest ofthese analyses.

The number ofcensus tracts jn a sector varies widely, from 449 tracts

(Sector C) to 29,199 tracts (Sector E), but each SECTOR value rellects the

residential census tract ofat least 1 million persons (not shown). Table 4.1 also

reports on the comparative distribution ofthe sampled population to the

populations in the census tracts, and specifically cotrpares the proportion ofthe

US population which is found in each scctor (third row) wth the proportion of

rSector E neighbourhoods are tlìe most common type of neighbourhoods under the
SECTOR approach.
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the 1993 NHSDA respondent population (after wcighting) found in that scctor

(fltfth row). A corelation coefficient was calculated comparing the propodion

ofrespondents from any sector and the proportion ofthe 1990 US population in

that same sector; its value was 0.966 (not shown). Despite the high overall

correlation between the dìstribution of (weighted) respondents to the suley and

the census-derived population distribution, the table does highlight a modest

apparent over-sampling in Sector E (56.4% of respondents .vs. 5 1,.3%o of

population), and an apparent under-sampling in Sector G (2.3% ofrespondents

.v s. 8.2o/o of population).

The numbe¡ ofunwerghted respondents to the 1993 NHSDA varies by

sector, from 244 respondents in Sector C to 12090 in Sector E. Sector J has a

folal of 2406 individual respondents. There were less than 1 million persons

living in the 2523 census tracts that were not allocated to the SECTOR variable,

representing 0.3o/o of the US population, and a mcan population in these tracts of

330 individuals, which was approximately lll2ththe mean population per tlact

for 1990 census tracls. With respect to the number ofrespondents by Sector,

Sector C has ihe fewest unweighted respondelfs, at244, while the remainder

have nearly 900 or more respondents.

Lifetime Drug Use Rates

Ttble 4.2 reports Iifetime self-repoÍed use of tlüee illicit drugs: crack,

cocaine, and heroin for the US population, and the rates in Underclass areas and
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Extreme Poverty areas; table 4.3 reports the same measure, but is organized by

the SECTOR variable. The national estimate of lifetime '.crack" use was 1.Bolo

(95%CI: 1.5%,2.1%); the estimate fo¡ underclass areas was 3.5% (95%CI:

1.6%,1 .2%), and for extreme poveúy trâcts 2.0% (95%C1: 1.2%,3.1%). When

organized by SECTOR, we see a 46-fold difference in lifetime crack use, with

the lowest rate in Sector C (0.1%,95o/oCI: 0,0.5%) and the highest observed

rate was in Sector J at 3.5% (95%CI:2.5%,4.9%).

Lifetime cocaine use had an estimated national prevalence of I 1.3olo

(95%Cl:10.3%,12.5%), with underclass areas having a rate of 6.90/o (95%CI:

4.1%, Il.5%), and extreme poverty hacts having a rate of 6.2% (95% CI:4.8y",

8.0%). The variation observed in lifetime cocaine use across the SECTOR

variable was slightly less than six-fold. Rates of lifetime cocaine use ranged

from 3o/o in Sector C, to I7.8%o in Sector H. Respondents in Sector J reported

10.2% (95% CI: 7 .6Yo, 13.4%) lifetime exposure to cocaine.

The national lifetime usc of heroin was estimated at L1% (95% CI:0.8,,/",

1.5Yo); the rate for underclass areas was 1.8% (95% CI |)%,2.9%o), and the rate

in extreme poverty tracts 1.1%, (95% CI:0.6%,2.1%). There was a33-fold

variation in lifetime he¡oin use across the eight populated sectors with the

highest rate of lifetime heroin use obse¡ved in Sector J with a rate of 2.5yo (95yo

CI: 1.5%,4.0%) .
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For both crack and heroin the highest rates of lifetime drug use were

reported amongst respondents living in Sector J; the 950/0 conñdence intervals

for both lifetime heroin and lifetime cocaine use amongst residents ofthat

neighbourhood t¡pe either completely exclude or only nanowly include the

estimated rates in the other neighbourhood tpes. The distributíon of lifetime use

of cocaine is substantively diffe¡ent from exposure to crack and heroin use, both

with respect to its distribution - the highest rates are in Sector H, not J, and the

overall prevalence ofcocaine use is 6-7 times greater than that reported for crack

and heroin.

Drug use in the Lâst Yeâr

Table 4.4 reports on the rates ofrecent (last-year) self-reported use ofthree

illicit drugs for the United States, and the ¡ates in extreme poverby and

underclass areas; table 4.5 reports the same rates, but stratified by the SECTOR

variable. The national estimate for crack use in the last year was 0.5% (95%CI

0.a%,0.6%); the rate in underclass areas was 1.0% (0.4%,2.6%), while the rate

SECTOR, the rates varied from 0% in Sectors C and GÎ to 1.60lo in Sector J

(95%CI:0.9%,2.7%). A rangc of rates across thc sectors cannot meaningfully

be calculated because Sectors C and G had no respondents reporting this

outcomc

r When the obsclved ¡atc is truly zero, confidence intelvals for proportions are not
reported by STATA.
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For cocaine use in the last year, the national estimate was 2.2%o (95%CI:

1.9%,2.5%); the rate in underclass areas was 3.4o/o (95% U I .9%", 5.9%"), and

the ¡ate in extreme poverty tracts was 1.9% (95%CI: 1.3%,2.8%).When

organized by SECTOR, the highest estimated use ofcocaine in the last year was

in Secto¡ H, with a prevalence of 3.9% (95%CI,2.8%,5.2%) SectorJhadan

estimated annual rate of 3.4% (95%CI:2.5%,4.6%).

Minimal heroin use in the year bcfore interview was disclosed by

respondents (only 85 unweighted respondents reported heroin use); the national

rate was 0.1%, with 0.3% in extreme pover{y areas; underclass areas had a

heroin use rale of 0.5%. When organized by SECTOR, the highest rate was

observed in Sector J neighbourhoods at 0.4olo.

Table 4.6. reports on the results ofModel I modelling self-reported use

ofone or more ofheroin, crack cocaine, or cocaine in the last year. As model

1 . I .1 shows, the domir:rant influence s on recent reported drug use are clearly

demographic, with odds ratios of 6.7 for those aged l8-25, and 5.8 for those

aged 25-34, and odds ratios of 2.8 for those aged 35-49 (the baseline age range

is l2- 17 years). Age >50 years is highly protectrve ofrecent drug use - witli an

odds ratio of0.13. Female sex is protective ofrecent drug use with an odds ratio

of 0.4 in all six models.

With rcspect to socìal environment, undcrclass areas are signrficantly

associatcd with incrcased risk, but only when race vadables are excluded; this
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association docs not stand when race variables are added. Somewhat

incongruously, extreme poverty areas are protcctive, with an odds-ratìo of 0.'74

(n.s) in model 1.2.1 and, sìgnificant and with a point estimate of 0.66 when race

variables are added (model 1.2.2). SECTOR does not show statistically

significant associations with recent self-reported drug use, save for Sector H

which is associated with an odds ratio of 1.44 þ< 0.05) in the no,race models

(1.3.1) and is marginally significant in the race-included model(I.3.2). When

SECTOR is used, race is no longer a significant determinant ofthese tlpes of

rccent illicit drug use.

Needle use and Drug Selling

Table 4.7 reports on the rates of lifetime needle use and recent drug-selling

for the US, and for underclass and extreme poverty areas are found in table;

rates stratified by the Sector variable are found in table 4.8.

Lifetime needle use was an infrequently reported bchaviour, repofed by

only I.4Yo ofthe national population, 1.8olo ofrespondents from underclass

areas, and I .3o% amongst residents of extreme poverty areas. When organized

by SECTOR, needle use are highest in Sector J at L9%o, and lowest in Sectors B,

C, and G, all with rates less than or equal to 0.70lo.

At a national level, 0.8% (95%CI:0.6%, 1olo) of respondents repofied

selling drugs in the lâst year; the rate in underclass areas was 1.8olo, and in

extreme povcÉy tracts I.5%o. When organized by SECTOR, the rates vary
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essentially with respect to economic deprivation - the horizontal axis, or "factor

1" ofthe factor analysis reported in Chapter #3. Sectors D and G (the left-most

column) had rates less than 0.5olo, Sectors B, E and H (the middle column) had

rates greater than 0.5%o and less than 1%, while Sectors C, F and J (the right-

most column) had rates in excess of 1% (C: 1.7n/o; F: 1.6%o, and J: 1.6%o) A

logistic-regression model for this outcome is not reported here.

Nei ghbourhood Drug Activity

Neighbourhood drug-selling and the presence of intoxicated individuals

are reported for the US population, and for poverly-areas and for underclass

areas in table 4.9; results stratified by SECTOR are found in table4.l0.The

national proportion ofrespondents reporting that drug-selling was observed in

their neighbourhoods "very ofter" was 5.6Yo (95%CI: 4.8%,6.4%); rhe rate in

unde¡class areas was 46.7 %o, and in extreme poverty tracts, the rate was 24.9o/o

(95%C1 18%,33.4%). Wren organized by SECTOR, rates varying from

slightly less than 1% in SECTOR D to 32o/o in Sector J.

When exanining the rates across seclors, a semi-quantitative asscssment

ofthe proportions suggests that thc prevalence ofvery-frequent sightings ofsuch

individuals increases as one moves down each column, and across each row. For

example, in the riglit-most column the upper bound of the distribution for Sector

C (0.26) isjust slightly less than the lower bound of the estimated distribution in

Sector F (0.27), and the upper bound for Sector F (0.356) is less than the lower
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bound for Sector J (0.375); similar, but slightly less consistent and pronounced

trends observations can be made in the middle column, and for the contrast

between Sectors D and G. These observations support the impression ofa trend

from left to right and top to bottom in the measurements as stratihed by Sector

The organization ofrespondent's reports of"very often" observing drug-

sellìng in their neighbourhood is, perhaps not surprisingly, very similar to

reports of frequently observing intoxicated individuals in the respondent's

neighbourhood. These rates are reported in tables 4.12 (for nation, underclass

areas and exheme poverly areas) and 4.13 (by Sector). Nationally 11.5%

(95%CI: 10.5%,12.6%) of respondents report that intoxicated individuals are

observed "very often" in their neighbourhoods. The rate ofthese observations in

underclass areas was 49 -3o/o, and the rate in extreme poverty hacrs was 4I.lo/o

(95%C1:34.8%,47.8%) When stratihed by SECTOR, the lowest rares were

observed in Sector D (3.5%) and the highe st rate (43%; 95% CI: 37 .4%, 49.3%)

was observed in Sector J. There is clear evidence ofa trend in these rates in both

axes of the SECTOR variable; in all five ofthe "horizontal contrasts" (eg.

Sector D .vs. E, or G. .vs. H, etc.) the point estimate for the right adjacent cell is

equal to, or exceeds, the upper 95% CI ofthe left adjacent cell. With respect to

the vertical axis, in four ofthe five "vedical" contrasts (e.g. D .vs. G, or B .vs.

E) the point estimate is greater in the lower adjacenl cell than the upper bound of

the dist¡ibution from thc higher adjaccnt cell.
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Model 2 (table 4.11) presents the results oflogistic regression modelling of

the "Very Often" response to a question about observing drug selling in the

respondent's neighbourhoods. Again, the panel is composed of six models, with

three sets of two model, one with a race/ethnicify variable, and one without.

These models contrast with the models ofpersonal drug use presented

above; they are characterized first and loremost by large odds ratios for each of

the tkee social environment variables, odds ratios that remain large even when

race variables are included; racelethnicity variables are also associated with

large, statistically significant estimates. Increasing age is associated with

decreasing risk ofobserving drug sales. Being female is associated with an

increased ¡isk ofthis outcome.

The racelethnicity ofthe respondent plays an impofiant and independent

role in the perception of"very often" obsewing drug selling in neighbourhoods,

across all three social environment variables, and regardless of whethe¡ o¡ not

racelethnicity variables are included. Black raceleth¡icity is associated with odds

ratios of 6-9 across the th¡ee models (2.1.2, 2.2.2,2.3.2), while Hispanic race is

associated with an odds ratios ranging from 2.5 to 3.9, again depending on the

social environment variable under study.

With respect to the role ofsocial cnvironments in organizing increased the

likelihood of "very oftcn" observrng drug sales, underclass areas are associated

with an odds ratio of 15.9 when race is not included in the r¡odel. and retains a
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7-fold increase when race variables are included. Extreme poverty-areas show

5.8-fold differences from non-extreme-poverty areas when race is not included,

and,2-J when racc is included.

With respect to the SECTOR variable, Sector D is clearly protective of

drug-selling, with odds ratios between 0.2 and 0.3, and Sector F is clearly at

heightened risk, with odds-ratios of 5.5 (no race variables) and 2.7 (with race

variables). Sector H is associated with an odds ratio of 1.5 when race variables

are included, and Sector J ¡esidents are at the highest risk (amongst the sectors)

for this outcome, with odds-ratios of 10.4 when race is not included and 5.0

when racc variables are added.

Drug Availability

Table 4.12 reports on the proportion ofrespondents who reported that they

had "Very Easy'' availability to four distinct illicit drugs: cocaine, heroin, LSD,

and PCP, by Sector; the corresponding rates for the country, for underclass and

extreme poverty areas are reported in table 4.13.

Nationally, 200lo ofrespondents reported "very easy availability" for

cocaine or crack, wliile approximately l0% repoIted very easy access to heroin,

LSD, or PCP. In extreme poverty areas, the rate was approximately 5 0%" higher,

with 30% of respondents reporting ready availabrlity for cocaine, and mid-teen

rates for the other drugs. Underclass areas were associated with a doubling to

tripling of the national rates. Wlren tlie SECTOR variable is applied, both
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apparently protective and at-nsk areas emerge. Sector D, generally speaking,

appears to have lower rates than the Sector E, and there appears to be a general

trend toward hìgher rates as one moves down columns, or to the right across

rows. Sector F and J have markedly higher rates ofrespondent reported ready

availability for al1 drug-specific uses; this is particularly true respect to Sector J

where the lower bound ofthe cotfidence interval (0.347) typically excludes the

drug-specihc upper bound ofthe confidence intervals for Scctor E (0.221).

Results from model 3 are presented in Table 4.14 The models show that

younger age (<35 years) is almost uniformly associated with higher perceived

ease of acccss to these drugs, except for the oldest age group. This group reports

a reduced likelihood of easy access, as compared with the baseline age. Across

all models, female sex is associated, at least at the p <0.1 level, with a slight

reduction (0.85) ofpcrceived availability ofthese drugs. With respect to rhe

social environment variables, model 3.1.1 and 3.1 .2 suggest that undcrclass

areas are linked to an increased odds ratio, (1.8-3) while extreme poveúy

conveyed an increased risk only when race variables were not included (OR:

1.58). The SECTOR variables show a consistent and significant protective effect

(at least at the p<0.1 level) for Sectors C and D, and increased risk for Sector F

(1.5-2) and Sector J (1.7-2.5).

Non-linear effects in Sector J
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Exploratory evidence concerning the third hypothesis - that the

combination of economic deprivation(factor 1) and low community attachment

(factor 2) would be associated with higher adverse outcomes rates - is reported

in Table 4.15. Two models are presented; both models report parameter

estimates for the interaction term that are greate¡ than 1; for "very often"

observing local drug selling (model 4.1) the parameter estrmate for this

interaction term is 1.36 (95o/oCI i.19, 1.54), while the parameter estimate for

model4.2 is 1.10 (95%CI 0.98, 1.23). This parameter estimate is multiplied by

the product of factors 1 and 2 for census tracts found in Sector J; the product of

those hvo factors has a mean of 3.16 (not shown) amongst Scctor J

neighbourhoods, suggesting a marked interactive effect once the beta estimate

are multiplied by the mean value of the interaction tem.

Discussion

In this paper we have explored the utility ofadding measures of social

environment to a nationally representative sutvey of illicit drug use. Three

measures of social environment wcrc considered: the extreme poverty arcas

measure, the underclass areas measure! and the "SECTOR" variable linked to

social dísorganization theory. It is imporlant to highlight that all three measures

were developcd before linkagc to the NI'ISDA data, and that this excrcisc

represents a test of the validity ofmeasures as organizing devices for

understanding some drug-related phenomena.
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We review our results in five general areas: personal drug use, ecological

aspects oldrug use, drug access, tlie apparent contrast between personal drug

use and ecological aspects of drug economies, and finally offer some specihc

comments with respect to the SECTOR variable and its links to social

disorganizatron theory.

Personal Drug Use

With respect to personal drug use - lifetime or within the last year - we

considered both self-reported lifetime and self-repofi recent drug use ofthree or

four serious illicit drugs, and the role that social envirolments mìght play in

organizing those variables. With respect to lifetimc use of selected illicit drugs,

the cross-tabulatory evidence was, at best, inconsistent and whe¡e associations

appeared to exìst, they were quantitatively weak. Lifetime use ofcrack was

elevated in Sector J, and in Underclass neighbourhoods, but lifetime heroin rates

were at most doubled in underclass and Sector J areas. For cocaine, residence

ìn an extreÌne-poverLy areas and underclass areas was apparently protective. In

all cases the estimates are based on very small numbers - both because ofthe

relative infrequency with which individuals report these behaviours and the

geographic stratificatìon arising from our focus on social groupings strata which

rcpresent very small proportiols ofthe population.

The results ofthe Model #1 logistrc regression suggest the following

characterizatiotr oflecent drug use of these tfuee classes of drugs: late
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adolescence and early adulthood predominates in terms ofodds ratios, female

sex is protective, and black ¡ace implies a modestly increased risk (OR:1.2-1.4);

the black-race variable vanes in its statistical significance, depending on the

social environment variable used. While Underclass areas and Sector H are at

statistically higher risk for these outcomes, extreme poverfy areas are cstimated

to be protective in both race-inclusive and race-exclusive models.

We suggest that the evidence is only modestly supportive (for Underclass

and Sector J neighbourhoods) of h;pothesis # I that the addition of social

environment variables will provide new info¡mation on the organization of

personal drug use. This conclusion must be qualified by the caveat that there

remains considerable potential for unspecified error and bias - particularly in

sampling and measurenent- to be confounding the obsewed results. We will

discuss some potential confounding influences in a later section of this

discussion.

Ecological Aspects of Drug Use

When the analysis tums to reports on neighbourhood drug activity, the modest

and equivocal differences seen in the cross-tabulations ofsocial environments and

personal drug-usc are replaced by much clearcr and larger differences With respect to

obsewing drug-selling or intoxicated individuals, the cross-tabulated evidence shows

that undcrclass and extrcme poverty neighbourhoods are associated with odds ratios

of 4-8, as compared with the national average. When organized by SECTOR, the
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anticipated gradients are clear - rates increase for both outcomes when going from lefl

to right and from top to bottom, with the highest rates observed in Sector J, and the

next-highcst rates in Secto¡s F and H. This hnding is particularly notable because the

baseline condition incorporates all but the most exfeme response from various 5-

point Likert scales. The findings are also consistent with social disorganìzation theory

and its argument that both economic deprivation and decreased community

attachment will ¡esult in higher rates of social deviance.

When examined using logistic regression, and in contast to reports ofpersonal

drug-use, younger age had only a modest impact on perceptions ofthe frequency of

drug selling and intoxicated ìndividuals in the respondent's neighbourhood. Age

greater than 25 years was associated with an ever-reducing perception of drug selling;

black and hispanic racclethnicity markedly increase the perception ofvery frequent

drug-selling. With respect to social environments, Underclass Areas, and Sector J

areas were associated with odds ratios > 10, before race was entered into the model,

and odds ratios > 5 thereaftcr. The association with Extreme povefy areas was

weaker - estimated at 5.7 in the non-race models and 2.7 in the race-included model.

Sector D is statistically significant as protective of this outcome in both models, while

Scctors F, H and J, (as would be predicted f¡om social disorganization theory) are at

elevated risk for the outcome, again in both race-excluded and race-included models.l

¡(It is interesting to speculate why race should be so markcdly associated with the
percepÍion of local drug-sales - an outcome that one might expect to bc relatively race-
indepcndent. Our analyses do not answer this questìon, but suggest the intriguing
hypothesis that local drug economies nay have race-spccihc components - perhaps
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Clearly social ecology variables could be employed to further explore these

relationships. An attractive candidate variable would be segregation - however it is

important to note that extant measures of segrcgation were not suited to this

investigation because it would require the production of national segregation indices.

Segregation indicies are, however, typically constructed with respect to municipal or

regional population distributions. We are not aware of any national data resources

providing estimates of segregation for all US census tracts at this time. That said,

regional studies could well make use ofthis variable to better understand the social

organization ofillicit drug use.

Drug Access

The c¡oss-tabulations with respect to drug-access tell a similar story to the

analysis oflocal drug-sales. Frorn these tables, we can see that residents ofunderclass

and extreme poverty areas are an),rvhere from 1.5-3 times as likely to report very easy

access to each ofthese four illicit drugs. Residents of Sector J neighbourhoods are

also roughly twice as likely to report "very easy" access to these drugs, as compared

with residents of Sector E.

The logistic regression model (#3) combines easy access to each specific drug

into a single variable indicating easy access to at least one ofthese drugs. The results

continue to point to an important effect ofrace (with odds ratios of 2.7-3 for black

race and approxirnately 1.5 for Hispanics) associated with this outcome. Residents of

blacks and hispanics are approached rnore frequently than others to buy drugs, or perhaps
blacks and hispanics are nrore aware ofthe signs ofdrug sales activity.)
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underclass areas had an odds ratio of3, when race was not included, and odds ratios

of 1.8 when race was included. The modest (1.5) and statistically significant elfect

associated with extreme-poveúy areas disappears when race is added. However, the

protective effect of Sector C, and the increased risk associated wìth Sectors F (2) and

J (2.5) remain, but are diminished, afte¡ the inclusion ofrace-related variables.

With respect to Hypothesis #2, the analysis of self-reported "very easy,,access

to drugs, and "vcry frequent" observation ofdrug sales in underclass areas, and Sector

J, and the concurrent evidence ofa protective effect in Sector B, C, o¡ D

neighbourhoods provide evidence that is strongly supportive ofthe h)?othesis that

social environments modifr ecological aspects of drug activify, and more specìfical1y

that SECTOR and its underlyilg bivariate thcoretical Èamework are impofiant to

understanding thcse social behaviours. Evidence to support this hypothesis for

Extreme Poverfy areas is less consistent and quantitatively more modest. We conclude

that household poverty alone is an inadequate measure ofsocial environment to

explain these outcomes.

Comparing Personal and Ecological Reports ofDrug Activity.

The results present above yield a consistent in'rprcssion - that specified social

environments (notably, Underclass areas and Sector J neighbourhoods) are associated

with higher rates ofneighbourhood drug activity. The rcsults also present a puzzling

contrast: residents of Sector J (and to a lesser extent Sectors F and H), Underclass and

Extremc Poverly areas all report rates ofdrug sales, and acccss to illicit drugs which
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are at least four times the national average. However, respondents from these

neighbourbood rypes report only very modest differences in recent personal drug use

from the national samples. This raises the puzzling question ofwhy the respondents

appear to have only modestly increased rates of drug use, but report the areas they live

in to clearly have markcdly increased illicit drug activity. Simply put: who is buying

and using these drugs, ifnot the residents of tlie neìghbourhoods in which the drug

sales arc most common?

We are not alone in our inability to find foci of active illicit drug use in

representative survey data. Friedman, et alhave also had difficulty in finding endemic

areas for cunent drug use or foci of lifetime drug users. (15) Using data from a

household probabilif sample in Bushwìck, Brooklyn, this group found modest rates

of lifetime cocaine (9%) and heroin use (3%), results that are very similar to our

obsewations for Sector J neighbourhoods of 10.2%o for cocaine :use, and,2%o fo¡

Iifetime heroin :usc. Fullilove eÍ al in the Harlem Health Study, havo documented a

14Yo liletime crack-cocaine use and crack-use in the last month by 4.6% ofthe adult

population; we report a rate of 3oZ for current crack use anongst respondents in our

Sector J neighbourhoods.( 16) Ensminger e/ a/ have reported "few differences

behveen the lifetime prevalcnce ofdrug use fofan at-risk sample] and a natronally

representative sample ofadults ofthe sane age range.(17) Our results also conform

with the recent obscrvations of Sake et al, using a different year of the NHSDA, that

local drug visibility does not prcdict higher rates of drug use anongst residents.(18)
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Several possibilities arise with respect to these data. First, it is possible that the

results are correct, and that residents ofthese areas are, in fact, modest users oflllicit

drugs, despite the active drug economies around them; thìs would suggest that use¡s

come from outside the neighbourhood to purchase and use these drugs. Another

possibility is that respondents are not forthright in their rcports of recent personal drug

use, under-reporting the true rates oftheir personal parlicipatìon in these socially

proscribed activities. A third possibility is that respondents are not representative of

the drug-user patterns ofthe populations which live in these areas. A fourth and final

possibility is that the suwey design - focusing as it does on household-living

individuals - necessarily excludes those most impaired by drug use and consequently

least likely to reside in households.

Gfroerer(19), proposes four general areas of erro¡ in household surueys:

coverage, sampling, non-response and measurement. It is not difficult to imagine that

these sources ofbias and error are all acting in Sector J, and Underclass

neighbourhoods. Kandel offers additional options when she writes:

"it must be emphasized, however, that surveys based on households

...generally exclude the individuals most likely to be involvcd in

nonconformìng activities, including drug use: those without regular addresses,

the homeless, .. Those living in institutions... these deviant individuals

constitute presumably a relatively small proportion of the general population,

however, their exclusion does not significantly bias the overall epidemiologic
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estimate reported..., although the less frequently used drugs and heaviest

pattems of use may be under-represented. Another limitation of these data is

that self-reports are sensitive behaviours, such as drug use, maybe subject to

reporting bias, which is not randomly distributed throughout the population.

ln particular blacks appear to be more likely than other ethnic $oups to

undereport their infrequent use of i1licìt drugs." ((20), p.371)

Kandal's comments on the small quantitative influence that might arise ftom

excluding these populations is generally corect, but the quantitative impact is likely

to be larger and the bias more pronounced whcn results are stratified by variables

designed to highlight areas of social deviance and social disorganization.

It is also important to note that Gfroerer's list of sources of enor in sur-veys

might be augmented by Kandal's observation that the sampling frame itself - in this

case households erodes the capacity of the survey to be representative ofthe

complete population residing in an area, notably excluding those who are not in

households, including those in shelters, abandoned housing, and the horneless. Similar

caveats have been raised by Boboshev and Anthony(21) in their analysis of the

NHSDA. Whilc time of year and southern gcography may both play a roÌe in

homelessness, the NHSDA survey was conducted across the whole ycar; the limited

number of non-baseline responses to many of our outcomes measures would not

support disaggregation by season or climate.
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The use ofhouseholds in the sampling frame represents a technical constraìnt of

multi-stage dcsigns - this design cannot be implemented without some sort of

residential unit which can bc randomly selectcd. The potential of a suwey to exclude

important populations because of the focus on households does not yield a recognized

error associated with survey methods - simply surveys are designed to provide

information on the universe of interest and non-household dwelling individuals are

out ofthe scope of household-based surveys. However, not being representative of a

population larger than the stated universe of interest is not a source of error for a

survey from a methodological point of view, it does represent a significant

impediment frotr a public policy perspective. Additional research is needed to

detemine whether these traditional and novel forms of bias, error and non-response

are organized by social environments.

William Kornblum makes an important historical and political observation that

is relevant to the interpretation ofour data. He argues that the localization of

deviance - which we have documented here for drug economics and drug access -

represents the working out of a specific public policy strategy - ghetto containment of

deviance. "Although never an avowed feature ofpublic policy, the containment of

market transactions for drugs and othel deviant goods and se¡vices rested on a pattern

ofcollusion between corrupt authorities and illegal merchants. ((22),p. a?3)

Elscwhere Komblum writes: "This century's history of ghetto containment of

deviance - a specific fcature ofinstitutional racism - has compounded the extrerne
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social and psychological difficulties of minority persons, specially the Afücan-

American male. It has stimulated the creation of thriving illicit markets and illicit

economic institutions in the nation's racial ghettos and has gone far to produce a

populatìon debilitated by addictive drugs, alcohol and fratricidal violence." (p. 431)

Our results - and specifically the concentration of drug markcts into underclass and

Sector J neighbourhoods - certainly provides quantitative evidence for the localization

of illicit drug markets into a highly limited set of neighbourhoods; potential

methodological limitations, and biases, may inform the apparent discordance between

personal drug use findings and neighbourhood drug-activity. (This work might

usefully be replicated using more recent NHSDA surveys which use computer-

assisted interviewing techniques to reduce respondent bias and to inc¡ease accurate

reporting of proscribed behaviours.r)

Social Disorganization

Ove¡all, we believe that our "SECTOR" approach has performed satisfactorily -
in providing a useful heuristic for classif ing social environments, and in

demonstrating the utility of social environmelt variables in organizing the distnbution

of these social phenomena. The focus of drug activity is clcarly in Sector J, and

Sectors B, D and sometimes C were often protective for outcorncs for which Sectors

J, F and H represent increased risk. This is entirely consistent with social

disorganization theory which suggests that both community attachment and economic

¡ Development of Computcr-Assisted Lrtcrwicwing Procedurcs fo¡ the National
House [sic] Survey on Dnrg Abuse (BKD397). Copyright infonnation to follow.
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deprivation matter for these outcomes. Ofparticular note are the rates in Scctor C,

which for almost all outcomes were either comparable with the national rates or lower

than the national rates - this even though these neighbourhoods are equivalent with

respecf to economic deprivation, as neasured by F,. These findings challenge the

assertion that neighbourhood poverty is the sole dete¡minant ofdrug-use rates or drug-

activity rates; the results f¡om Sector C suggest that some extremely poor

neighbourhoods are able to control pattems ofillicit drug use and drug activity quite

effectively.

The importance ofresidential mobilif' - a key component of our F2 measure - to

the initiation ofdrug activity has recently been supported by Dewit in their analysis of

data from the Ontario Mental Health survey, for adolescents - the cl.ricfrisk group of

initiants to illicit drug-activity.(23) Taken together these data suggests that

neighbourhood level mobility has a strong association with drug use, and in focusing

on adolescents, DeWit has begun to makc an argument for an etiologic rolc for

residential mobility in drug initiation; however, both the NHSDA and the Ontario

Mental Health Survey data are cross-sectional, restricting the potential for etiologic

assertions.

Finally, the identification ofa signifìcant interaction term for the product of

Factor I and Factor 2 for two outcomes: self-reported very easy access to lieroin, LSD

and PCP, and "very often" seeing neighbourhood drug sales represents intriguing

evidence that Sector J neighbourlioods may be at particular risk for social deviance -
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at least more than would be expected from a linear interpolation across the SECTOR

matrix. Important additional work will be required to determine if this effect can be

replicated with other specihcations of the interaction term, and to detemine if the

interaction term is simply capturing variance which is lost in the 3*3 classification

matrix which informs the SECTOR variable.

General Comments

Finally, we would note that the objective of this chapter was not so much to

characterize the factors which encourage drug taking, or even the neighbourhood

ecology of drug use, but rather to propose classifications of neighbourhoods and test

whether specific neighbourhoods are areas of frequent drug activity. ln this regard,

the Underclass measure has generally been more successful than the Extrcme Poverty

measure in finding such areas. Sector J neighbourhoods, overall, appear to have

similar characteristics to Underclass areas in terms of odds ratios and rates at which

various drug-related behaviours are reporled. However, being pollomous, the Sector

variable also allows researchers to find other areas ofelevated risk (Sectors F and H)

and areas ofreduced nsk, notably Sectors B, C, D. The logistic regression models for

neighbourhood drug activity are supportive ofthe argument that the observed levels of

neighbourhood drug activity are not simply contextual , but contextual or rot, with

the crosslabulated evidence there is now limited roorr to challenge the cxistence of

focussed deviance markets with respect to these illicit drug activities. The evidence

presented here establishes tbe value ofboth the Ulderclass or Sector approachcs in
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ìdentifi]ing areas at risk for very activc neighbourhood drug activity, with Sector

showing important gradients and interaction terms. Moreover, Sector identifies areas

(Sector C in particular) which appear to be at least somewhat protected from these

outcomes, despite overwhelming economic deprivation

Conclusions

The evidence presented above suggests that a variety of pattems ofdrug use vary

systematically with measures of social environment, and particularly so with respect

to SECTOR, a variable derived from social disorganization theory. A striking pattem

ofhigh prevalence of drug-related activities was specifically observed in Sector J

neighbourhoods - neighbourhood characterized by economic deprivation and low

levels of communify attachment. Altematively, sectors "advantaged" by either

economic affluence or high levels of communìty attachment showed lower levels of

drug-related activity. These results argue for the independent effect of economic

deprivation and cornmunity attachment on these outcomes.

While no causal role from the influence of Sector J residence on drug use can be

infer¡ed from cross-sectional data, it seems reasonable to assert that Sector J

neighbourhoods are ateas with very active drug economies, including drug sales of

hard street drugs such as crack, PCP, and heroin, and are foci ofactive drug use.

Evidence that residents of Scctor J are the users of the drugs bcing sold in these

neighboulhoods is less clcar, the inte4rretâtion clouded by the significant practical

problems ofundertaking surveys in these neighbourhoods, the methodologic issues
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raised by the survey methods, and the challenges of ensuring survey quality for

socially and legislatively proscribed activities in marginalized populalions.

Finally, our approach has shown that existing representative surveys can be

augmented with meaningful contextual variables in a way which preserves the

confidentiality ofrespondents and the methodological integrity of the survey, while

substantially cnhancing analytic capacity.
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Table 4.i Comparative distribution of 1990 US population (from the 1990 US census) and respondents to the 1993 National
Household Survey on Drug Abuse, by three social environment variables: Sector, Extreme Poverty and Underclass Area.

Social Enviroúment' ' '' 'Variahle

Number ol Census Tracts
in 1990 ùy SociâÍ .. .

F.nvirnnmøni Vnri¡hlì'
tserceutage of all1990 US
Census'Tradts.by Soóià|,. Ì

Enyironinènt Váriable.:.t

f ercentage ot.total 199.U_US

popìrlatioi residing in .

specified sociâl: . ' .

e¡ivironment.

A

rr u moer (,r'r(esponqents to
1993NHSDA.r . t.rì,.,ì

B C

Percentage oINHSDA
Sample (\{èiglrted) . .'.

t)

1,-':,,;:g êêtoí

N.B.: No values are reported for Sector A, because ofthe small number (2) ofcensus tracts which were identified in this Sector
in 1990.

6566

E

29 t99

F G H J Missing

Uird€üÈríil' r.Ertrìiùe
,:Prcìê¡f.

928

l .)

3411

t1

147

)

4.2



Table 4.2 Weighted proporlion of respondents to 1993 National Household Surwey on Drug Abuse self-reporting lifetime use of
cocarne and heroin, nal¡onal resuìts. and lor Underclass A

Drus

Crack

Cocaine

Hèroin

Notes:
I Cell contents are proportions; 95% confidence intervals a¡e reported in parenthoses aßer tlìe proportion

reas and Extreme Poverty areas

Nát¡alriál

.018 (0.015,0.021)

.113 (.103,.123)

.0111.008..0

.lìU.n.4d,¡clrÞsì

.035 (.016,0.072)

15)

,069 (.041, .115)

.018 (011. .029)

Extreme Pôvertv

02 (0.0r2, .031.)

062 (048, .08)

.0r l (.006, .021 )



Table 4 3 weighted proporlion of respondents to 1993 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse self-reporting lifetinre use of
crack, cocaine and heroin, by SECTOR.

Crack
Cocaine
IIéroin

Crack
Cocáine
IIeÍóin

Crack'
Cqcaine
Heioin

Notes:
1. Cell contents are estjmated proportions. 95% confidence intervals are repofied i11 parenthesis after the propofiion.

.014 (.01, .022)

.121 (.099, .146)

.0i (.005, .020)

.012 (.00s, .029)

.t6s (.rr7, .229)

.009 (.004, .02)

.07t (.049,.102)

.004 (.001, .014)

.018 (.004, .087)

.018 (.014, .022)

.109 (.096, .t23)

.011 (.007, .017)

.026 (.017, .04)

.178 (.131, .228)

.016 (.011, .023)

.001 (.0001,.00s)

.030 (.014, .065)

.001 (.894,.006)

.025 (.014, .043)

.088 (.0s6,.136)

.011 (.00s,.024)

.035 (.025, .049)

.102 (.076, .134)

.025 (.015, .04



Table 4.4 Weighted proporlion ofrespondents to 1993 National Household Surwey on Drug Abuse self-reporting recent use of
crack, cocaine and heroin: national results and results for Underclass Areas and Extreme povertv areas.

Drug

Crack

Cocâiné

Heroin

Notes:

l Cell contents are proportions; 95% confidence intervals are reported in parentheses after the proportion.2. Recent use is defined as within one year ofthe survey.

socialClrtte.'.!! rrhN4tiqnål.iiiï

0.005 (0.004, 0.006)

0.022 (0.019,0.02s)

0.001 (0.001,0.002)

lt:',',l U¡rdêiôl¡i¡s,liìi¡,,

0.01 (.004,0.026)

0.034 (0.019,0.059)

0.005 (0.002,
00tsl

i]',i,'l{,.I¡ïi
0.006 (0.003, 0

0.019 (0.013,0.028)

0.003 (0.001,0.007)

0r)

r50



Table 4 5 Weighted proportion ofrespondents to 1993 National Household Survey on Drrg Abuse self-reporling recent use
within of crack, cocaine and heroin, by SECTOR.

Crack
Cocaine
Heroin

Crack
Cocaine
Heroin

Crack .

Cocaine
Heroin

Notes:

1. Cell contents are proportions; 95oá confidence intervals are repofied in parentheses after the propoftion.
2. Recent is defined as use within one year of administering the suwey.

0.002 (0.001,0.004)
0.015 (0.009, 0.023)
0

0
0.016 (0.006, 0.038)

0.002 (0.0, 0.012)
0.016 (0.01,0.027)
0.00

0.005 (0.004, 0.008)
0.021 (0.017,0.026)
0.001 (0.001.0.002)

0.007 (0.003, 0.012)
0.039 (0.028, 0.0s2)

0
0.01s (0.004, 0.0s2)
0

0.008 (0.004, 0.017)
0.023 (0.016, 0.032)
0.003, (0.001,0.007)

0.016 (0.009, 0.027)
0.034 (0.02s, 0.046)
0.001 (0.001, 0.002)



Table 4.6 Odds tatios for self-reported recent use of either crack or cocaine, or heroin arising from six surwey-adjusted logistic
regressiou models using respondeuts to the 1993 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse. (Models vary with respect tó
inclusion of race/ethnicity variables and social environment variable).

The outcome variable modelled is self-reported use of either crack, or cocaine or heroin within one year of the 1993 National
Household Survey on Drug Abuse. Cell contents are odds ratios arising from logistic regression modelling. The six models
differ with respect to the independent variables included. Models 1r1rl, I .2.1 and I .3.I do not include raceTethnicity terms,
whilst models 1 .L2, L2.2, 1 .3.2 include these covariates. Models 1 .1. 1 and 1 . 1.2 use the Underclass Areas measuie to represent
social environments; model 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 employ the Extreme Poverly Areas measure; models L3.1 and 1.3.2 use the Sòctor
strategy for encoding social environment variables.

Statistical significance: Bold p<0.05; Underline p<0.1
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T able 4.'7 Weighted proportion of respondents to 1993 National Household Suruey on Drug Abuse self-reporting lifetime
needle use, or drug-selling in 12 months prior to survey; national results and results for Underclass Areas and Extreme poverty
areas.

Notes:
1- Cell cotìtents are proportions; 95% conltdence interuals are repoded in parentheses after the proportion.



Table 4.8 Weighted proportion of respondents to 1993 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse self-repofing lifetime
reedle use, or drug-selling in the 12 months prior to the survey, by SECTOR.

Notes:
1. Cell contents are proportions; 950lo confrdence intervals are reported in parentheses after the proportion.



Table 4.9 Weighted propotion of respondents to 1993 Natìonal Household Suney on Drug Abuse self-reporting .,Very Ofte¡,'
seeing drug selling and drug or alcohol-related intoxication in their neighbourhood: nationai results and reiults fðr Undlrclass
Areas and Extreme Poverty areas.

, :,'Soôial,Ctt¡itêxt
Drus

F requency.of s-eeing.t
drunk/highrpeoplè,in
neighboUrhood ::.t:-.r :':.'

Fiequency of .see.in-! l;,r

people sélling'drugsjn
heiehbouihoód r:'' :':l"l

ES

Cell contents are proportions; 95olo confrdence intewals are repoded in parentheses after the proportion.

r.,ìtirlià.tiogëif ì'¡;*

0.115 (0.105,0.126)

0.056 (0.048, 0.0s6)

0.493 (0.377,0.610)

0.467 (0.3s3, 0.585)

r

0.411 (0-347,0.418)

0.249 (0.188,0.344)



Table 4 10 V/eighted propodion ofrespondents to 1993 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse self-reporting ,,Very
Often" seeing dmg selling and drug or alcohol-related intoxication in their neighbourhood, Uy SnCfOn.

Notes:

I Cell contents are proportions; 950% confidence intervals are repofied in parentheses after the proportion



Table 4. 1 1 Odds ratios for self-reporled "Very Often" seeing drug selling and drug in respondent's neighbourhoods arising
from six suley-adjusted logistic regression models using respondents to the 1993 Nationàl Household Survey on Dmg Abise
(Mo1þþ19ry with tespect to inclusion of race/ethnicig variables and social environment variable).

The outcome variable modeled is self-reported "Very Frequently " observing drug sales in their own neighbourhoods from the
1993 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse. Cell contents are odds ratios arising from logistic regression modeling. The
six models differ with respect to the independent variables included. Models 2.1.1-2.1.3 do not include ìacelethnicity terirs,
whilst models 2.2.1-2.2.3 include these covariates. Models2.1.1 and2.2.1use the Underclass Areas measure, and models 2.1.2
a¡ð' 2.2.2 usethe SECTOR variable; models2.1.3 and,2.2.3 use the Extreme Poverly social environment variable.

Statistical signifìcance: Bold p<0.05; Underline p<0.1
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Table 4 12 Weighted proporlion of respondents to 1993 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse self-reporting ,.Very Easy"
access to PCP, LSD, Heroin, or Cocaine: national results and results for Underclass Areas and Extreme povertv areas.

Cocaine or Crack

Hdroin

LSD

PCP

l.

ir eóntêxt

Notes:

Cell contents are propofiions; 95olo confidence ìnterwals are repoded in parentheses after the proportion.

rr.,iNàfidhâl

0.2 (0.186,0.2r5)

0.119 (0.107, 0.132)

0.114 (0.104,0.124)

0.099 t0.09. 0. r 091

;:r!,..¡.:,'¡n¡ùic-liù s

0.419 (0.289,0.s61)

0.301 (0.207, 0.415)

0.244 (0.16',7,0.342)

0.243 10.160. 0.351 )

riExt¡é¡Íie?ovêf fv
,!i:.r,:,ìlli'rr,lr:i,'...'ììì:,ì:':ì ..r:ri.'

0.292 (0.21.2,0.386)

0.174 (0.125,0.23'7)

0.139 (0.106,0.180)

0.128 (0.090.0.1
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Table 4.13 Weighted proporlion of respondents to 1993 National Household Survey on Drug Abuse self-reporling
"Very easy" access to PCP, LSD, Heroin, or Cocaine, by SECTOR.

Cocáiné,or.Ciack
t¡s¡6i¡ :l , r' . ¡'
PCP.] -....r ..

LSD.: . . I

Cocainè.or Crack
Heroin, . ...
PCP :

LSD .r , 
,.

Cocâine òi'Crack
Heroin'.. ' '.
PCP ,. 

l': . ,.LSD ,'.:::

Notes:
1 . Cell contents are proporlions of the respondent population reporling very easy access to the indicated drt g; 95 o/"

confidence intervals are reported in parentheses after the proportion.
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0.163 (0.138,0.191)
0.097 (0.071,0.13)
0.078 (0.06, 0.099)
0.099 (0.08,0.121)

0.189 (0.134,0.259)
0.121 (0.086,0.169)
0.119 (.084, .167)
0.139 (0.094,0.199)

0.198 (0.141,0.270)
0.094 (0.046, 0.184)
0.092 (0.045,0.178)
0.102 (0.0s1,0.195)

0.201 (0.183, 0.221)
0.119 (0.103,0.137)
0.099 (0.085, 0.114)
0.113 (0.1,0.i29)

0.179 (0.1.34,0.237)
0.088 (0.056,0.136)
0.083 (0.047, 0.135)
0.083 (0.044, 0.152)

0 .206 (0 .r7 s , 0 .242)
0.121 (0.098, 0.149)
0.104 (0.081,0.132)
0.i19 (0.096,0.147)

0.3s8 (0.296,0.426)
0.207 (0.1s,0.28)
0.143 (0.093, 0.213)
0.15 (0.101,0.219)

0.411 (0.347,0.419)
0.289 (0.232,0.3s5)
0.2s6 (0.20s,0.315)
0.25s (.208, 0.309)



Table 4.14 Odds ratios for respondents' self-reporting "Very ease" access to one or more ofcocaine, PCP, LSD or heroin,
arising from six survey-adjusted logistic regression models using respondents to the 1993 National Household Survey on Drug
Abuse. (Models vary with respect to inclusion of race/ethnicìty variables and social environment variables.).

The outcome variable modeled is self-reported "Very easy access" to one or more of Cocaine, heroin, LSD, or PCP frorn the
1993 National Household Suruey on Dmg Abuse. Cell contents are odds latios arising from logistic regression modeling. The
six models differ with respect to the independent variables rncluded. Models 3.1 .1-3.2.1, and 3.3. 1 do not include racelethnicity
terms, whilst models 3.1.2, 3.2.2,3.3.2, include these covariates. Models 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 use the Underclass Areas measure;
tnodels 3.2.1 and3.2.2 use the Extreme Poverly areas coding, while models 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 use the SECTOR approach. Baseline
covariates are age 12-17, male sex, non-hispanic, non-black racelethnicity. For social environment variables, baseline states are
(model 3. 1 .2) residence in non-underclass arcas, (3.2.2) non-extreme povedy areas, and Sector E (3.3.3).

Statistical significance: Bold p<0.05 Underline p<0.1
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Table 4.15 Exploratory Models for Interaction Effect of Economic Resources and Community Attachment - Dmg Selling and
self-reported "Very Easy Access" to PCP, LSD and Heroin.

ülodél

r ð-25!

ù.E.
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p

t4

cl

u.öu

u.ö /

4.2

v,/õ

U.U4
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IS

v,44

RaceÆthnicity

ù.E

a,ö¿

U.CY

p
value

ÞlaCKr

VÐ70

ct

¿,iz

u.¿o

Notes: The table reports regression products arising from survey-adjusted logistic regression, The outcome variable vary with
the model: Model 4.1 models respondent's self-reported of "very often" obsewing dmg selling in the respondent's
neighbourhood. Model 4.2 models self-reported "very easf' access to PCP, LSD or heroin amongst respondents. The
interaction term is the product ofthe two scores arising from a factor analysis of selected census variables. S.E. denotes
Standard er:ror; CI denotes Confidence Interval. 161
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Chapter #5: A Conceptual Model of Blood System

Safety: The 8P Model

Foreword

This chapter marks an important deparhrre in the dissertation. The previous

chapters have concemed themselves with social epidcmiology and neighbourhoods.

We have shown in Chapter #4 that two classification schemes - tbe Underclass Areas

approach proposed by Ricketts and Sawhill - and SECTOR J neighbourhoods both

identifz a small subset ofUS neighbourhoods which have very active drug economies,

and where residents rcpofi dramatically high rates ofboth drug selling and very-easy

access to particular drugs of abuse, including PCP, LSD and heroin.

ln this chapter we tum away from socral cpidemiology to propose a framework

for considering "blood safety" - arguing that extant proposals appcar to miss

irnportant determinants of the safety of the blood system. We identifz eight salient

domains which detemine the safety of the blood system, and "place" is one of these

eight dimensions. Thc notions ofplace articulated in Chapters l-4, and the notion of

place articulated here in Chapter #5 will be brought together in a quantitative analysis

in Chapter #6.

Introduction

"Is the blood supply safe?" This sirnple question has been a "hot button" in

health policy in Canada, the US, the UK and elsewhere over much ofthe past hvo
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decades. Despite marked advances in thc measured safety ofblood and blood

products over this period in many dcveloped countries, I the prominence afforded

blood safety in the media, and the public's continuing interest, suggest that it will

continue to attract both public and policy concern into thc future.

While there is a voluminous scientific literature which speaks to blood safety,

the literature has largely focussed on the many specific questions associated with

blood safety. An abundance ofpapers address questions such as the sensitivity of

laboratory tests, or the benefits ofvarious methods for the reduction ofviral

contamination of plasma; this abundancc of materials can be contrasted with the

relative dearth ofdiscussions of tl'ìe "macro" level detenninants ofblood safety. ln our

view, this imbalance reflccts the lack ofan overarching conceptual framework which

sets out to integrate the various particular factors which modifz blood safety

The lack ofan articulated "road-map" is problematic for all aspects ofblood

banking, including basic research, epidemiologic studies, outbreak management,

infomration strategies, policy analysis and risk communication 2. The problem, simply

put, is that lacking an accepted and comprehensive model ofblood safety, discussions

of the topic are prone to be directed by the particular "crisis of the day" and r.rot by a

sustained strategy for blood safety. Moreover, lacking a comprehcnsive conceptual

model, important tcrms in the safety "equation" may be omittcd, and other variables

may be givcn inappropriate promincnce; this suggests thc possibility of mis-

specification (and particularly under-specification) of epiderniologic and risk models;
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the Iack ofa comprehensive conceptual model may also mean that crucial etiologic

and control factors are not considercd in outbreaks ofinfectious disease in blood

products and among blood product recipients.

ln the policy realm, the lack ofa comprehensive conceptual model suggests that

the full range of policy levers available to enhance blood safety may not be clearly

articulated. Finally, a coherent conceptual model might provide a f¡amework for

discussion and education on blood safety issues with audiences as varied as

govemment Ministers, juries in civil lìtigation, donors, recipients, and various

scientific and public-intercst groups.

Unfortunately, neither the recent Commission ofInquiry on the Blood System in

Canadar'a nor a review of the US blood-system's handling of HIV by the US lnstitute

of Medicine 5 has offered such a model. Ludlam has argued that the safety of blood

products is premised exclusively on three domains - donor selection, (laboratory)

screening and decontamination procedures. Aubuchon and Kruskall advance a

similar argume t to explain improvcment in the safety of the blood supply in the

United Sates since the early 1980s; they highlight the importance of "reducing viral

risks through expansion ofdonor history scrccning, improvement in infectious disease

marker testing, and [the] development of virus inactivation"ó Elsewhe¡e AuBuchon,

Brookemeyer and Busch havc inclurled the usc ofallogenic transfusion in their list of

key imovations to improve blood-product safety.r
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As we shall show below, while both Ludlam and the two AuBuchon papers

identifu important domains ofblood product safcty, the specified domains are not, in

our view, an exhaustive description ofthe factors which determine blood-product

safety. Further, while the identified domains ofinfluence on blood-product safety are

widely accepted, and ofundoubted relevance, the domains are not part ofa pre-

specified description of blood safety.

The altemative approach which we adopt, seeks to supplement considerations of

"blood-product" safety ofthe sort offered by Ludlam and AuBuchon, with addltional

factors which define aspects of safety and risk which are drstinct from the product

itself. For example, the effectrvencss of rcgulatory and operational agencies to identi$r

and quickly recall questionable blood products is clearly of importance to blood

safety, but is one of several factors that is not captured by an exclusive focus on

"blood-product" safety. Likewise, the competence of collection agencies to avoid

risks ifpossible, to detect risks when they occur, and to respond appropriately to

identifìed risks is equally salient as an aspect of blood safely, but again not explicitly

captured within a strictly blood-product paradigm. We suggest that a broader

pcrspective is needed, and that this perspective should include both key issues in

blood-product safety; we call this more inclusive strategy the "blood-system" safety

approach.

Tlre remainder of tliis paper is organized into three sections. The next section

presents the proposcd nlodel ofblood safety, outlines its key domains and articulates
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the underlying logic; thereafter, we identify salient dimensions for each ofthese

domains. The final section offers some obsewations on the limitations and

applications of this model, and suggests a program ofresearch.

Blood-system Safety: A Provisional Model

We understand blood-system safety to include all aspects of blood banking,

from the safeguarding ofpotential injuries to donors, through to the provision ofsafe

products to recipients, the cffective oversight ofblood collection agencies by

regulators, and to include the remediation ofsuch harms as might occur ìn recipients.

While we have distinguished blood-product and blood-system safety, it is impofant to

state clearly that a rnodel ofblood-system safety requires and is predicated on

incorporating "blood product" safety considerations.

We propose that the safety ofthe blood-systern can be understood by reference

to eight distinct domains ofinfluence; we entrtle these domains: lersons (Donors and

Recipients), Place, lathogcns & Pathology, lrocesses, Products & Production,

lrovider Practice, Policy, and Period. The model, which we informally refcr to as the

"8P" model, is depicted graphically in Figure 5. 1.

Before procecding to dehne these eight domains, somc important features ofthe

model, as depicted in the associated figure, should be noted. The figurc highlights a

typical chronologícal nature ofthe production ofblood products begirming with

donors, proceeding through the various steps in the acquisition, testíng, and

manufacture ofblood products, and ending with recipicnts. Although not all risks
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associated witlì blood products follows this sequential order, nor do all risk arise with

donors, the depicted order represents the dominant etiologic pathway for the majority

of transfusion-associated infections. The "Persons" domain appears twice in this

figure, once to denote donors and the risks which are transferred from donors into the

blood system; the second use ofthe tem "Person" domain is associatcd with

recipicnts and those who might be placed at a secondary risk of infection because of

the infection of a recipient with a specific pathogen. The "Poücy'' domain likewise

appears twice, indicated by two nested circles. The first circle is intended to capture

the "corporate" policies ofblood banks - both for-profit and not-for-profit; here we

mean to ìnclude both tho formal policies and thc coryorate cullures ofblood collection

and manufacturing agencies. The second use of"Policy" denotes the public policy

environment in which blood donor recruitment, blood banking, regulation and blood

product usc is organized; thus the second circle is intended to capture such policy

activities as the promotion of appropriate blood donating behaviour, the regulatory

environment, the funding ofblood services, and the organization of liability and

compensation for transfusion-associated iujuries. By placing tliese corporate policies

wiÍhin the larger public policy context, we are making a nonnative assertion that

blood agency policies should serve larger public policy objectives. Ou¡ model does

not prcclude the potential influence that corporate policies and blood agencies may

have on modifying public policy, nor does it assune that a single policy approach

exisls within eithcr the cotporate or publìc realms.
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With these caveats in place, the general logic ofthe graphic representation can

now be articulated. We tum first to the definition of the eisbt domains. The

"Persons" domain is lntended to capture both donorc und ,"""lpi"nts, ând to recognize

that the biological attributes ofboth donor and recipient play some role in determining

the nature and consequences of transfusion-associated disease transmission. Within

the concept ofrecipielts we include both individuals who have received blood

product (direct recipients) and othe¡ individuals who may be placed at some risk by

the infection of a direct recipient; typically (but not exclusively) these individuals

would include the sexual partners, household members, medical staff attending to

pat¡ents. and furure progeny of rccipicnts.

The "Place" domain is intended to capture both the epidemiologic and social

aspects ofthe location ofblood collection activities and blood donors, such as the

local incidence and prevalence ofkey infectious agents, as well as the social

circumstances in which donation occurs - this would include thc proximity ofclinic

locations to high-risk activitres such as drug abuse.

The "Pathogens and Pathology" domain includes both the anay ofknown

transmission-transmissible agents, as well as syrdromes which appcar inlectious but

for which specific agent(s) are not yet identified. (Tliis domain can also bc expanded

to include allergens, ìrnpurities, toxins and othcr noxious substanccs which might be

found in blood products - not all ofthesc risks arise from donors, but these impurities

may have irnpJications for blood-product and blood-systcm safety.T
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The "Process" dimension includes all those practices which are specifically

designed to reduce infectious risks from blood products. Thus defined, "Processes"

are found throughout the collection, testing, tranufacture, and distribution ofblood

products, and range from "soft" interventions such as donor screening strategies, to

"hard" interventions such as laboratory testing for infectious diseases or the viral

inactivation of blood products.

The "Products and Production" dimension is designed to distinguish both the

various blood products, and the varìous methods used to produce any particular

product. Thus, the model encourages explicit distinctions between cellular and

accllular products, between fractionated and unfractionated versions ofplasma

products, and differences in methods ofproduction - within both cellular ard acellular

products.

"Provider practice" is defined simply as the practiccs olproviders ofblood

products (chiefly physicians) which modifl' the exposure olpotentìal recipients to

blood products. This would include the determination ofwhen blood products arc

required, whrch blood products are needed for a specific thcrapeutic goal, the

quantitìcs ofthese products, and the safe administration ofthose products.

As discusscd above, the "Policy" dornain recognizes two distinct tlpes ofpolicy:

a corporate policy realm associated with thc agencies involved in the acquisition,

testing, manufacture, and distribution ofblood products, and a gcneral public policy

lealm which defincs or at least infonns how blood services operate, including the
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statutory specification and regulatory requjrements for blood services, as well as the

funding, the nature ofblood product liability and litigation, and the public promotion

of appropriate blood donation in the population.

A thìrd policy realm (not shown in the figure) can also be identified which

would capture the intemational dimensions ofblood banking -- and in particular thc

commercial trade in blood products across intemational boundaries. Little information

is available about the international trade in blood products, other than the well-known

fact that many plasma fractions have intemational markets, and that both red-cells and

plasma are bought and sold in intemational markets. It is difficult to offer more

substantial comment on this policy realm other than the rccognition that the

commercial trade in blood and blood products has an international dìrnension, which

appears to be avoid some, if not most, national regulatory schernes.

Finally, "Period" is included to provide a mechanism for change in the seven

other domains through time; in some cases, change in a domains is sudden and

dramatic (such as the introduction of a new laboratory tost) and occurs over a period

ofdays or hours. In other cases, change is very gradual - occurring over a period of

years - for example the widespread introduction ofa new patliogen into the blood

donor population, or the adoptiol ofnew standards for blood product use by

physicians.

The model presented he¡e differs in three important respects from thc informal

models advanced by Ludlam and by Aubuchon e/ a/, discussed earlier in this paper.
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First, this model represents a formal specification ofthe domains ofblood product

safety, and makes a claim to providìng an exhaustive categorization ofthe key

influences on both blood-product and blood-system safety. Second, our model

provides a more exhaustive definition ofblood-system safety, one that incorporates

and subsumes model ofblood-product safety. Third, our model ofblood-system

safety allows considc¡ation offacets above and beyond the safety ofblood products.

While these additional although outside olthe traditional ken oltransfusion medicine,

they can have impofiant implications for the safety of blood systems. We tum no\¡/ to

identifiT key dimension for each of the domains.

Key Dimensions of the Domains

For each ofthe eight domains identified above, there are likely to be one or

more dimensions (or aspects). ln this section we identify and explore some ofthe key

dimensions for each of the eight dorrains. Whìle it is argued that the do mains are

constant influences on blood safcty over time, the possibility exists that the specified

dimensions for cach domain might evolvc over time - through the advent ofnew

dimensions, the disappearance of others, or changes in the salience ofthe dimensions

in light of temporal changes, ncw pathogens, new tests, etc.

Persons - Donors

With respect to donors and blood-system safety, there appear to be five ccntral

dimensions:
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the likelihood that the donor is infected with transfusion-transmissible

infections

the likelihood that the donor is at risk for transfusion-transmissible

infections on the basis of current or prior events, behaviour or

environments

the motivation ofthe donor to donate

thc comprehension, veracity and comprehensiveness of the donor's

disclosures through questiorìnaires and interviews, particularly with

regard to lifetirne behavioural and othe¡ risk factors for infectious

disease

5. the pattem ofdonation behaviour over time

The first four dimensions identifu distinct elements of the donor's suitability to

donate, and the donor's ability and willingness to provide a health history that is

complete and accurate. Of particular concem here are the comprchensibility ofany

intcrviews or questionnairess, and the potential for "conflicts ofinterest" to arise

within the donor when successfully donating provides benehts (be they social benefits

or monetary benfits) which arc ofìiigher value to the donor than thc virtue of

disclosing important and relevant aspects oftheir risk history. Such conflicts can

arise in situations where tliere is no pa¡.rnent for blood donation, such as when

deferral as a blood donor might bring about social stigma. Thcrc is also the long-

standìng concern that where cash palmrent is offercd for donations, that thc financial

3.

4.
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inducement may be more valued than the obligation to report a complete health

history.

The fifth and hnal dimension olthe "Persons-Donors" domain is blood donation

behaviour; here we would pafiicularly stress the spacing ofdonations over tìme.

While the relationship between blood donor behaviour and blood safety is poorly

conceptualized, it is clear that individuals who have relatively shorter inter-donation

intervals can undertake more donations in any interval between infection and

detection; this suggests that closely spaced donations may present dangers.e These

dangers may be offset by donors with pattems of frequent donation being morc

exposed to prevention messages, or more socially committed to blood donation.

Quantitative work in this area is lacking.

Place

Two distinct dimensions are relevant to the assessment ofthe place ofdonation.

Clearly the epidemìologic profile of the location of donation is of importance,

including the prevalence and rncidence of important pathogens, and the nature ofrisks

acquired fiom the environment (notably the presence of vector-bome diseases such as

mala¡ia and Chagas Discase). Local social pattems such as extreme poverty, ol.

patterns ofbehavioural risk (such as injection drug use) may indepcndently impat

risks into the blood-system, especially ifthese behavioural risks rnteract with other

factors, for exarnplc cash paymelt for donations. Place-related factors should be

regarded as bcing "1ocated" outside ofthe individual themselves; as such the domain
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complements and enhances, but is not identical with, individual-level risk factors.

Place-based anaìyses of transfusion-associated risk have been undertaken at the trans-

national level for Central America r0 and the small-area level, with particular

refcrence to the Bronr rr. The distinctive importance ofplace is also recognized in

existing rcgulations which prohibit blood donations from individuals who have lived

in certain FIIV and now CJD and vCJD-endcmic areas. In Canada, Justice K¡ever has

also cautioned against thc collection ofblood rn areas at high risk for HIV, even

though cash inducements are virtually non-existent in that country.

Pathogens

Several dincnsions ofpatbogens necd be considered. These include:

1. the exact nature ofthe pathogen (bacteria, virus, etc.)

2. the epidcrniologic correlates ofthe pathogen, and particular.ly the

degree to which the epidemiologic pattem of the pathogen coincides

with donor sub-populations

3. the degree to which the pathogen is (or might be) detected directly or

indirectly by laboratory measures

4. the potential viabìlity ofthe pathogen through the various

manufacturing steps associated with the production of vanous blood

products

5. the potential to rcsolve a recognized infcction ofa pathogen in a

rccipient
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6. the potential pathogenicity ofthe agent in infected recipients of

specific blood products

While these characteristics are rlpically specific to a single pathogen, it is worlh

noting that different strains of the same pathogen may demonstrate diffcrent

properties in one or more of these dimensions. For example, diffe¡ent laboratory tests

have varying scnsitivity to diffe¡ent genot,?es ofHCV r'?, and different genotlpes of

HCV have distinct clinical consequelces r3.

Process

Two basic types ofprocesses can be distinguished. There are processcs which

are primarily decision-oriented, and are tlpically designed to support binary decìsions

about tlìe acceptance or rejection of a spccific donor or their donation; there are also

genoral processes (primarily downstream ofthe donor and most commonly used in

plasma fraction production) which act on all donations, and are 11pically designed to

reduce the pathogen load amongst donations which have already passcd the decision-

t]?e processes described above.

Donor screening and laboratory tests are the most obvious of the decision-tlpe

tlpes ofprocesses. Key dimensions of such testing processes are their scnsitivity and

specific iry. cost and cost-c lfec liveness.

When considering these decrsion-t)?e processes, it is also impoftant to consider

the "largets" ofthese decision-oriented processcs, as the corìstruct actually measured

by the tcst may be only a pafiial markcr for the underlying risk. For example, antibody
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tests may be highly sensitive and spccific for antibodies, but as antibodies follow after

infection, even exquisíte sensitivity in an antibody test may not provide the desirecl

protection. Similarly, tests for liver dysfunction represent only an intennediate

measure of the potential lor infectious hepatitis to be present in donated blood or

plasma.

It is important to observe that repeated infectious disease testing in low-

prevalence populations (which describe most non-remunerated blood donor

populations), can give rise to the loss ofsafe donors through the inevitable problems

of false-positive screening tests, and generally through the necessary loss ofpositive

predictive value associated with screening in low-prevalence populations, cven if

screening tests are highly-specific. The associated loss of donors and donations has

important operational implications lor blood banks,ra although the influence on blood-

system safety occurs only indirectly - if and when unnecessary loss of "safe"

inventory result in the selection ofless optimal raw or finished materials.

The second class ofprocesses are designcd to ¡educe the amount ofviable

pathogen in blood product. Tlpically these processes arc applied universally to

selected rypes of inputs and outputs of plasma fractionation. The two most colnmon

examples ofthis sort ofprocess are the application of"solvent and detcrgent" to wash

plasma pools, and the heat-treatment of plasma during the productior.r of plasma

fractions. Salient dimensions for thcse sorts ofpurifìcation processes include their

cffectiveness in reducing pathogen load, the range ofpathogens that arc susceplible to
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the particular decontamination process, and the consistency ând qualify ofthe

application of the intervention. 15

Product and Production

Thc two key dimensions of this domain are captured in the title. It is cntical to

distinguish amongst the ovcr thirty common blood products that exist, becausc each

product may have a distinct profile for infectious disease transmission, a profile that

may well be contingent on the particular pathogen(s) involved. It is ìmportant to

emphasize, particularly to lay audiences, that the introduction ofa pathogen into the

blood system by a donor does not necessarily result in contamination occuring in

products, no¡ infection occurring in recipients, nor that all blood products are at

similar risk for outbreaks. For example, while it is a cefiainty that HIV contaminated

some of the plasrna pools from which anti-D immunoglobulinsl were prepared, no

case-reports of HIV transmission from this product have been published. While FIIV

was cfficicntly transmitted in coagulation plasma fractions, transrnission has not been

linked to immunoglobulins; however, anti-D immunoglobulins have been shown to

transmit hepatitis C virus i6' 
'7.

With rcspect to production, there are often several methods by which any

specific product might be made; thus, while the general production methods necessary

to render blood or plasrna into a product are constrained, therc is often considerable

iAntì-D immunoglobulin is used lor the prcvention of Rh-hemolytic disease ofthe
newbom, a condition which arises in multigravida females wherc the mother is
in.ununized to anti-D in prcvious pregancies, and develops a immune response to an Rh
positivc fehrses, often with catastrophic consequences for the fehrs.
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choice and va¡iation in the details, Modification ofproduction steps may play a role in

occasìonal outbreaks of infectious diseases in specific blood products, for example,

outbreaks of HCV in immunoglobulins.rB

The other critical production-related issuc is the use ofpooling in the production

of plasma products. As many as 500,000 different plasma donations (and thus

500,000 potentially distinct individuals) may be involved in the producrion of some

plasma fractions. While the potential benefits of reducing plasma pool size are

controversialre'20 it clearly represents a source ofrisk for recipients.

Provider Practice

Provider practice is an important aspect of blood-system safety, but it is distinct

from the other domains in that physrcians (typically) carulot modiô/ the infectivity of

the blood products avaìlable to them. With two exccptions, the provider's role is

largely limited to four distinct dimcnsions:

. the identification of appropriate recipients of blood products

. the selection ofblood products appropriate to that patient, including thc use of

autologous blood donations, with or without the use of medicatio s to increasc

red-blood cell production, andlor the use of techniques such as intra-operative

cell-salvage to reduce the need for exogenous blood transfusions (Goodnough-

LT,1996)

. the selection of specific name-brand of blood product where multiple brand-

names exist
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. the amounts and mixtures of blood products uscd

Important contributions during the last decade have begun to define both the

underllng physiological mechanisms of anemia and other precipitating causes of

transfusion, to describe criteria fo¡ the identification ofpatients, and the appropriate

product mix in recipients.

There are at least two steps which providers can take to further reduce the

potential ofinfection; inadiation of some cellular blood products can be ordered by

physicians when a recipìent is imnuno-compromised and at parlicular risk of

infection. Similarly, leukocyte reduction is a technique to removo white blood cells,

and can occur either during the collection and manufacturing ofblood products, or it

can be applìed at the bedside. The use of leucocy'te depletion can also be ordered by

providers, and has recently been demonstrated as effective for the removal of CMV

frorn products being given to irnmuno-compromised individuals,2i and is being

adopted in the UK as a method to reduce the as-yef hlpothetical potential risk ofCJD

and nv-CJD transmission in blood products.(reference?)

Persons-Recipients

Although recipients have often been depicted as having no role in the production

ofblood safety, recent evìdence suggests that this may merit reconsideration. Key

dimensions of thc recipient domain includc the prevalence ofboth natrual and

vaccine-induced irnmunity in recipient population, the likelihood and consequences of

secondary transmission, and the potential ofan inlection to do hamr in the rectpient
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population. Finally therc is recent evidence that some forms of genetically-liked

resistence may exist, at least for HIV.22 The role of genetic characteristics in resisting

HIV and other infections is stil1 poorly understood.

Policy

The policy domain ofour conceptual model has been subdivided into hvo basic

dimensions: the corporate policics olblood collection agencies, and fhe public

policies which inform the operation ofblood services. We have earlier highlighted our

nomative assertion that corporate policy should typically be accountable to, and in

acco¡d with, public policy. This does not suggest however, that the corporate policies

ofblood agcncies do not influence public polìcy, nor does it suggest that there is a

single "public policy" in which blood services are seen. Blood se¡¿ices are matters

notjust ofhealth policy but also include unexpected policy realms such as economic

development, national defence, industry and trade, in addition to the obvious public

health, pharmaceutic rcgulation and medical care concenìs; blood services also raise

political issues, quite apart from their policy considcrations. Our model docs not

assume that the various policy realms would agree with respcct to a specifìc blood

systern safety goal, nor does it assurne that different blood collection agencies would

agree amongst themselves, (The key dimensions ofboth corporate and public policy

related to blood-system safety have not bee widely addressed in the publìshed

litcrature. Thus, our identification ofkey dimensions for this important domain

should be rcgarded as preliminary.)
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Clearly the most important dimcnsion of corporate policy is the ability to apply

eflective managerial and scientific oversight to the activities of agencies with respect

to the six previously identified domains. Corporate culhrre can also be seen as an

impofiant patt of corporate policy, and include an agencies' encouragement of error-

reporting and quality assurance.

Key dimensions ofpublic policy include any statutory context in which blood

agencies operate, as well as the (often distinct) statutory context in which the

regulation ofblood collection is organized. The degree of interdependence and

independence between opcrational agencìes and regulatory agencies is also salient, as

are national blood-related policies such as the legality ofpaid donations, and the

pursuit ofnational and regional selÊsufficiency with respect to plasma products 23-26.

ln many countrics, national or regional govemments also fund the operation ofblood

services; in countries wrth no public funding ofblood agencies, there is often suppofi

for transfusion-related rssearch or at least the promotion of appropriate blood

donation systems in the population. Public policy can rnodi! blood system salety in a

variety ofways, frorn how blood agencies are financed, and at what levcls, to the

regulation of comme¡cial blood donation, or the promotion of self-sufficiency in

blood ploducts.

Pcnod

Period is the last domain ofour model, and the only domain that does not have

distinct djrnensions. The domain is includcd to capture changes over timc in any of
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the previous seven domains. Change in sorne domains is likely to be quite slow,

having time scales typically measured in years - for example the adoption of new

standards for t¡ansfirsion triggers may take years to define, assess and adopt, while

other changes will occur in the matter ofdays or weeks - such as new statutory

environments, or the introduction ofnew laboratory tests.

Discussion

We have advanced a model which identifies eight distinct determinants of

blood-system safety. The determinants, or domains, are tbe primary means by which

blood-system safety might bc maintained or altere<l. The model is premised on a

distinction betwecn "blood-product" and "blood-system', safety. We have argued that

the first concept is too narrowly defined and focuses largely on the potential

infectivity ofblood products; the second concept, .,blood-system', safety, is intended

to be broader and attcmpts to subsume blood-product safety within a largcr model

which also ìncludes recipients, provìder practice, and policy considerations. For cach

of the eight distinct domains, we have idcntified key dimensions which bothjustify

the inclusion ofthe dornain and suggest parameters for the measurement and

management of both blood product and blood-system safety.

There are several in.rportant implications to this model that deserve mcntion. In

our view, the foremost implication is the recognition that blood-systems safety is

multi-factorial and involves more than the safety ofblood products. Moreover, the

model suggests that the potential exists to modif' blootl-system safcf¡z even when
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there are no immediate improvements possible to blood-product safety. The model

effectively refutes the possibility ofa simple and single answer to the question of

"FIow safc is the blood supply?". Thc model suggests that evaluations of safety are

highly contingent, and demand concurrent consideration of these eight dimensions.

Although thìs result may be unsatisfuing from a communications point of view, it

morc fairly reflects the phenomena under consideration.

While our model is multi-factorial, our reading of the extant literature in

transfusion mcdicine suggests that it has historically focussed on three of the eight

domains identihed hcre: pathogens, processes, ald product & production. That is, the

literahr¡e has concentrated on the study of tlie microbiologic characteristics ofspecific

pathogens and the related issue ofthe clinical impact ofinfection, the creation and

refinement of methods to test for specific pathogens, and approaches to manufâcturing

which might mitigate infection while still ensuring tlie potency and therapeutic benefit

ofa blood product. The last dccade has seen new publications al¡out blood donors,

provider practice, and (to a very modest degree) public policy, but newer research still

represents an exception to the continuing hegemony ofthe th¡ee dominant domains,

rather than a realignment and re-weighting of the literature. Almost no attention has

been paid to the "place" domain, and the roles and influences ofthe policy domain are

only dimly sketched.

Finally, it is also important to note that we conceive ofthese eight domains as

exhaustive of tlie detemtinants ofblood-system safety, and that each domain is
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conceptually indopendent. That said, it seems likely that future risks to, and

improvemcnt in, the blood supply will arise both from single-domain changes, (such

as tbe introduction ofnew laboratory tests, or the introduction ofnew pathogens), and

from the interaction of two or more domains. Public policy changes, for example, can

modifu the mixture ofpaid and unpaid donations in a country, or can leverage changes

in the corporatc culture ofblood agencies through regulatory actions. Thus, whilc our

eight domains are distìnct, the potential for powerful interactions (for good and ill) is

very strong. Future outbreak investigations may wish to use this model to organize

cpidemiolo gic investì gations.

It is important to recognize that the model has not made separate

accommodation for the economic implications ofblood safety, and the provision of

blood products is, sirnply put, an expensive business. We see economic issues acting

across all eight domains, f¡om donors who either are, or are not, paid, to the potential

costs for recipients for blood products, and the financing ofoperational and regulatory

agencies.

That said, concem has been raised about the cost-cffectiveness of further

improvements to the blood system. Work is urgently needed in dcfrning the economic

impact ofvarious interventions and to determine their relative cost-effcctiveness both

by comparison to other transfusion and non-transfusion related initiatives, and by

comparirg adjustnents in each ofthese domains to ensure that benefits are

maxinized, and risks liinimized.
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Finally, we have not proposed a single quantitative measure by which blood-

system safety coùld be assessed. The model ìmplicitly rejects the simplistic notion

that infectivity rates alone should be the sole quantifìer ofa blood-system safety

measure. Selecting a measure or measures to reflect blood system safety represents an

area for future research, and will demand collaboration amongst ethicists, economists,

cpidemiologists and t¡ansfusionists. It is hoped that this model is useful in describing,

understanding and managing risks and benefits in the blood-system safety.
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Figures

- 

factors in the production of blood-systen.r
Figure 5. 1 Scl.rematic representation of Blood System Safetv Model.' salety. while rhe duplicario:r ofrhe poìrcy

domain reflects tire distinct influence ofcorpolate policies ofblood-related agencies, and the public policy and regulatory

processes whicl, often are designed to oversee those colporate policies.

The figure describes a sequential and

logìcal ordering of tlie influence ofeight

key factors on the production ofblood

system safety. The factors are: pcrsons,

place, processes, pathogens, products,

providers, policies, and period. Both

Persons and Policy domains appear twice

in the figure. For persons, this reflects the

distinct contribution of donor and recipient
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Chapter #6: Placing US Source Plasma Clinics: 19S0-

t99s

Foreword

This final chapter is intended to bring together the two streams ofwork

developed in the previous chapters. In Chapter #5, we proposed a model for blood

systems safety that included the concept of"place" amongst its eight domains, and we

identified neighbourhoods and the social milieu as an impoÍant consideration in the

promotion of blood system safety. More specifically, we highlighted the importance

ofavording high risk areas whcn looking for donors. High risk areas can be taken to

include areas where there is active drug activif, and drug availability.

Previous chapters of this dissertation have proposed, developed, and validated

the use ofthree measures - extremc poverty areas, underclass areas and Sector J

neighbourhoods as being areas where there is ready drug access and active drug

economies. The association ofneighbourhood and drug activity is most pronounced

for underclass areas and Sector J neighbourhoods.

In this final chapter, we apply thesc neighbourhood classification schemes to the

placement of US source plasma clinics for the ycars 1980-1995. Our primary purpose

is to test tlie hypothesrs that these source plasma clinics ale disproportionatcly located

in thesc high tisk areas - a filding that would seem to erode, not enhance, the safety of

the blood system.
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Introduction

An epidemic of HIV inlection swept tlirough the hcmophila community of the

United States in thc early years of the 1980s; concurrently, yet unrecognized at the

time, was the cxposure of hemophiliacs to hepatitis C virus. While HfV prevalence

estimates necessarily decline with time since exposure (because of HlV-related

mortality) it is important to characterize the cxtent of the epidemic at the time that

initial control mcasures were introduced. ln 1985 Goedert noted that in a prevalence

suruey conducted betwcen September 1982 and April 1984, initial serum samples

from 7 4o/o of hemophiliacs who had ever been treated with commercial factor VIII

concentrate, 90% ofthose frequently treated with factor VIII concentrate... had

antibodies reactive against antigens ofHTLV ltr(1)

Tlre consequences ofthat epidemic are well known. Sourie et al have rcporled.

that approximately 65% ofrecent (year 2000) mortality amongst hemophiliacs in the

United States is related to HIV , (2); usìng alternative methods Chorba has reported

sirnilar results(3); Walker and Julian have also reported comparable results for

Canada.(4) Curiously e lusive in the medical literature , however, ar.e estimatcs of the

actual nurnber of infected individrìals, either for single nations or across nations.

The prevalence of Hepatitis C Virus - associated with hepatocellular carcinoma

nears saturation in hernophiliacs. For exarrple, Yec er al have reported a 9B%o

antibody prevalcnce amongst a cohort ofBritish hernophiliacs(5), and Troisi et aI
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have likewisc reported near sahlration prevalence ofFlcv antibody in a large America

liemophilia cohort.(6)

The underlying causes and context of this iatrogenic epidemic are complcx, and

the subject of continuing controversy. Responses to these outbreak - and parallel

outbreaks amongst recipients of other blood products - franctionated and

unfractionated - havc ranged from public inquiries (in Canada, and the US) to

criminal convlctions in France, and to civil litigation in many countries. There has

also been widespread reorganization of many transfusion services over the last two

decades, including the termination of thc Canadian Red Cross Society,s role in the

provision of transfusion activities in that country.

The degree to which blood and plasma donors have, or are at risk for acquiring,

transfusion-transmissiblc infectious agents is an important determinant of the ove¡all

safety ofblood products (chapter #4). Moreover, minimizing the risks associated with

transfusion-transmissible agents is an impoúant scientific and moral imperative of

blood collcction agencies and regulators. However, a long-standing critique of

American sourcc plasma collection is that risk is not minimized. Specifically it has

been claimed that comlrìercial source plasma clinics attract high risk donors (7), anrl

fliat commercial source plasma are located near to areas with a high prevalence of

illicit drug use(8). These two related claims map to two of the domains - placc and

persons - ofa blood system safety model which we have articulated earlier in this

dissertation
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Di¡ect evidence to adjudicate this claim should be available through comparison

of various infection-rates as observed amongst commercial plasma donors, and

comparing these to test-results in voluntary donors. However, very limited data is

available on test-positivity rates for commercial donors (7), this despite the routine

collection of this tnformation by commercial source plasma clinic operators. The near

complete lack of information on seropositivity mtes in commercial plasma clonations

contrasts sharply with a vast litcrature which reports on rates of seropositivity in

various voluntary donor populations(9- 13).) The lack of direct cvidence regarding

commercial donors is particularly puzzling because this information is necessarily and

routinely collected by commercial source plasma agencies in fulfilment of regulatory

requirements for testing ofdonations.l What data docs exist suppofis a general pattem

of increased seropositivity amongst commercial plasma donors, as compared with

volunteer donors. The US govenrment's General Accounting Offìce has suggestcd

that these increased rates arise because "...monetary incentives such as those offered

by commcrcial plasma-collectiol centres may be tantalizing to some of those who are

lWhile the GAO did not have comprehensive comparative test-positivity rlata,
Steinhardt did report on two pieces ofdata which support continued concern about
increased risk amongst commercial donors. With respect to HIV, Steinhardt was able to
report on California data while the "HlV prevalence rates per 100,000 comrnercial plasma
donations in california have decreascd in recent years but [the rates] remain substantially
hrgher than tl.rose same rates ofvohurteer whole blood donors." (p. 5). Steinhardt also
testified that analyses of information subrnitted by plasma manufacturers in support of
viral testing techniques showed "The test-positive rates for commercial plasma donors
were substantially higher than tbose ofvolunleer whole blood donors, ranging fiom 2 to
20 timcs higher on the different tests."(pp. 6-7)
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known to be at risk for infectious diseases, such as intravenous drug users and

prostitutes." (p.7) However the GAO did not substantiate this asseltion with reference

to published studics, despite earlier published studies of paid blood/plasma donation

in coho¡ts of hrjection Drug users conducted separately by Nelson in Baltimore (14)

and Chitrvood in South Florida(8).

In addition to high risk donors, Chitwood e¡ a/ have specifically raised the issue

ofthe location ofpaid blood donation centres in high risk areas occurs, and suggested

that this encourages donation by injection drug users:

"The elimination of the sale of blood by [intravenous drug users] IVDUs is a

djfficult matter. As long as commercial centres exist, IVDUs will attempt to

sell their blood. Two characteristics of commcrcial blood centres facilitate this

selling behaviour: commcrcial blood centres which advertise that they pay

cash for blood or plasma attract active drug users who do not have stable

sources of income; commercial blood centres often arc located in inner-crty

neighbourhoods where poverty and drug use are prevalent"(p. 632) (8)

However, despite this commentary on the location of sourcc plasma clinics in

the conclusion oftheìr paper, no evidence is presented withfu the paper r.cgarding tlie

location ofpaid blood./plasma donor clinics. Moreover, the scope of their evidence

was apparently limited to the south-Florida area. The assertion that paid "blood"

donor clinics we¡e located in areas with high rates of drug use and poverty was
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unsubstantiated by the data presented in the paper. Other authors have also historically

or recently commented on the location ofthese pard blood and plasma clinics,

asserting that they are over-represenfed ín specific social areas; none, however,

prssent supporting data.(1 5- 1 7)

While unproven, the Chitwood assertion is the most cogent claim, and has

particular historical importance with respect to the transmission of HIV and HCV to

plasma product recipients, most notably those with coagulation disorders. Moreover,

if the claim was found to be true for very recent years, this would represent an

important critique of self-regulation by the plasma industry and also of govemmental

rcgulation ofsource plasma collection in the United States; such a finding would also

have intemational implications as the US is the chiefsupplier ofsource plasma and

plasna-derived pharmaceutical in the world market.

Ofparticular interest is the potenÍial testability ofrhe Chitwood asserlion. To

undertake such a quantitative test requires one to be able to fìnd areas of endemic drug

use, and to test the proximity ofpaid blood.lplasr¡a donor clinics to these foci of tlrug

use. While there is no direct method to do this - that is there is no national database

that list areas where drug use is prevalent indirect methods are possible, provided

there is validation. For example, if au operational definition of "inner-city

neighbourhoods where poverty and drug use are prevalent" could be proposed and

validated, then an empirical test ofthc Chitwood assertion could be undefaken.
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The remainder of this paper offcrs a quantjtative test of the Chitwood assefion

using three validafed ty?ologies of neighbourhood. In the methods section we review

the validation work which shows the associations behveen these specific

neighbourhood types and a wide variety ofpersonal and neighbourhood-level drug

phcnomena. We then use thcse neighbourhood typologies to test the Chitwood

assertion.

Hypotheses

This paper tests two empirical questions whlch arise from the Chitwood

assertion:

l Is there evidence that source plasma clinics were disproportionately

located in areas with high rates of rìsk behaviours associated with

transfusion-transmissiblc infections within the United States during the

years 1980-1990?

2. Is there evidence that source plasrna clinìcs were disproportionatcly

locatcd in areas with high rates of¡isk behaviours associated with

transfusion-transmissible infections within thc United States in I 995?

Statistically, we test the null hypotliesis that there is no disproportionate

location in thcsc high risk arcas.

It is important to note that thesc questior.rs focus on the disproportionate over-

representation ofclinics in specific neighbourhood [pes,- which is to say, thc

hypothesis that thc propofion of clinics found in these areas arc in excess ofwhat
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would have been expected ifsource plasma clinics were located randomly across the

observcd distributiol neighbourhood t¡.pes in the United States. By focusing on

excess rates, however, we have moved the qucstion from a simple question offact -
were any clinìcs located in these areas? - to a statistical question - were the rates at

which source plasma clinics are lound in specific neighbourhood types higher than

would have been expected by chance? We think this is a reasonable interpretation of

Chih¡¡ood use ofthe tem "often" when describing the placement ofthese clinics in

high risk areas. We have thus set a quantitative standard for evaluation and statistical

analysis.

Methods:

lnclusion Criteria:

All addresses of FDA-rcgulated source plasma clinics operating in the period

1980-1990 and 1995 were eligible for inclusion in this analysis, provided that the

address was located in thc continental US, or Ilawaii or Alaska. Addresses were

obtained from public repositories holding the organ of the American Blood Resources

Association - an industry association; this joumal was published under at least th¡ee

distinct rarnes during thc period 1980-1990 and 1995. Some years were not available

from public domain sources at tlie time this analysis was begun. Table 3 provrdes

bibliographic infonnatior on the sources ofthese addresses. At the time that the data

were initially input for thc dissertation, lists were not available lor 198.1 or 1985.
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Approximately once per year the journal published a list of addresses of FDA-

licensed source plasma clinics. Commentary included with these lists suggest that the

information was based on Freedom of Information requests filed by thejournal with

the US Food and Drug Administration, the regulating body for US blood and plasma

collection. Clinics licensed by the FDA on the effective data of the FDA filing the

request for addresscs would be included. Clinics which both opcned and closed

between two such reporting dates are not included in the data.

The detemination of a "unique" address was done by manual comparison of

addresses across years. An address was judged unique if it appearcd ìn one or more

listings, and was not likely to be a single-ycar variant caused by clerical error. Some

judgement was necessary to determine ifan address was consistent across years, and if

variations in addresses across years represented tlpographical errors, or real changes

in an address. Where-cver the¡e was significant doubt, addresses were assumed to be

unique. All decisions about what conslituted a unique add¡ess versus a t5,pographical

variant ofa previously identified address were made without reference to whether the

address was within, or outsìde of, any ofthe neighbourhood classifications noted

above. Whcre there were variant addresses which were accepted, we did not attempt

to determine which address was "correct" as no other public domain information

source was available.

Exclusion C¡iteria
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Because our intercst lay with paid plasma donation clinics and the environments

in which these clínics were located, several tlpes of plasma clinics were excluded

from our analysis. Clinics operatcd by the American Red C¡oss were excluded

because these did not offe¡ payrnent for blood or plasma donations, and thus are not

part ofour population ofinterest. (Some communiqz-based blood collection agencies

which would not have offered payment for source plasma donations remain i' the list,

as these could not be objectively distinguished from the vast majority ofclinics

offering paynent, based on the data available in the annual listings.) Secondly, plasma

clinics operating within penal instjtutions are excluded, even though behaviours

associated with HIV, viral hepatitis, and behaviours associated with parenteral disease

t¡ansmission are common in penal irstitutions (footnote); our rationale for excluding

these clinics is that we wished to use uS census data to characterize neighbourhoods,

but census data arìsing from penal institutions could not be used to support standard

intcrpretations of these neighbourhood classification schemes.

Vy'e further excluded those plasma clinics where the reportcd address was not

suitable for geocoding; this exclusion applied to addresses where the mailing addrcss

was given as a postal box, or where the address was a building name, functional

descriptions ofbuildings (e.g. Bus Depot) or otherwise not a street address. The non-

excluded addresses were submitted to geocoding. A subset ofthese addresses was

successfully geocoded, and (in I 980 only) a subset of geocoded addresses were not

linked to a census tlact. Only those addresses which were successfully gcocoded to a
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census tract were included in the analysis dataset. Thcre is no clear metric by which to

compare the excluded cljnics from the included clinics.

Geocodins

Once a definitive list ofunique addresses was prepared, the addresses were

geocoded, thereby associating the address with either (or both) the 1980 and 1990 US

census tract geography for that address. The choice ofcensus geography depended on

the year in which a clinic operated at an address. The 1980-era addresses were

geocoded by GDT, a commercial company and used the 1980 census geography. For

those addresses with active clinics in the 1990s, the Maptititude geographic

information system (GIS) package was used(l8); this GIS uses US census bureau

TIGER (Topologically Integrated Geographic Encoding and Refercncing system)

base-maps to detennine the latitude and longitude of specific street addresses, and

then determines the census tract which contains that point. This process also requires

files which reflect the geography ofcensus tracts; these are likewise available under

Maptitude, as supplied by the US census bureau.

Once the 1980 and/or 1990 census tract for a givcn address was known, data

from cither the 1980 and/or 1990 STF-34 census fìles(19, 20), as appropriate, was

attached to the address. The ccnsus t¡act identified, appropriate census variables for

that census tract could be linked to thc address, and a determination of the three

neighbourhood typologies (see below) could bc concluded. Some addresses wcre in

ccnsus tracts which have missing values for one or morc of the variables uscd in the
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determination ofthe neighbourhood typologíes; these neighbourhoods are given

missing values for the typologies that could not be operationalized.

Neighbourhood Classifi cation: Methods and Results

Before proceeding it is impotant to undeÍake a substantial digression and

review the neighbourhood classification schemes which we will use in this chapter,

and to establish thcir validity for finding areas with high drug use rates.

We have recently tested three neighbourhood classification schemes for their

ability to find small areas (census tracts) with high levels of drug-related activity,

usrng the standard refcrence for population-based studies of drug abuse in the United

States: the National Household Survey on Drug Abuse (NHSDA). This survey is a

representative sample of household-dwelling adults aged 12 years and older, aud uses

a standard multistage sampling design. Our analyses were restricted to the 1993

survey, with a sarnple size of 26,489, and focuses on neighbourhood drug activity,

availability of'hald" drugs, and pcrsonal drug use. By special arangement with thc

Substance Abuse and Mental Health Serviccs Administration, three neighbourhood

classification schemes wcre integrated witli the public use file, and providcd to the

author. This augmcntation of the 1993 NHSDA public usc frle did not compromise

the anonymify of respondents.

Details ofthrec neighbourhood classifìcation schemes are providcd in Table 6.1,

and brìelly revicwed here. Two ofthe three ueighbourhood classification used in the

validation wcrc defined by outside agencics: the US Census Burcau's "extreme-
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poverty-areas" designation (21), and the underclass areas designation, proposed by

resea¡chers at the Washìngton-based Urban Lrstitute (22). The US census dcfines

extreme poverty areas to be those ceûsus tracts where the poverty rate is greater than

40%. The underclass areas designation does not use poverty as part of the classi$ring

algorithm, but rather measures high rates of four measures of so-called ,.deviance.,,

A third classification scheme was derived within this dissertation to rdentifu

areas with high rates of so-called "social disorganization." (This classification scheme

was finalized prior to linkage with the NHSDA and before linkage was made to

source plasma donor collection sites. Thus the classification scheme was not ,.tuned',

to either the validation work or tested for its application in an analysis of source

plasma clinics.) This classification stratogy was informed by sociological theory

which suggested that two separate social forces influence the ¡ates of social problems:

social resources and communily attachment. Neighbourhoods with low social

resources and low "community attachment" are proposed to be centtes ofsocial

problems, including illìcit drug use. We therefore constructed the .,Sector',

classif,rcation using a factor analysis of 14 measures from thc US census, which was

structured along these two dimensions. The rcsulting factor analysis was then

stratified rnto nine sectors, and the subset with thc lowest social resources and lowest

levels of community attachment - which we dcsjgnate as "sector J neighbourhoods.,'

We hypothesized that Sector J ncighbourhoods, extrcme poverty areas, and underclass

areas, would show high rates ofillicit drug use, and active local drug economíes, and
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undertook an analysis ofa special geocoded version of the 1993 National Flousehold

Survey on Drug Abuse to test this hypothesis.

For measurement ofpersonal drug use, we were interested ìn those practices and

drug choices that have either been linked directly to infectious disease transmission

(heroin, crack, PCP, needle use), or reflect social proscribed behaviours (sclling

drugs) suggestive of active local drug economies. We were also interested in

individual reports ofneighbourhood drug activity, and drug availability, apart from

what the individual reported about their own illìcit drug use and illicit drug-related

activities.

Our analysis of the NHSDA data is reported in Table 6.2 which reviews

unadjusted results from our analysis ofthe 1993 NHSDA_ A cursory review of this

table shows that residents ofunderclass areas, extreme povelty areas, and Sector J

areas all report rates for a wide variety of measures of drug activity which are higher

than the rates reported at the national level. The rate ratios (not shown) variecl widely

from 2 to 8 lold higher thaD those repofied at a national level. With rare exccption

(cocaine use in the last year amongst respondents in underclass areas), the rates in

these designated areas were always higher than the rates in the rest ofthe country.

Statistical significance tcsting confinns this impression; detaíled analyses are reported

elsewhere (Chapter #4).

Evidence from the 1993 NHSDA suggests th¿t these specific neighbourhood

b?es are charactcrized by very active drug-selling, and vcry ready availability of a
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broad range of"hard" street drugs. We therefore define US census tracts included

under any ofthese three designations as "high risk areas" for transfusion-transmissible

diseases.

Analvsis Plan

The presentation ofthe analysis plans is divided into two key sections. In the

first section we ¡eport basic information on data handling and univariate data about

the clinics themselves. With respect to data handling, we document the number of

unique addresses identified in each year, the number ofclinics wliich were excluded

for each of the exclusion criteria, the propoflion ofthe non-excluded addresses which

were geocoded, and finally the proportion of addresses which, though geocoded,

could not be linked to the census.

In the second scction, comparisons ofthe distribution ofclinics in the three

neighbourhoods q?es are presented, with the national distribution ofthese

neighbourhood types from the appropriate census year. Addresses operating in the

period 1980-1989 were compared to the 1980 census, while addresscs operating in

1990 or 1995 were compared to the 1990 distribution. Statistical testing of thc two

rates was accomplished using the exact binomial distribution (23) - this test assumes

that the decision to locate a clilics within any ofthese neighbourhood tlpes can be

seen as a "toss ofa coin" wlth the likelihood ofplacernent in these neighbourhoods

defined from the underlying proportion ofcensus tracts in this neighbourlrood type.

Results:
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Table 6.4 provides an ovewiews ofthe data handling. Addresses from thc years

1980-1983, 1986-1990 and 1995 were abstracted from the indicated sources (Table

6.3). A total of3962 addresses were reviewed, from which a total of 915 unique

addresses were identified; ofthe which 712 unique addresses were associated with

clinics operating in the years 1980-1989 and 586 uniquc addresses were associated

with clinics operating in either 1990 or 1995. Amongst the 712 unique 1980-era

addresses, l6 were penal institutions, 16 American Red Cross sites and I I addresses

were unsuitable for geocoding. This left a total of669 potentially ,.geocodeable,,

operating in the i980s. Geocoding was successful for 601 ofthe addresses, yielding a

geocoding rate of 89.\Yo. Of these 601 geocoded addresses, 20 addrcsses failed to link

to the 1980 census tract data; investigation showed that the geocoding linkcd the

address to a block-numbering area and not to a census tract.r A total of 581 unique

addresses were avaìlable for analysis.

With respect to the 1990-era addresses, a total of 588 unique addresses wcre

identified. Of these,9 addresses were penal institutions, 36 addresses were operated

by the Amencan Red Cross, and 9 were ilappropriate for geocotling. This left a total

of 534 1990-era addresses, of which 47 did not geocode to a census tract, for a

geocoding rate of 91.9o/o. All 491 geocoded addresses were linked to a 1990 census

I Block numberilig areas were geographic areas defincd on an interim basis for the
1980 census. They tcnded to liave larger areas and population sizes than census tracts,
and arc therefo¡e excludcd from our study because the associated mcasures are not for
cerlsus tracts.
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tract and associated census data. These gcocoding rates are consistent with other

studies.(24)

With respect to the location of these clinics, Table 6.5 reviews the dìstribution

of source plasma clinics with respect to the three binary classifications of

neighbourhoods - extreme poverty areas, underclass areas, and Sector J

neighbourhoods. The degrce to whích source plasma clinics are disproportionately

located in these areas clearly varies with time, and wifh the classification method, but

the over-representation of clinics in these neighbourhood types is persistent across a1l

years and all classifìcation schemes, and t1pìcally represents at least a 5-fold increased

representation than would have been expected had plasma clinics bcen allocated to

these neighbourhood types at the same rate that they occurre<1 within the country. For

each ofthe 10 years available for study, source plasrla clinics are concurrsntly over-

represented in areas designated as underclass areas, extreme poverry tracts, and Sector

J neighbourhoods. For example, extreme poverfy-areas represented 4.360/o of al

census tracts in the 1980s and,5.6%o of all 1990 census tracts, but represented the

location of betwe et 22.6%o and 39.8'lo of all source plasma clinics in the years studied

during the period 1980-1995. This represents a 5.2 and.i.l tìmes over-representation.

The underclass areas defirition tells a similar story; these areas representcd

approximately 2olo of 1980 census tracts ând 1.5% of 1990 ccnsus tracts, but between

9.3%o and I1.3% ofall plasma clinics were located in these areas. This rneasure also

shows a 5-7.4-fold excess represcntation of clinics ir these tracts. Finally thc Sector J
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measures show a similar patterr, of over-reprcsentation of source plasma clinics in

census tracts identified as Sector J. Three pe¡cent of 1980 tracts and 39% of 1990

tracts could be designated as Sector J, but from l9,1To to 29yo of all source plasma

clinics are found in these neighbourhood typcs, representing a 6.4-8.2 fold excess over

what would have been expected by chance alone. Al1 differences between the

expected proportion and the observed were tested against the binomial distribution,

using STATA, with p values consistently < 0.00001.

Discussion

In their 1990 paper, Chitrvood and associates suggested that source plasma

clinics offering cash pa¡anent for plasma and blood donations were preferentially

located in areas characterized by poverty and drug use. Flowevcr, their assefion was

not supporled by evidence in their paper. This paper set out a quantitativc standard by

which to test this assedion.

Two hypotheses werc advalced, one for the period l9B0-1990, and one for the

ycar 1995. For all three measures, in all ycars studied, source plasma clinics were

disproportionately lìkely to be located in these neighbourhood tpes, and that

association was statistically significant. Both hlpotheses were strongly supported

using each of the three conceptually distinct neighbour.hood tlpologies; this is strong

evidencc to endorse the Chitwood asscrtion.

There are lirnitations to our study. Technological limitations did not allow us to

geocode all clinics, ald the risk proñle ofthose clinics may not have been randomly
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distributed between more and less risk areas. However, we can identify no reason why

geocoding failures may not be randomly dìstributed across neigbourhood types As our

high risk areas rcpresent a minority ofall census tracts (generally <5%) we think any

bias is likely to be conservative. We have excluded climcs in penal institutions from

thc analysis, thereby reducing a clear and present source ofrisk. We have handled the

inclusion and exclusion issues conservatively.

During the analysis it was noted that many clinics are located adjacent fo census-

tract boundaries. Our geocoding used the standard pointin-polygon approach where a

given address is translated into a latitude and longitudine, and this point is then

associatcd with a particular polygon (ccnsus tract). Errors in point-rn-polygon

imputations necessarìly increase when the point is irnmediately adjacent to the cdge of

a polygon. To the extent that thcse clinics were more likely to bc located adjacent to

these edges than might be expected by chance alone, these methods may misallocate a

clinic into a neighbouring census tract. However, becausc the ty?es oftracts that wo

have dcsignaled as "high risk" represcnt a minority of all tracts, this crror should result

in a lessening of tbe proportion of clinics located ìn high risk tracts, not an increase.

These data clearly suggcst that the location ofthese sour.ce plasma clinics is

markedly non-representative of the spectrum of leighbourhood socioeconomic

circurnstances and social cnviLonmelts in thc Uuìted States, at least over a l5 year

period. The observation that US sourcc plasma clinics wcrc dispropotionately located

in high risk areas in the early 1980s is not surprisir.rg, and appears to reflecl wcll
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recognized historical strategies for locating these clinics(15-17). Vy'hat is surprising

and troubling is that such clinics continue to operate in these areas well after the

epidemiology of HIV was defined, and ìn particular its association with injection drug

use. we can a¡ticulate no rationale by which the placement of source plasma clinics in

these neighbourhood increases the safety ofthe blood supply. Cogent and compclling

arguments can, however, be made that this strategy of the location of source plasma

clinics which provide cash compensation for plasma donation significantly

compromises the blood supply safety. That these clinics remain in these areas as late

as 1995 is inconsistent with epidemiologic and ethnographic insights into these areas

and inexplicable from thc point ofview ofpromoting blood system safety.

In our view, the unavailability oftest positivity rales for commercial source

plasma donors, as evidenced in Steinhardt's testimony to the US House of

Representatives, and our data, suggest that exlsting regulatory efforts lack fundamental

infonnation on which to guide US domestic blood policy. This infomation is clearly

known to source plasma collectors - and is likely available to commercial

fractionators, however, patients, providers and regulators appear to have limited access

to these impodant data. Powerful information as)¡nmetrics such as these frustrate the

process ofinitial and ongoing regulatory oversight, and erode the potentìal for

informed consent by users ofthe resultant products. We would suggcst that reporting

of tcst results should be mandated on a clinic-by-clinic basis, and real and effective

controls, i'cluding closure, should be imposed on tlìose clinics which a¡e not ablc to
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show test positivity rates in keeping with those observed in non-paid donor cohorts.

Comparable results from penal institutions should also be acquired by regulatory

agencìes, and publicly reported.

This thesis has not addressed the issue ofthe international context for plasma

collection, trade, and fractionation. Important questions are beyond the scope ofthis

thesis: Where does the plasma go that is collected in US source plasma clinics? What

propofion is manufactured under US FDA oversight, and what proportion is sold to

brokers or to manufach-rers not operating within regulated environments. For national

regulatory agencies in countries which important plasma fractions, is appears difhcult

to establish how these products fare with respect to the domains of our "8P" model. In

our view, too little is known about the international market in blood and plasma to

offer further scholarly comment; wc therefore doubt that there 1s sufficient information

on which to establish eflective national regulatory conhol of these products.

The current geographical organization of these clmics places a significant

minority of commercial plasma collection at the epicenters of illicrt drug markets

within the United Statcs. These locations are focii for the sale ofìllicit drugs -

including drugs linked directly and indirectly to transfusion-transmissible infectious

diseases, notably cocaine, heroin, crack and PCP. It is difficult to rmagine that these

clinics could not but come to represent an attractive potential source ofmoncy for

uscrs ofthese drugs, and that the money available frorn successlully navigating the

donor screening would not but represent a powerful duality ofintcrcsts for drug
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seekers in need ofmoney. For these reasons, we would promote and encourage a

profound reduction in the placement ofclinics in these neighbourhoods. However,

more is required.

Moving clinics to ne\¡,/ areas would clearly reduce the geographical proximity of

illicit drug markets and source plasma clinics. However, it seems clear that it is the

availability ofcash pa¡'rnent (or modem equivalents thereof) - that ties together in

inappropriate ways, clinics, drug markets, and dono¡s. Therefore we would encourage

the regulated elimination of immediate cash-pa;.ment for source plasma donations in

order to substantially reduce any short-tem motivation for source plasma donation by

fhose at risk for transfusion-tlansmissible diseases because of current or prior illict

drug use. While we suppoÍ the elimination of pa¡nnent for source plasma donation,

we recognize this to be a point ofcontention within US blood polìcy. Enforcing

delayed payment for source plasma donation can be imposed without eliminating

paynent for dolations, and whilst only a preliminary step in our view, this option may

be more acceptable within thc US policy contcxt.

Our study documents a systernatic and enduring pattern in thc location ofsource

plasma centres in non-representativc, and high-risk, locations within the United Stales

during the years 1980-1995. We observe a 5-8 fold incrcased likelihood ofa clinic

operating in each ofthree distinct typologies ofhigh-risk areas, as compared against

the mixture of ncighbourhood types in the United States. We conclude that source

plasma clirics are not avoiding these high risk areas, as both ethics ald epidemiology
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would suggest, but the evidence suggest strongly that those responsible for locating

these clinics appear to have actively and preferentially located them in these areas.

Regulatory, and potcntially legislative, action may be indicated to redress both the lack

of critical information needed lor regulation, and to change the immediate-payment

incentive and the hìgh-risk location ofsource plasma donatìon, in o¡der to enhance

blood system safety.



Tables

Table 6,1 Tkee US Census-tract based neighbourhood cl

Extr€mé poveriV,âÍeás

MeásúÍe

Underclass Areâs

Sector J neighbourhoods

,: r ': .r Refe¡éncérr:,',rr ,,ar : i:.rl

(4)

(s)

non scnelnes

James, unpublished

Poverty rates > 407o

Concurrent high rates for female-headed households,
welfare recipiency, high-school leaving, and adult male
non-participation in the workforce. High rates are
defined (for both 1980 and 1990 census years) to be grater
than the 1980 mean plus one 1980 standard deviation for
the measure. All four metrics had to be ,rhigh" in order
to meet definition

.,rrr''r'l.Ch àÍâôttlriSti ci

A 3-by-3 classification of neighbourhoods, based on a 2
factor ânâlysis of 14 common census variables,
independentlv estimated for 1980 and 1990.
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T able 6.2
National H

Rates of Selected Measures of Tllicit Dmg Abuse, by Neighbourhood Type, using an augmented versio¡ of the 1993
ousehold Survey on Drug Abuse (USA).

Lâst-yeâr self-repoited uôetbf crack.cocaine:

tast'year 1!e!f-r:eloited u$e, óf .docaire.

LaSt'year self-. repor'tidlruie,ó-f hèroin;

Rêspolsé

'ivery freqt¡'ént" dru'g.sàles,in
neighb-outhood: :: : .:. ::.::' ::.::: ::..:

'(Very fredrient? robservationi, óf-!ntòx¡cltêd
individuals in neighbourhood.

"Very easy" access to. ô-ocailè

"Vcry easy?' ãccesi.tô heiéií,

"Very easy" access to LSD

,Nàtiólâl

ßVery easy" aócesS 10 IPCP

Lifetime histoiy..of injqctiq4 drug.r¡se.

Drug Selling,in.last vea

0.5%

u¡41r44{
:1...r'Afeâsr, .l

0.1%

5.6%

Exlrériie
ñf¡vêÍfù.]

1r.5%

0.5%

tl

46.1%

0.6%

20%

.:i ": r,Seôtoi'Jf ',.,.,,

nèitshliôúíhorid¡

t.9%

11.9%

49.3%

0.3%

I I .401,

24.9%

4t.9%

9.9%

1.6%

30.1%

1.4v.

41.1.%

3.4%

24.4o/o

o Lo/"

0.4%

29.2%

24.3%

32%

L7 .40/.

r.8%

13.9%

43%

LIyo

12.8%

40.8%

t.3%

28.6%
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25.4yo

1.9%
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able

Yéâr

Bì

1980

1981

ic Info¡mation for Address lists

t982

Plasnø Quarterly

r983

Plasma Quarterly

1986

Plasma Quarterly

1987

JäûÍníl Nani¡i

Plasma Quarterly

1988

Plasnta Quarterly

1989

Plasmapheresis

1990

PLASMApheresß lsicf

1995

PLASMApheresìs lsrcl

P L A S À4,4p h e r e s i s lsicl

The Journal of the Anterican Blood Resources
Association

June, 1980; pp. 46-62.

lune i 981; pp. 42-59.

Summer 1982; pp. 46-63

BiblioÞrâíhic, Dõtails

Spring 1983; pp. 48-64

[n.d.]; pp. 53-62.

[n.d.]; pp. 9-27

June 1988; pp. 158- 168.

October 1989; pp. 160-170.

Fall 1990; pp. 72-82

4(I):199s; pp. 2I-31
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Table 6 4 Data Management ofLicensed Source Plasma Clinic Addresses, 1980-1g95, including geocoding and linkage rates.

YEAR

Nùmber ol
Ur¡ique
Äddrcsses l )

Atlatr€sses notl
sûitnhlc for'
gcocodirs (10)

1980

Nnmbcr of Pcnál
Insfitûfions '(I2I

t96

Amóricrn Rod
Cióss Licenscs
(c)(rr)

I AQr

Nuinbcr. :
npproprìrte Íoi
geotôdeinÊ '

1982

t79

Succcssfully
geo(odcd

t0

363

1,983

Gcoiodinf Råte

I

Linked fo 1980
Ccnsr|s
(B)

9

3

312

1S86'

181

3

DÁtû Recover.y

l0

386

3,r8

2

1987

363

f2

91.3¡/"

l0

108

5

11r

342

I 9i¡'t,,:, I :,trf 
,í*0:

338

91

11

98.3yo

l0

307

6

322

399

339

90.80/.

ll

97.30Â

t2

300

6

¿01

293

360

19S0ii

l1

86.4r/o

97.7V"

l0

327

289

6

1',t9

712

90.8%

ll

-s90

9A.60/"

10

345

319

t12

II

91.00À

450

1i:]:199.5

l1

97.60

.i"16.t,

331

Jr6

314

90-11/"

5

97.70/o

438

t6

I OOñ1¡¡

326

335

:, ì 669

9

89.60/"

97.0V"

6

::,,1 ',þ9\

588

t9

325

I

117

89:8%

97.00/o

9

29

581

222

393

9

102

).96.,ie/"

94.2yo

36

393

t61

: 534

100.0%

9l .3V"

361

,':., :si.si);

49t

100.0%

49r

100^0%,



Table 6.5 Locatio' of source plasma clinics, for serected years and neighbourhood type.

It¡.e¡Eìúúif úôi¡l:jil
!t-riq::li1.lllll¡ìl:¡lÌti:i

1!t¡0i.,.ì

198r

,!9 -8)1;1,:,:¡¡

312

alg83i',::.:t

321

r986.

299

t-360/^

li1l:,:,::.,:.,

288

4.36.À

llP!8lìirt:.

319

4.i6y.

rrr98S

'17

33s

4.36"/"

:,i991i;tìilìrti

't3

324

ffiffi

36yo

1:.çea')

68

324

t.36"/r

68

* N is totâ¡ number o[ clinics obserYãt¡oûs_in year. NTis neighbourhood typei Extre¡ne Poverty A¡ea (>40yo poverty rate) underclåss Area(y/N)over this peri0d! 5 and l070 oi clirics could not be associateã rvith a Sect#value, because of missing vìlues fór one är more ol the covar¡¡tes ryhichsct the underlYing factor ântlysis. AII rates âre estimated lvith tolal N as denominâtor, thereby âssu;¡ng that none of the clinics not assigne¿l a sectorv¡ltle rvould h¡ve been ¡n Sector,I-

** AII râtios of (Proportion of Clinics in NT/Proporfion of r-T amongst all census tracts) ir all years are p < 0.000001 (ex.âct binomial)

392

t.36yo

75

36',1

22.1n/"

t.36Vù

80

23,60/"

,.6yo

5.16

17

s.60/"

23.5¡^

5.22

75

2.Ityo

¿3,gyt

s.22

t56

2.o10/"

23.gyo

5.42

t36

E-ï,*"*.Ë*
2.070/"

23.1"/^

5.39

z.otrÂ

39.8%

s.48

33

:.014/o

31.1o/.

5.45

30

t.0tyo

5.31

32

t0,28yo

,0tÕ/n

7 -11

33

2.n1¡

to.030/.

6.62

38

lr.tto/.

5,ll

35

tÉ:.-.--.¿- ---J.-;-_-:-:
ll..ou. I* l ro.rur.

L5tr/.

t0.34yo

34

4.99

11.34"/^

t,0./.

44

5.53

r0.80%

a.oo/"

l4

5.15

t0.49vo

\.Ùvo

5,64

12

11.220/o

.r.0%

64

5.37

9.26¡/"

3.ïyo

63

s,22

22-43Vr

7.43

3.0y,

6S

2r.40yo

8.19

l.¡o/"

6.14

69

21,88%

1.48

65

t.90/o

223

20.38%

1.13

62

3.9Vo

20.60¡/0

20.060/"

t4

6.79

93

19,

29.08V"

6.69

z5.3Ayo

7.46

6.50
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